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September 7, 19Ct
JOINT RESOLUTION To authorize the participation In an international convention of
representative citizens from the North Atlantic Treaty nations to examine how greater
political and economic cooperation among their peoples may be promoted, to provide for
the appointment of United States delegates to such convention, and for other purposes

Resolved by the Senatc and House of Representatives of the United Strates
of America in Congress assembled, That (a) the President of the Senate and
the Speaker of the House of Representatives acting jointly are hereby authorized,

after consultation with the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate and
the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives to appoint a
United States Citizens Commission on NATO, hereafter referred to as the Conmmnission. Said Conunission shall consist of not to exceed twenty United States
citizens, not more than one-half of whom may be from ainy one political party,
and who shall be appointed from private life.
(b) Vacancies in the Commission shall not affect its powers. Vacancies shall
be filled in the same manner as in the case of tlhe original selection. The Coimmission shall elect a chairman and avice chairman from among its members.
SlE. 2. (a) It shall be the duty of such Commission to endeavor to arrange
for and to participate inl such meetings and conferences with similar citizens
commissions in the NATO countries a.s it ally (leem necessary in or(ler to explore means by which greater cooperation alnd1 unity of purpose may be develol)ed to the end that democratic freedom may be l)romoted by economic and
political means.
(b) Thle United States Citizens Commission on NATO is not in any way to
speak for or to represent thle United States Government.
SEC. 3. To promote the purposes set forth in section 2, the Commission is
hereby authorized-(1) to communicate informally the sense of tilis resolution to parliamentary bodies in NATO countries;
(2) to seek to arrange anl international convention and such other lmeetings and conferences as it may deemi necessary ;
(3) to employ and fix the coml)pen.ation of such temporary professional
and clerical staff as it deems necessary: Providcd, That the number shall
not exceed ten: And provided further, That compensation shall not exceed
t(he maximum rates authorized for committees of the Congress;
(4) to submit such rel)orts ar it deemns appropriate; and
(5) to pay its share of such expenses as may be involved as a consequence
of holding any meetings or conferences authorized by sublparagraph (2)
above, built not in excess of $100,000.
S.:( l. Members of thle Commission, who shall serve without compensation,
slull i)e reimbursed for, or shall be furnished, travel, subsistence, 1and other
nlecess.laryexI')enses incur.'ed by I(leo in file performitipe of their duties under
this joint resolution, UIK)II vouchers approved by the.Chairimin
oi!,f irid Commission.
SEe. 5. Not to exceed !$300,000 is hereby authorized to be appl))ropriate(d to
tlhe Department of State to carry ou!t the purposes of titli resolution, payments
to lie made upon vouchers apprl)l)oved )by the Chairman of tile Commission s1ub)ject to thle laws, rules, and regulations applicable to thle obligation l1and expenditure of alpprolriated funds. The Commission shall make semiannual reports to
Congress accounting for all expi'nditures.
Sc.. (. 'lhe Commission shall (cease to exist on January 31, 19()2.1
Approved September 7, 1960.
1

Expiration date changed to Jumne 30, 1002, by Public Law 87-t16.
II

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
The1 Honorable LYNDON 13. JOIINSON,
The VICE PRESIDENT,
U.S. Senate.
The Honorable ,OIIN 'V. M(;CORMACK,
Speaker of the House of Nlepresentatives,

1Washington, D.C.

D)liI SIts: We have the honor of submitting herewith t rel)ort of
the activities of the United States Citizens Commission on NATO.
The report includes the I)eclaration of Paris and resolutions adopted
by the Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations, which was brought
about by the United States Commission in aceordanee with Public
Law 86-719.
We appreciate the opportunity that Congress has afforded us to

in this capacity.
one of the concluding sessions of the Convention, at resolution
by Mr. Charles AV. Engelhard, Jr., of (lie United States,
proposed
was unanimously adopted. Thllis resolution proposed that, we return
home and work "toward the imp)lemCentation of these resolutionss"
We, therefore, heartily and unanimously commend these resolutions to your favorable attention, and, through you, to the favorable
attention of the Congress.

serve

At

Very truly yours,
Dontcld G. Agger, William A. M. Burden, William L.
Clayton, Chales W. Engelhard, Jr., (George J. FPldmall, Morris Forgash, Christian A. Herter, Flrancis S.
Hutchins, Eric .JohnIton, HIIugh Moore, Ra'.lph D. Pittman, Ben lRegan, Elmo Roper, Edith S. Sampson,
Schmidt, Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr., Burr S.
Adolph IV.
Alexander
Warden, Douglats Wynn.
Swezey,
II[
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REPORT TO CONGRESS ON THE ATLANTIC
CONVENTION OF NATO NATIONS, PARIS,
JANUARY 8-20, 1962
"'We, the citizen delegates to the Atlantic Convention of
NATO Nations, meeZing in Paris, January 8-20, 19692, are
convibwed that our survival as free men, and the possibility
of progress for all men, demand the creation of a true Atliantic
communityy within the next decade, and therefore submit this
declaration of our convictions."
With this statement, the citizen delegates from the NATO countries
concluded their Convention. It is a preface to the Declaration of
which embodied their common convictions.
Paris,
IlThe words of tllis preface deserve analysis. They reflect both the
which guided the Convention in its deliberations and the text of
spirit
the T)eclairation.
"TVe, the citizen delegates to the Atlantic Con,)vention of
NA TO Nations * * * areconvinced * * *"
Ninety representatives from the NATO nations on either side of
I lie Atlantic speaking nine di fferent llational rlanguageS met, and subslantially agreed on matters of concern to their future. These men
and women were leaders in various hields-governiment, journalism,
e(llIcation, and business, to name a few. They had been selected by
]leir respective parliaments (the U.S. delegation of 20 had been chosen
President, acting in llis capacity as President. of the
by the Vice
and
by the Speaker of tlhe House) ; at t;he Convention they
Senate,and voted
as individuals representing their own convictions.
spoke
There wawS no national unit rule or decision by a government. Yet
there was substantial agreement on issues of tra ascending importance,
issues which underlie the growing consciousness that mountains and
oceans no longer divide man from man.
Beneath all the dill'ereint political styles and social customs of the
free nations, there is ia deep-rootled common belief in tihe value and
pimnacy of the individual. Thllis belief, held by all who he,,ave grown
in tlhe climate of democracy, brings free men together today.
On such ,a foundation thlie concept of an Attlantic Community hlas
I)Ceen built. The nat-ions of tlhe wVestl, are moving together, and not
merely in response to t;he Commnunist, drive. 'his surge stems from
an ii.credible advance in science and communications, great strides in
edulllation, and a heightened understanding among peoples.
Since World War If, t-hr1e major steps have been taken toward a.n
Atilantic Conommun1ity. The first was the Marshall plan, of American
inspiration, which revived ain economically prostrate E1'urope and laid
1

2
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the foundation for tlhe current high levels of productivity and prosThe second was NATO-the North Atlantic Treaty Organiperity.
zation-a military and political alliance unprecedented in history.
referred to as
Finally, the European ofEconomic Community, often
"the
has coordinated once

Cominlon Market,"

European inspiration,

rival economies of member nations into a, workable plan of mutual
cool)eratiionl that has already substantially increased trade and elevated
standards of living throughout the area,.
There is unity then among tlie Atlantic people, beneath the surface
dissimilarities of language and custom; and this unity found vigorous
expression among the NATO citizen delegates.

"*

that oi'r survival as free meen, tiand the possibility
of progress for all men * * *"
These words of the preface reflect thle concern of the Convention
with tlihe supreme challenge of our time.
Our basic task is to unify and articulate the principles of our
for law and
civilization-its
its
*

*

tlihe dignity
spiritual values, respect
of the individual.
It is also of concern that these principles take hold and grow in the
developing areas of tlie world where people may lose freedom in the
illusion that an autocratic government can best fulfill their aspirations.
And they can only grow in societies that have advanced beyond a subsistence level.
It is up to thle industrialized free nations, therefore, by aid, by economic assistance, and above all through trade policies designed to
encourage productive growth, to assist those nations to develop the
capital and technical knowledge needed to achieve economic self

development.

Throiughl existing machinery, the members of thle Atlantic Conmmunity can increase and coordinate their development assistance.
Accelerated private investment, can be encouraged through abolition
of tariffs on primary products and under agreed circumstances on
other products of the developing areas, and measures can be devised
to protect such investment from political risks. Such action taken
now can decisively affect the world's destiny.
Let there be no mistake. In thle interdlependlent life of today we
will not survive on the Atlantic shores as free men unless the principles of our civilization stand firm around thlie world.
demand the creation of a,true Atlantio Cowmnmity
within the wext decade."
These words in the preamble reflect; the conviction of the delegates
that the survival of free men and our ability to assist effectively the
developing nations require the creation of an organized Atlantic
Community.
Sovereign power--lihe right in man to direct; his destiiny--residees
in every individual. In primitive societies elements of this sovereignty were vested in tribal chieftains. During i;he l)past few centuries
"* * *
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delegated sovereign powers were increasingly transferred to nation
states, although other subdivisions within the nation framework held
a share.
It was the judgment of the Convention that a measure of delegated
sovereignty in the Atlantic area should be transferred to an Atlantic
Community. Of prime importance in this connection is the mass
trading area-larger than that contained within national boundariesrequired for the efficient use of modern technology. The comparable
economies of the Atlantic nations and their common heritage in ideas
make expansion within this great neighborhood singularly appropriate. They allow, too, for common military defense and common

planning of assistance to developing nations with an appropriate division of the costs involved.
Accordingly, the Convention recommended that the governments of
the NATO countries appoint members to a Special Governmental
Commission to study the organization of the Atlantic Community
with certain proposals in mind.
Of particular importance was the recommendation that a Permanent High Council be established to prepare and concert policies on
political, economic, cultural, and military matters and, in certain
cases, decide them by a majority vote weighted to reflect population
differences among the member countries.
The High Council could be a new institution or evolve by development of the North Atlantic Council. Pending its formation, however,
tlhe North Atlantic Council should be strengthened through the delegation of additional jurisdiction.
The Convention proposed, too, the development of the NATO
Parliamentarians' Conference into a consultative Atlantic Assembly
to review and debate questions of concern to the Atlantic Community
and in certain cases to make recommendations by weighted majority
vote to national governments and other Atlantic institutions.
Finally, a High Court; of Justice was proposed to settle legal differences between members of the Atlantic Community and between members and Atlantic organizations arising from the interpretation and
of treaties.
application
In addition to the foregoing institutions the Convention proposed
certain policies. It welcomed the suggested trade partnership between the United States and the European Economic Community as
tlio nucleus of an Atlantic Economic Community open to all qualified
nations. Members of the Convention were mindful of the potential
dangers of division between Europe and North America inherent in
European progress toward economic and political unity unless accompanied by some corresponding progress on an Atlantic scale, and
even on a larger scale.
The Convention believed that thle political institutions and the programs proposed for the Atlantic Community would be increasingly
effective with greater communication and understanding between peoples, without prejudice to the diversity that is a natural expression of
different origins and varying achievements. It recommended that
authorities in education, science, and culture be convened to determine the kind of education likely to contribute to the ideals and purposes of the Community including the study of languages and the
85514--2--2
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widest feasible exchange of students, teachers, and persons in industry, agriculture, science, and the arts.
In view of the hundreds of millions of hungry people living today,
the Convention recommended that the Atlantic Community should
address itself forthwith to the population problem. We recognize
that the policies proposed above are endangered by the population
and by the racial prejudice that is at large in the world.
explosionmust
be taken to make the Atlantic Community a reality and
Steps
they must be taken soon. Each new Communist thrust brings home
again tle lesson that democracies must unite to be a match for dictatorships. But, as history has also taught us, democracies united and
aroused are a formidable force. We must then gird ourselves and
find ways to create a unity more intimate and enduring than we have
known before. We must learn to live, and more than that, learn to
grow, not as nations greedy for power and influence, but as peoples
united in a concept of government both modest and liberating, based
on a faith in the rewards of human life lived in freedom.
The recommendations of the Atlantic Convention, as embodied in
tlie Declaration of Paris, are a first step in that direction. We respectfully urge that they be affirmatively and actively pursued.
PART II

The Commission is pleased to report that it has finished its task
within the allotted time granted by Congress, and will expire 3 weeks
ahead of the legal expiration date.
The Commission also is pleased to report that it has operated well
within its budget, and, in fact, will return more than $100,000 to the
Treasury of its appropriation of $250,000 for this fiscal year. A
statement of expenditures a-nd commitments, as of May 15, 1962, is
attached as appendix A. (See p. 79.)
Thile United States Citizens Commission on NATO was appointed
under terms of Public Law 86-719. It is composed of 20 members,
10 appointed by theI President of the Senate and 10 by the Speaker of
the House of Representatives. Thle appointments were announced on
March 21 and 22, 1961. Tlhe membership is equally divided between
the Democratic and Republican Parties.
A list of the members is attached to this report as appendix B. (See
p. 80.) As it indicates, there las been one change of membership since
the original appointments. Former Senator William F. Knowland,
because of business and personal reasons, resigned on January 2, 1962,
and was replaced by Mr. Edward Fenner, whose appointment was
made by the Vice President on January 11, 1962. Since the Convention was already underway when Mr. Ienner was appointed, lie was
not ablle to pl)artlcipate andl does not join in this report.
The Commission met for the first; time on April 8, 1961, and organized itself, electing Christian A, HIerter, Secretary of State in
the Eisenhower administration, and William L. Clayton, Unlder Secretary of State in the Truman administration, Cochairmen and Ehno
Roper, marketing consultant, Vice Chairman. Richard J. Wallace,
Jr., was electedl Executive Director.

ATLANTIC CONVENTION OF NATO NATIONS
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Tlhe duty of the Commission was outlined in the latw as follows:
"It shall be the duty of such Commission to endeavor to
arrange for and to participate in such meetings and conferences with similar citizens commissions in the NATO countries as it may deem necessary in order to explore means by
which greater cooperation and unity of purpose may be
developed to the end that democratic freedom may be promnoted by economic and political means."
It was directed to "seek to arrange an international convention and
such other meetings and conferences as it may deem necessary."
In order to be prepared to perform this duty the Commission
organized itself into five committees. The membership and functions
of these committees are shown in appendix C. (See p. 81.)
The first major task of the Commnission was undertaken by the
Committee on Relations With Other Nations. With the active participation of Cochairmen Clayton and Herter, it undertook to inform
other NATO nations of the existence of the Commission and of its
purpose and to bring about the appointment by other nations of similar
commissions.
This task was initiated by letters to the presiding officers of the
legislative bodies of the other nations. These letters were followed
up by personal visits with parliamentary and other officials of the
various nations, made by the Cochairmen and by different members
of the Commission. The Commission appreciates letters from the
Vice President to these presiding officers prior to these visits.
As a result of the initiative of the United States Citizens Commission on NATO, an International Preparatory Committee was organized. This Committee met in London, on October 20 and 27, 1961.
Tl'e British Government was host for the meeting. Members of the
Prpara.tory Committee are shown in appendix I). (See p. 81.)
lihe Preparatory Committee agreed:
1. That the Convention should be held and that it should convene
in Paris on January 8, 1962, for an initial session of 2 weeks, with
-the Convention itself to decide whether further sessions were
necessary.
2. That the scale of representation at the Convention be based on the
NATO Parliamentarian voting scale, but adjusted to suit a body of
"less than 100 members." This scale is shown in appendix E, (See
p. 82.)
3. To the, adoption of a budget of $50,000 for the international
expenses of the Cotivention, and divided this budget among the countries according to the scale developed by the NATO Parliamentarians'
Conference. h'lhe U.S. share was $12,100. The full scale is shown
in appendix IF. (See p. 82.)
4. 'To rules of procedure to propose to the Convention. They are
shown, as filially adopted by the Convention itself, in appendix G.

(See p. 82.)

'he TTUnited States Commission, as sponsors of the Convention,
undertook the international organization of the Convention. During
the succeeding period of approximately 21/2 months the United States
Commission maintained contact with the appropriate officials in all
thel other NATO countries to this end. The United States Commission

6
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also took the leadership on all other international preparations for the
Convention.
In the meantime, the United States Commission had been holding
of its own, in the United States, in order to prepare itself
meetings
to participate in the Convention. Various officials of the U.S. Government, including the U.S. Ambassador to NATO, the Honorable
Thomas K. Finletter, were invited to meet with the Commission and
did so. During these sessions, the economic and political problems
confronting the Western alliance were thoroughly explored and discussed. Individual members of t;he Commission studied specific
topics thoroughly and led the discussion of those topics.
The Commission also prepared a series of studies and background
papers on economic and political topics. In all these papers-as well
as in the discussions-it was emphasized that they were for educational
and background use only. The Commission took an early decision
that, in the spirit of the act under which it was appointed, there would
be no attempt to bind members to any point of view-no attempt to
adopt a Commission, or United States, position on any subject. The
members were, the Commission decided, appointed to explore the
problems of the Atlantic Community and, in the Convention, to speak
and vote as their individual judgment and consciences dictated.
This policy was also adopted at the Convention at the initiative of
the United States Commission, even to the extent of seating delegates
alphabetically rather than by national groups to emphasize that they
were there as individuals, not representing or able to bind either their
countries or their delegations, but simply as representative citizens
their best judgment to bear on the
officially
appointed and
issues facing the Atlanticbringing
Community.
On January 8, 1962, the Convention assembled in the International
Conference Center, on the Avenue Kleber, in Paris, France. Commissions from 14 of the 15 NATO nations were present. Portugal,
although it had previously appointed a commission, sent only ant
observer.
The Convention elected Cochairman Herter, of the United States
Commission, to the position of Chairman of the Convention. It
elected Mr. Wallace to the office of Secretary General of the Convention.
For the first week, the Convention met daily in plenary sessions,
and afternoon. During this time a total of 50 speeches were
morning
made by members. At the end of the first week, the Convention
divided itself into two committees. The largest, composed of 42 members, considered resolutions and recommendations that had been filed
on political and economic subjects. The second, comprised of 21 members, considered cultural questions. Two U.S. members were elected
to offices on the committees-Mr. Donald G. Agger to the position of
of Committee I (the Political and Economic Comnmittee)
rapportelr
and Dr. Francis S. Hutchins to the position of vice chairman of Committee II.
Committee sessions continued through Wednesday, January 17,
and on Thursday, January 18, the Convention reconvened as a Coimmittee of the Whole. On Friday, January 19, the Convention resumed
plenary session to consider the work of the committees that was now
before it.
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The Convention called upon the Governments to "draw up plans
within 2 years for the creation of an Atlantic Community suitably
organized to meet the political, military, and economic challenges of
this era." To this end they recommended the appointment "within
the earliest practicable period" of a Special Governmental Commission on Atlantic Unity, this commission to "propose such reforms
and simplifications of existing institutions, and such new institutions,
as may be required."
The Declaration was unanimously adopted with the exception of
three abstentions. Those who abstained were Mr. Alastair Stewart,
of Canada, and Mr. Ivan Matteo Lombardo and Prof. Mario Montanari, both of Italy. All three abstained on the ground that the
Convention did not go far enough in its recommendations, not from
disagreement with the recommendations. Throughout the Convention a significant proportion of its members gave evidence of a belief
ATLANTIC CONVENTION OF NATO NATIONS

that the Convention should go much further than it actually did.
The discussion leading up to the Declaration and resolutions is contained in summaries of each day's plenary sessions on following pages
of this report. These summaries of tlie plenary sessions, as well as
a list of those who participated in the Convention, follow the full text
of the Declaration and thle resolutions.

ATLANTIC CONVENTION OF NATO NATIONS
DECLARATION Or PARIS
We, the citizen delegates to the Atlantic Convention of NATO
Nations, meeting in Paris, January 8-20, 1962, are convinced that our
survival as free men, and the possibility of progress for all men, demnand the creation of a true Atlantic Community within the next
decade, and therefore submit this declaration of our convictions:
PREAMBLE

The Atlantic peoples are heir to a magnificent civilization whose
origins include the early achievements of tlie Near East, the classical
beeauty of Greece, the juridical sagacity of Rome, the spiritual power
of our religious traditions, and the humanism of the Renaissance. Its
latest flowering, the discoveries of modern science. allow an extraordi'n'ary mastery of the forces of nature.
While our history has too many pages of tragedy and error, it has
also evolved principles transcending the vicissitudes of history, such
as tlhe supremacy of law, respect for individual rights, social ustice,
and the duty of generosity.
IThanks to that civilization and to the common characteristics with
which it stamps the development of the peoples participating in it,
tho nations of the West do in fact constitute ai powerful cultural and
moral community.
But the time lias now come when the Atlantic countries must, close
their ranks, if they wish to guarantee their security against the Coum111111unist menace and insure that their unlimited potentialities shall11
develop to the advantage of all men of good will.
A true Atlantic Community must extend to the political, military,
economic, moral, and cultural fields. The evolution we contemplate
will contribute to the diversity of achievements and aspirations which
constitute the cultural splendor and intellectual wealth of our peoples.
Thie Atlantic Convention, keeping this ideal constantly in view,
would
in its
recommends the following measures which,opinion,)
obfinal
tlhe
would
of
the
cohesion
bring
West,
foster thel necessary
the
forthwith
be
should
governments
and
by
closer,
adopted
jective
concerned.
SUMMARY 01F RECOMMENDATIONS

To define the principles on which our common civilization is
and to consult about ways of insuring respect for these princil)lcs.
(2) 'To create, as an indispensable feature of a true Atlantic ComCouncil at tlhe highest political level, to
Igh
munity, ,andPormanent;
in
and
agreed cases to decide policy on matters of
concert,;
plan,

(1)
laxsed

9
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the Community as a whole. Pending the establishment
of the Council, the Convention recommends that the North Atlantic
Council be strengthened through the delegation of additional respon-

concern to

sibilities.
(3) To develop the NATO Parliamentarians' Conference into a
consultative assembly which would review the work of all Atlantic
institutions and make recommendations to them.
(4) To establish an Atlantic High Court of Justice, to decide specified legal controversies which may arise under the treaties.

(5) To harmonize political, military, and economic policy on matters affecting the Community as a whole.
(6) That the North Atlantic Council treat the development of an
agreed NATO policy with respect to nuclear weapons as a matter of

urgency.

(7) That it welcomes the development, progress, and prospective
expansion of the European economic institutions, and the spirit of
President Kennedy's statement that a trade partnership be formed
between the United States and the European Economic Community,
the basis of an Atlantic Economic Community, open to other nations
of the free world.
(8) That the Atlantic nations, acknowledging the right of every
people to freedom, independence, and pursuit of happiness, cooperate
on a larger scale with the developing nations in their economic programs, through direct and multilateral action; through the accelera.tion of investments; and especially through measures which would
increase both the volume and value of their exports, including special
tariff concessions for their exports.
(9) That the Atlantic Community take steps to help improve all
their economies, so that the proportionate economic and social potential of all will be less uneq.ual.
(10) That the Atlantic nations, noting the destruction of the national independence and the human rights of many peoples in Eastern
and Central Europe, reaffirm their belief that the problem of these
captive nations should be resolved in accordance with the principles
of both individual liberty and national self-determination.
(11) To create an Atlantic Council for youth, education, and culture
in order to draw up Atlantic plans for exchanges of young people, students, and teachers and for the purposes of scientific and cultural
collaboration.
(12) That tlhe NATO governments promptly establish a Special
Governmental Commission to draw up plans within 2 years for the
creation of a true Atlantic Community, suitably organized to meet the

political, military, and economic challenges of

this

era.

RESOLUTIONS

delegates to tlhe Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations, in
We, thleassembled,
note of thle recommendations of the NATO

meeting

taking

Parliamentarians' Conference of November 17, 1961, that an organized Atlantic Community be created, have adopted the following
documents:

ATLANTrIC CONVENTION OF NATO NATIONS
PART I-POLITICAL AND

.1.

11

ECONOMIC QUESTIONS

Special Governwmental Commission 7'o Propose Organizational
Changes

Call upon the governments of the NATO countries to draw up plans
within 2 years for the creation of an Atlantic Community suitably
organized to meet the political, military, and economic challenges of
this era. To this end they should, within the earliest practicable peto a Special Governmental Commission on
riod, appoint members
The
should study the organization of
Commission
Atlantic Unity.
the Atlantic Community, particularly in the light of the recommendations of this Convention, and it should be instructed to propose such
reforms and simplifications of existing institutions, and such new
inst itutions, as may be required.
1I. llstitutions
(1) Recommend, as an indispensable feature of a true Atlantic
Community, the creation at the highest political level, of a Permanent
High Council, whose competence would extend to political, economic,
military, and cultural matters. Such a Council, assisted by a Secretariat, would not only prepare and concert policies on current questions and, in defined cases, decide them by a weighted, qualified majorwould also undertake long-term planning and propose
ity- vote, but,
on
iniitiatives matters of concern to the Community. All members of
li C( ommunity would be represented on the Council.
Whletaher this tHigh Council be a new institution or a development
of the North Atlantic Council should be a matter of recommendation
l)y the Special Governmental Commission. In any event, however,
1)ending the establishment of the Atlantic Community, the members
of tlie Convention urgently request their governments to reinforce
(nd (levelopl the North Atlantic Treaty Organization as a political center. To tlis end, the Convention recommends that the North Atlantic
Council be strengthened through thle delegation of additional juris(lietion. Where authority for decision is delegated to the No rtl
Atlantic Council by governments, it should employ a weighted major-

ity vote.
(2) Propose that the NATO Parliamentarians' Conference be develoled into a, consultative Atlantic Assembly, to meet at stated ineivals, or upon tlihe call of its President or otherwise, to receive
reports regularly transmitted to it by tle Secretaries General of other
AtlIntic bodies; to raise questions for and to consider, del)ate, aind
review thle work of all Atlantic institutions, anld make recommnendations to other Atlantic bodies and governments on questions of concern
to Hle Atlantic Community. A permanent secretariat and an annual
II(uget should be provide for the Atlantic Assembly to'insure con(inllity. In certain defined cases, recommendations should be by
weighted majority vote. Members of the Atlantic Assembly would
h1)e selected by member governments in accordance with their constitlutional procedures. Tlihey need not necessarily be parliamentar.ilTns.'I'e members thus chosen would have the power to elect a
liililtedlnumber of additional meml)ers of equal status.
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(3) Recommend the creation of a High Court of Justice, reserved
legal differences between
members and between members and the organizations arising from the
interpretation and application of treaties.
to thle Atlantic Community, in order to settle
(. Policies

The institutions of the Atlant.ic Community should harmonize those
policies of its members affecting the interests of the Ctommllunity as a
whole, and contribute to t.he development, of Community methods in
planning, considering, and executing such policies.
(1) A primary objective is the cont-inuing expression through national and international action of an overriding community of national interests in political and military policy. Closer and more
effect-ive action in this field should not await the growth of Community
institutions (see par. 2, above) ; the develol)mnelt of an agreed NATO
to nuclear weapons should, among other immediate
policy withberespect
as a matter of urgency by thle North Atlantic
treated
)problems,
Council.
(2) A second cardinal policy objective is to realize the opl)ortllities for economic p)rogre.s available through tile creation and develop)mentl. of tile Atlantic, Community. The expanding European Eco(nomic Commnunity is an economic advantage not only for its members,
but. for North America and the free world as well. The Convention
welcomes the spirit of President Kennedy's recent statement that. a
trade partnership be formed between the United States and the European Economic Community. W1e hope that tfhe negotiations envisaged by President Kennedy succeed inl establishing a relationship
which would constitute tile nucleus of an Atlantic Economic Coi)within the framework of Community institutions, and open
munnity,
Io all other qualified countries. Such at development' would be of
advantage to all countries, and particularly to those which participate
direct ly ill it. Among filhe fruits of this expanding Community
wou ld be its stimululls to competition, investment, and more rapid
growth ini the mass markets appropriate to tile modern teclnolog'ical
'
age, with
progressive reductions ill tariffs and other barriers to trade.
Anotler
important. goal of thlie Atlantic nations is to cooperate
(3)
with those develol)ing nations which wish to do so in their efforts to
overcome tle )lirden of poverty, whicll may well be that of a falling
)per cap1)ita income ill some countries. Tle Convention recommends
that tile Atlantic Community increase its already considerable particil)ation in development programs of this kind, through direct financial
an(l technical measures; through increased shares in United Nations
programs, OE1CD programs and other multilateral efforts; 'and above
all through policies whlicll favor commerce with and investment in
the developing countries, such as the abolition of tariffs on tropical
and primary products, and the reduction and, under agreed circulmstances, even the eventual abolition of tariffs on their other products.
The Convent.ion also recommends the development of equitable anll
agreed programs for the acceleration of investments, and for t he protection of investors against political risks.
(4) An important goal of the Atlantic Community's economic policies should be to help raise the standard of living allm the level of economic activity of the different segments of tlhe Atlant.ic Community,
so that the proportional economic and social potential of all the memlbers will be relatively less unequal.
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(5) IIn view of the hundreds of millions of hungry people alive
today, and t,he prospect, that, if the present trends continue, there will
be 3,000 million more people 'added to the population in the next generation, the Convention recommends that the Atlantic Commnunity
should address itself forthwith to the population problem.
expansion has destroyed the effective national
(6) Since Soviet,
of
peoples in Eastern and Central Europe, denymany
independence
members the free exercise of their religious
to
their
individual
ing and democratic liberties-witlh
all the attendant injurious efrights
fects upon the general climate Of European security and progressthe Convention affirms its recognition of the inalienable rights of all
nations to assume freely the responsibilities of self-determination and
self-government, and expresses its firm belief that the problem of the
Calptnive nations of Eastern aind Central Europe should be resolved in

accordance with thle rights and principles of both individual liberty
andl national self-determination.
(7) As most governments of the Atlantic Community countries
lhave accepted the obligatory clause of the Statute of the International
courtt of Justice at Tlle Hague, the Convention recommends that all
members of thle Atlantic Community accept this obligatory clause.
PAl.'l' II--MOIRAL AND CUL'URAL QUESTIONS

A. 'The Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations:
Declares that the basic moral and spiritual principles upon which
tihe lives and acts of the nations forming thle Atlantic Community are
based are as follows:
(1) The purpose of political and economic institutions is the
and promotion of the rights, liberties, and duties which
protection
enable every human being to fulfill Iils or her spiritual vocation;
(2) Liberty is insel)arable froom responsibility, which implies
re(ognlition of a moral law to which men, as individuals and in
groups,

are

subject;

is inseparable from the duties of men toward one
(3) Liberty
another, which implies the obligation to insure that all men
gradually attain. pllysical and moral well-being;
(4) Liberty is inseparable from tolerance, which recognizes
tile right to free discussion of all opinions which are not in
violation of the very principles of civilization;
(5) T'here can be no freedom without variety, the natural result of the different origins anld varying achievements of different
peoples in all fields. But this variety should not entail disunity.
O(n the contrary, retaining the common factors, it should become
(lie permanent force impelling the peoples of our Western civilization to unite;
(6) Freedom is inseparable from the spirit of objective truth,
to words the exact
have in

which must restore
meaning they
tlhe free world.
A nd therefore invites memb-'r countries:
(1) To defend and promote the values and principles of civilization by lmetans of education, plllublications, lectures, radio, the
cinema, and television;
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(2) To uphold in their conduct; with all nations tlie ethics and
values of Western civilization and by their example to impress on
others tlhat discord and disunity result when they are not

observed;
(3) To defend these values and principles against intellectual
and moral subversion within the Conmmunity;
(4) To try to establish an atmosphere of mutual understanding
between the members of thle Atlantic Community, apprecitating to
the full the riches of their diversity;
(5) To demonstrate to all peoples that respect for these values
and l)rinciples can alone make at technological civilization an
instrument for improving the phllysical and moral well-being of

mankind;

reconstruction, of the A'croOlis..-To decide tilat tlie Ac.ropolis
shall become the symbol of our culture and thle shrine of our Alliance
and to call upon governments to consider how this resolution might
be given concrete form.
B. Time Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations:
that a lma jor obstacle to the formation of real Eurnopean
('onsider;'g
and Atlantic Comniunities is the difference in language and therefore
in mentalities and ways of thinking;
Co.Siderhinq that this language carrierr is particularly prejudicial
to the scientific cooperation upon which the Western potential (le-

pends :

Invites tlihe governments of NATO nations, and such ot her countries
may be inspired by the same ideal, to convene an Atlantic. Council
consist ing of Miinisters of educationn, Ministers for Scientific Affairs,
cultural and educational authorities, and reI)resentatives of universities and scientific research organizations, with a view to:
(1) Determining thle comprehensive aims of an education
likely to pl)romote tile ideals and purposes of the Atlantic Commnun ity, st ludying ways and means of implementing tile principles
la i1 down, and periodically reviewing the result; achieved.
as

Organizing-b)ol0d Atlantic plan for Youtli and Education witl tlhe
aiml of furtlherintg thle study of languages and the widest
l)ossil)le exchange of student-s, teachers and youth leaders and
of workers in industry and agriculture;
at programlll of sciet itific COoperation amon11g the scientists
a11(1 the scientific institutions of the cotintri(es of tlhe

(92)

a

Colimunlit y;
both of theo above being financed by all participating nIlations.
Witliin tihe f'ramnework of thlaal)boe ITrecommendations, the Convention (ra'ws the attention 0of qovernl.men.8 to the following l)oints:
(a.) Alongide tIle study and use of foreign languages, it is
essential] t(hat iiutial iunderstanding be
between men
with different, ways of thinking froti all parts of lihe free world,
including those of the emergent nations.
This program should in the first place benefit university
as many as 1)ossible of whom should be enlalled to
students,
at,
least 1 year of their course in a university or other adspend
vanced training eF;stablishlient where teaching is in a language
other titan t eir own.

developed
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citizens of the
However, ill the case of the most promising
have
a
this
should
ions
nat
program
special )priority,
emergent
since their intellectual hunger must be satisfied at all costs.
Steps will have to be taken to insure that such periods spent at
foreign universities or other establishments do not, prejudice the
career of the student concerned but rather confer advantages upon
him in the form of either a degree valid in his own country or a
new type of degree specially created for the purpose of enabling
him, for instance, to exercise his profession either in his own
country or' in that where lie has completed 1 or more years of

study, always providing that his knowledge of the two languages
is sufficient.
(b) It is to be hoped that, in the future, those who have pursued such a course of training, which would subsequently be supexchanges of civil servants between Atlantic nallemented
by
tions will be given priority ill selection for posts as officials repart in international negotiations.
quired Itto take
be made possible for teachers, and particularly
should
(e)
university teachers, research workers, and curators of museums
and art, galleries, either to be seconded periodically to equivalent
foreign organizations, or to establish close contacts with them.
Although it, may not be immediately possible for all Atlantic
( 'omnlunity countries, the introdulict ion of the system of the "sabbaticall year" for professors and research workers would be gente rally desirable.
(4) In the field of scientific documentation and cooperation, it
would be necessary to supplement existing organs by setting up
a Scientific D)ocumentation Cent er responsible, aImong other
things, for t(lie translation and distribution of the principal art.i(les, reports, and other publications appearing tllroulhout tlhe
tl gecis.
I) (list rbullted by other
world, and whichll have not yet been
The C(ommittee considers this a most urgent matter'.
(e) The "pairing-off" of universities ald other ml(lava ned edIIlcationall establishments of different] languages wit hil t 1e C( om(wun ity should be encouraged and intensified.
(/) The establishment and(1 exchallge of comparable statistics
()11 education an(1 researchll ill tlhe Atlalit ic C(omnimuity countries
should b)e assured.
(. Recommends that these proposals be stud(lied( further by tihe
A0llantic Institute to assist in the accompl)lishnment of these tasks in
with existing agencies, such as th(e Council for Cultural
coop)eratioll
Cooperate ion of thle Council of lurope to avoid dul)lication of effort.
(OINNERAL REtlS)UTI)ON

The Atlantic (C'onvention of NATO Nations requests its President
forward the foregoing )eclaration and resolutions to the NATO
Council and to the NATO Plarliamentarians' Conference at the earliest possible (late, and that the delegates to this Convent ion rel)ort the
s:ame to i;heir respective governments or' legislative authorities at their
to

tal test

conveniencec.

SUMMARY REPORT, ATLANTIC CONVENTION OF NATO
NATIONS, JANUARY 8-20, 1962
FIRST'' MEETING
IMORNING SESSION, JANUARY 8,

1962

INTERNATIONALj CONFERENCE CENTER,
19, Avenue Kleber, Paris, 16.
The first meeting of thle Atlantic Convention of NATO Nantions
was held at the International Conference Center, Paris, on Monday,
8, 1962.
January
The meeting was opened at 10:15 a.m. by the Provisional Chairman
(PIrof. Georges Portmann, First Vice' President of the French

Senate).

At, the instance of the Provisional Chairman, members observed a
minute's silence for meditation about the grave issues facing the Convention and for prayer.
Opening address b)y the P)rovisional Clharman
The PROVISIONAL, C(IAIxRMAN, in lis opening address, said that the
Convention was the outcome of patient effort over a long period by
leading representatives of thle various countries of thle Atlantic Alliance to transform it into a real community.
lie recalled that. the Alliance was formed in 194,9 for t;he purpose
of providing tile West with tile military means of securing its safety
ati,' iinst the power of the U.S.S.R. and its satellites.
The'ly must. express their thanks to the Americans for their twofold
gesture of solidarity by means of both financial and military assisti''Co which lhad enabled them to preserve their independence in the
fl'ce of t lie doublee threat. from without.
['or 1'2 years NATO had l)een fulfilling tlie task imposed upon it
its treaty. No county of Western Europe lihad since fallen under
IySoviet
d(lomination. That. domination still existed, and liad not lost
ainiy ground; on t lie (coilntrary, coercion weighed heavily upon the
satellites day after day, while in erlilln, tle "wall of sami'e pl)ititheliline beyond wh ichi slavery began.
lssl;y markedconstantly
increallsilng Communlist activity in all spheres
AMolreover,
aInd all over the world(dellandied. s renuous efforts to counteract, halt,
tai( roll back tle, ed wave not; only in IEuriope but; wherever its
lhreat, was felt.
'T'o achieve, that objective, the, provisions of tlhe Alliance appeared
to ble too restricted both in aim and in content. Moreover, from the
beginning member governments hlad felt that ai purely military and
defensive treaty limited to Europe could never be. anything but a
check to t.hespread of communism.
temporary
The treaty urged member countries to pool otiler resources besides
ailranft;, tanks, and soldiers. It; invited them to harmonize and unite
17
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their ecollomies and their cultural, social, and even political istitilutio ls. To tlie all-out challenge of Red impl)erialisml, t hey wver Ito
le all -ollt challen ge of the free
rep)y wit l lt
For that. reason. a numl)ber of IJ.S. citizens .undertook to sinminoln
anll assembly of citizens of NATO member nations to discuss how to
their countries.
strengthen and extend the solidarity between
of
the
wh]ilch
llie principles by
procee(lillgs tilhe Conventionl shlind(
b)e insl)ired could be expressed in two words whicll had longer )eell tlhe
motto of certain membel)rs of tlhe Assemll)ly-"freedom and ullion."
Mfo're tllan ever' unlity was tile g uar'antltee of freedom. Thle countries
of tlhe, free world must close t heir ranks in view of tlie form talkell b1y
( communist activity. Their activity, like that of tile Communists,
be, worldwide. It should no longer 1e confined to military reprisals but must also face up to tile economic challenge. It must Ile
adapted to thle political dynamics of the Communists.
Tlie Rlussian. threat was universal. It was foolish to imagine tl(at
since. 1917 thle Communist revolt ion hlad aban(loned its iltimat e o)of tle world. In 1962, there was neither a coitineilt
jective-conquest
lnor a co
:itlry where tile
Communists ein to ga in a footFor tihe last 10() years the W1est lad been abandoniiig newnuling.
tions to Soviet. or Chintese influence. It would be useless to bu)iild a
united Western front in one part of tile world if thle enemy could turn
it:because there was lack of cohesion elsewhere.
There lhad e1e(11 considerable expa lsion of the Russialn military and
evollomicc(lhallellge which today remained as strong as ever. It Ilmst
1)e remenlbered thatIwllile Klrushllchev threatened with his armamnentls,
lie also asserted tilat peaceful coexistence would inevitably lead to t:lie
collal)se of tlme ecollomy of thle free world owing to th(e inidust rial and
conliiiercial expansion of tle Communist world.
The military advances by tlhe Soviets in tlhe field of high-powered
armaments wero forcing America in particular to agree to an iunfinancial effort; and sacrifice, which could not but; influence
precedented
theo whole economy of tlhe United States and t;he standard of living
of its inhabitants. Tlie other memlbrs of the Alliance nlust also
agree to an extra effort to strengthen thle common security.
It was necessary to consider how to adapt, and unify economic 'relalions between thle Ilelli)er countries of tle Allialice. On tile EuroMlarket, tile success
1 was tlie purpose of tl'e (Common
I)ea]n plale. this
of wh ic('ll wa;s a primary (cond)it io0l for ( li ex pa.nsion of le A.\ tlaillic

]ust

Alliance.
Assistance to (ldevelol)ig coulntries Imust take tlie form of concerted
act ion in place of tlie. p Iresentl. scaltere( alld sometimes d(lplicated
tef'orts.
"Wit.llin t lie Alliance itself," lie said, "tlie rate of ecoIlOlic progress
is still unequal. We mnust first support our friends, and economicO aid
of a. special kind must; be developed to insure that our soutleern flank
shall not, gradually slcecumb to thle assaults of subversion."
To answer' the global strategy of tle Communist world was anll essential problem for thle Convention to solve. The greatest; challenge,
however, was the political one.
THo believed that the time had come to give the NATO Parliamentarians' Conference an official place among other NATO institutions.
IProfessor Portmann concluded: "Ou1 vital task will not be accom-
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p ished unless we are able to establish the basic principles of a policy
of political actbin)l cpal)le of winning the minds and capturing the
n(tlhusiasmn of men. Our doctrine is not an outdated theory of politi(il thought doomed to disappear. Our vitality is unimpaired, our
are tliose in which, in his heart of hearts, every man believes .
)ril(
nciples
cannot
lWe
disappoint tliose for whom we represent thlie last hope of
s.eiiing freedom triumphh"
,t(Cport of the Preparatory Colmmittee
Mr. WALLACE, (Secretary General) outline( the history of the orof the Convention and the program arranged by the Prellizatlion
an
Committee.
atory
pim
'I'he agenda for the inaugural meeting was adopted.
At the suggestion of Mr. John Pallett (Canada) it was agreed
that Ihere should be what Mr. Pallett had described as an hour of
"'free for all" discussion witli a view to giving guidance to ihe Bureau
its meeting.
priior torules
of procedure were adopted.
'IThe
/l/eetion of officers
'I'he Convention unanimously agreed to tlie election of Mr. Chrislianl A. Herter (United States) as Chairman and tlhe following Vice
(Chairmnen were elected: Dr. Martin Blank (Federal Republic of Germlany), Lord Crathorne (United Kingdom), Senator Pietro Micara
General A. Bethouart (France), M. Paul van Zeeland (Bel(Italy),and
Mr. Patrick Nicholson (Canada).
g'iltm),
Af. Georges Hereil (France) was appointed treasurer.
Mr. He-erter then took tlie chair, and the Vice Chairmen took their
seats oil the rostrum.
//v'.sN'. bh/
.
1te
h Cha/irmoin
''Tho (CI1xm.IrANx, delivering' a keynote address on thle origin, pu11'p)oSe1 alnd significance of tlue Convention, thanked member's for lon1'rilg' him by electing him Chairman and1 expressed the liope that tlhe
('ol\'ent ion would reach a successful conclusion.
1 o explained tihat thie I Tnited States Citizens Commission on NATO
(di(l not. in any way speak for its Government. His remarks, accor1din'lv, were intended to reflect; personal, not, official, views.
lie recalle(l that on September 7, 1960, the UI.S. Congress set upl)
:1 united d St ates Citizens Commission on NATO and authorized it to
oir,'aii'ize an1dparticipate in a Convention wit!i similar commiissions
r'mil ot her NATO nations to explore
means
which greater coopera})y
lion and(1 unity of purpose might bel developed to the end that demoe('1'e Ired(lom mlilight 1)e promoted by economic and political means.
1"ro'm the American side, of the Atlantic they sensed the current of
ven(.is was moving ral)idly in the direction of Atlantic unity. ''There
wa1s a ew
interest, even excitement, over the prosplectl
and adversities of indefinite cold war, their
Facingfelttilethatfrustrations
of the pea'e more and more depended
t
maintenance
people
on (he coming into existence of a real community of the Atlantic
nations. Continued division among thle free nations increased the
langer of wari-at thie very least economic war conducted by hostile
Comlnunlnist political forces--with thiehorrid specter of nuclear war
not far behind. They were willing? to go to any honorable lengths to
85514-02----4
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avert; the (dangers even though it. entailed severe wrenches to traditional habits of thought about relations between nations. They were

preparingng to put massive reliance on combined Atlantic efforts. They

.were gradually realizing that the modern world as they knew it was
to an end and they must conform their national actions to
coming
that historical fact.. They felt; in their bones tilat to fulfill their
to maintain freedom they must link their national lives more
destiny with
others. In a world deeply split by ideological differences
closely
a close-knit Atlantic Commiunity seemed the only hope for eventually
establishing world order based on justice and the consent of the
lutlt were thllere

no

economic and military dangers, there would still

for greater unity, hopefully universal.
persist a yearning in mankind
Atlantic unity could only be a step in that, direction. Their European
friends by t heir successful integrative efforts were showing that mankind could still, after taking thought and applying energy courageously,
siape world events to freedom's benefit.
Now was a time for more than constructive work on

relatively

small functional l)roblems. They must now together seek, between
inertia and Utopia, a. practical common course to harness their several
national st-rengths in the cause of peace. Their task was to outline
a designn to answer thle question, "Where are we going ?
Their gathering to prospect an international breakthrough was
evi(lence of growing confidence in thle effectiveness of private efforts
Io i!mprIov e the governance of men.
"Our vision should not be bounded alone by anticomlmunisnm," he
.said. "Our motives should not rest; on mere alarm as to security developm)lents. We are going with the grain of history. The destiny
of thlie At lantic nat ions lies in at greater unity. 'We should fulfill thiis
of whether Soviet hostility waxes or wanes."
(lestilly regardless
were today approaching wider systems of polity, having as
'I"hey
tl(eir true basis not a parlI'iculalr nat ionality but a common ideology.
were several such systenms-the Communist
1',hhe world of(here
today
onles, l)ased oil dur(less, which were already c(;nstlituted, and those of
tlie free systems, base(l on consent, which were in thle process of formaionl. 1l]e Atintll ic system was
\)\hi constituted by the democracies
of Western Europle and North' America, which shared the same ideology a.nd culture.
Wats t(lhere good prospect (hat a real Atlanti Community could
- evoe\'( out of the present institutional framiework, or should they try
to construct rad(lically lnew\\ international political devices to suppl)lemnent tlie growing, although informal, habit of consultation, the aimlu
1' wh'l ic('h as consensusbul t not common decision?
I Ulder l)Ires'e1,t practice NATO Ministers mlet, at relatively long im(ervals, usually in an atillosphe're of senlicrisis, and then ivent back
to their national preoccupations. Inlthe meantime, the North Atlantic C'ounc(il met under' condit ions somewhat remote from the central
power issues of the world. Faithful civil and foreign servants followed thle day-to-day work of the Alliance at a relatively low level;
l)rivate citizens )oureld out, illetorl ic; nlemw commiittees weret establishe(l.
]Butt the key pr) ob)lem remained(-national selfishness, doubtthat. such
a positive political act of faith was needed, a postponement of the
necessary self-denial until sometime in the future.
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Their task was to
Iry to l)reakIt hat iinerl ia t(reI a nd steer erenIts
ilutoldole)idul
els. Perhaps a galvanic sho.k would be
more In any cevent,
haiin.their
liee(le(l.
task was to do the forward thinking,
)lt must they wait. for some, great; catast rophlle to produce tlhe necessary
of their sovereignties, the critical mass from which great
compl)ression
new political energies should emerge? Thle o)sc('ene wall of Berlin,
lie outlaw breacll of the nuclear testing
l moratorium, tllhe tor)edoing
of lile disarmnamient negotiations stared theml in thle face. How much
evidence (lid they need that that hostile force onil the march must l)e
llmet by a real (omlbinaltion of Atlantic force--illlintlary, economic, polit ical, and, most. important, spiritual?
Ill promoting Atlantic unity, tlree cautionary considerations should
e

given allduesureweight.
economic

l)ase would aid political admilitary
in
Irain
should be fostered. CounIntegrative
tlerlroductive would l)e undue political anticipations which would
have a delaying efeec o0i economic and military functional
cooperation.Atlantic
unity wolil(l rest more securely with great, power
Second1,
onl both sides of the Atlantic. Europe) was in the middle on an hist0orie rest(ruct'lrilng. The scope and te ol)O of hatt process might well
lie vulnerable to gathering pressllUres for tlit Atlantic (Comimunity.
lurop)Can unillity and Atlantic unity weremutually self-supporting.
Blotl l)processes were essential for free world survival. Proponents of
bolh should welcolie tile prospering of tlie otlier.
Third, nalt rei's periods of gestation hadt(heii' coltun 'lerparts inll ma's
etiorts iln ilie realml1 of world politics. In a little more than a decade,
great advances ]lad been Made toward uiity of (he free. HIistorians
etllorts than
give them higherAsmarks for theirtforpast cooperative
migi'ltn)ow
they p1us)ed political lies to (crown their
(hey
suspected.
economic anidmilitary ('coordliativte elf)rts, let tlheil not try to'out'lrun
loll 1)less lest t heir pol
I l te
turatio,
)it ical l)rod(ucI·t (lie stillborn.
lie
"do I as anll individual hope for
"What oncre('le

First:,

.vanic.es.

and

measures now

results,"

asked,

lIis (on venit ionl:
i(menOl). to tIhe goal of a:
"(1) A deep co)ill itimen t b1y ach
c'lose-kInlit Atlantic (Comimunity duringg lhis or her li fet imIle.
" (i2) .\n agreement 011 prl'ilwiples to g'ilide our steps to t his
goal. Aniong others, I woul(I1 like' to0 (ee ionsidere(l:
"(a) Streng 'lthelled ties1on all levels--- political,nlilid '111iturll.
l
'loo great; reliall(ce o0l olle
tayl' c('lono i(', i c111(
or e('O1 several 'chaels of (')1eralt ion. should
be11)

avoided.
conceived'( as 'open0)
(b) The (oillmmniinity should 1))l(e
ended' so that any qualified nation coll(d associate with
it.
"(e) Measulres to achieve Atlantic ullity should 1e
taken in a manner designed to avoid prejudice to develol)unity l)et ween any smaller group of states in tilhe Coming
mnunit y.
" (d) While theIultimallte political framework of the
North Atlantic Community cannot; now be, foreseen, our
should not; rile out of consideration
respec(tie nations
no
matter
how ambitious."
any appl)roach,

thing:
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Given t lie goal of a close-kl it Attlantic Communil ity, certa in )rac1t ical
steps could be taken. Inl the economic field, the course, though diflicult, was relatively clear. The ITnited States was on t(le way to adaptto the new realities of thle Eu'lropean Economic
ing its trade l)ractices
All
who
Colllmunity.
sillpported tlhe Atlantic community y sholl'(l
accel)t t lie sacrifices entailed.

As to practical steps in tlie military field, tihe central problem revolved around the control of nuclear weapons. A constructive step
would be the. development of tle Eulrolpean initiative, whllich the
United St ates had suggested, concerning a seablorne, mlultilaterallv
owned NATO ballistic missile. lie fully emllorsed tlie need, as expressed at the NATO ministerial meeting last month, for a subst ant ial
increase in mobile conventional forces.
Political integration presented the greatest difficulty of all. ()One
tended to shy away from thoughts of restraints onl complete freedom
of nat ional act ion, but a small step on the political llane l(ad recently
been approved by the North Atlantic Council, establishing ait policy
Advisory (Group) to prepare recommendations for long-range ploli(cy.
not ta giant step, tlsis went in the right direction andwdarAlthough
ranted full support.
He concluded:
"To break this spell of tile magic of unlimited national autonomy will taketoa courageous act of faith by political leadermatch rhetoric. This is tihe important
ship-courage
task-to help officials screw up1lltheir courage before it is too
late-to supply for them a compelling vision to move their
wills. This will call for national wisdom and action, each
carried to its highest point. Until our nations put) behind
them the illusion that. purely collsultative relations ar'e adequate in this nuclear era, real political progress will be
blocked. I am confident that this illusion is fading and that
we are witnessing nlot; the
end of Western civilizat iol
but the growing pains of possil)le
its youth."
onfi'mnaltion, of t lt Sec(retary General of the (.'o0 rent/oat
On at motion proposed and seconded from the floor, Mr. Richlarli
Wallace was unanimously confirmed in his appointment as Secrelary
General of the Convention.

Procedure
The ('IIIrMAN put forward the lrop)osal of the Steering ('Comm)it tee
that, it should meet at 3 p.m. and that the Convention should resume
del iberations at 4 p.m.
Mr'. limli.vrr, (Canatda) said that one of thle purposes of itle Stee'an llgelnd(a for thle remainder of the
ing Committee. was to
ConveltionI. One of tihepropose
'vital matters to be determined 1)by he ('onvention was an answer to the simple question, "WVly lihe Atlantic
The Atlantic nat ions--as distinct from tlhe NATO
Comiunitly?"
nat/ions---rel)rese.ntedaln assemblll of weallithy countries meeting oln a
political and economic basis. They had to be careful to spell out their
with the other free nations of thlie world, as well as the
relationship
of
thel
purpose
assembly. It was not; enough merely to be "anti" somethey had to b)e "pro" something. There should be a specific
place on (lie agenda for d(isc(ssionl of these and many other individual
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including the relationship of lhe Community to the less developed (lunltries ,,and tle expansion of tile Community beyond( the
NA\TO nations.
M'r. A. CoN'1'E (France), speaking from experience, said that it
would be difficult to organize discussion in ia large assembly. He
t bought, that the Steering Committee should be left to set up an agenda
w\llic(l could l)e amendedbl y the Convention. He supported the Chairmla'spl'opostl that tlihe Steering Committee should meet at 3 p.m. and
thatl. the Convention should resume session at 4 1).m., which was thereti)ponl agreed to.
i']e Conventyion accordingly adjourned until 4 p.m.

points,

SECONI) MAllETI'NG
AFTERNOON SESSION, JANUIARY 8, 1902
was opened at 4 :10 p.m. by thle Ch(laiman

T'le session
tian A. H[erter).
s taken b t/e
t/ake;.,nh.

(Mr. Chris-

tee'ring committeee
ClIMArN,
by the Steering Conmlii tee, explained that that Committee would make no substantive decisions bI)ut. would decide merely onl procedural matters. Any resoluionlls that were submitted would be referred to tile proper ad hoc comiilittees which were appointed. ()On these committees, every member
iia, ioIl would be represented, so that on substIantiAve matters all nations
wo'il(l ]have an oppl))ortunity to l)art icipate ill tlle deliberations of lhe
('0111111i tees.
'lTie

rel)ort illng thle decisionn taken

'T'lle general debate would commence atI tlie present. sitting and
would continue until the end of the session on Wednesday afternoon.
I 1,however, there were still many individuals wlo wisled( to spe)lak,
i lie ime would xbe extended.
Delegates who wished to speak were requesteA to give their names
ii advance to the Secretary (General and to indicate roughly how long
I

intended to speak.
l(,,
'l'lhe, hours of meeting would be from 10 a.m. until noon each morn-

ilg,' andl from 3:30 until (i p.m. each afternoon. .'Th'ere woul(l be a
meeting on ,rIturl(lday morning, l)1ut not ol Saturday a ftler'looll or
Prof. Mi1ario MlONT'ANARI (Italy) said lie algl'eed with thl( basic i(ieas
eXl)ressed in t.lie speeches made to thl0e Convent ioll by l)'rofessol' Porlt1a1n1 and Mr. H[erter. Italy was 1lot; linked 1up) with any national
body. The Italians were citizens of NATO which gave them freedom
of IllovCement and at deeply sense of individual responsibility. They
were aware of the present-dty problems and they felt that tle Colnvention must; bring forth something new' in the political life of the
West. They could not be content with vague statements and action
on traditional lines. The Soviet Union must realize the strength
of the Western countries who in turn would ho a'wair of the security
provided by truth.
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iProfessor Montanari said tllat NAT() should not be just a defeiise
and military pact. It was necessary to find a political answer as well
atlld[ maiiny tra(litional ideas would have to be discaded(l ill order that
progress might. be,made. New political frontiers would have. to be
created and it was necessary to insure that words were given their
proper Illeting.
The Atlantic Treaty had preserved the Western countries from a
Soviet invasion for tlhe time being, but for how mucl longer would
they be l)reserved ? Professor Montanari considered that. a great deal
of valuable time llad been lost and it was necessary tlatta revolutionary
step forward be taken. Ile thought that the Convention could provide
a worthwhile reply to the problems confronting tlie lWest. They did
not; want a. Convention which would be merely of at federal nature.
An interpolitical body was necessary.
Lord OoMoltE (United Kingdom) said that thle United States wvas
far more accustomed to tlhe idea of a convention of peoples tllan was
Europe. But. t lie world into wlhicll we were moving called far more
for the association and sullpport of tile peoples of thlie various countries
than liad been (tlie case in th l)past. To a large extent national 1)oundaries no lonlrget lad thlie import anlce they used to lave.
In order to capture Ile imaginations of thile peoples of tile western
they must;clothe (lie ideas which tiey represented with fleslh and
world,
bloo and have an organization which could translate their ideas to
their peoples.
Tlhe British Commonwealth would have beell much stronger if it
libadl(ad o1rgatnizations representing the parliaments andt tile 1)eoples
and dealing with common problems. That, had to some extent )been
the mistake in NATO. The military side of NAT() was of great importance, but. there was a tendency to overlook tile need to take with
them the peoples of t heir countries. It was t I'll to say I hat NATO hlad
failed to capture thlie imagination of the p)eol)le of (lihe' united Kini'dom.
IHe referred to EItrocontrol, lte organization established for lihe
purl)pose oft controlling tlie upper airspace fort aircraft mnoveme01t, andt
said that tile reason for it was that nat iolnal boundaries in Europe were
11no longer suficient to deal w itl that problems in the jet age. ie-1(
pointedd out(, however, tlia till connection wit l tilatl; organ izatiol there:
was ino systclemi of control by palliamenits, either of policy or tinan('(e.
)e wr'og to have
il
which was surely wrong fo' their l)eol)les. It must
twerable to or supert'visc'(I
international organizations whli(c'l wee tnot as

parl)iamentmtarybodies.
"But. 1 Ibelieve' that il NATO() in tlie Parl lliaentarills' ( onference,
we have
ltlie nucleus ofl such( a parliamentary body,'' lie said. "O()e of
l'e problemss whllich I llis Con venion ought to discuss is to what extent
it, is desirable. to give tlie NATV() 1 arlia metltarians C( onference a lit r1i
1moro authotil y ihain it lias ait present. 1 feel that it, is praciticab)le to
make of it, ai real body which will give tlie pub lic some assurance t liat
tho policy and tihe enormous expenditure of NATO( will have some
l)y

parliamIlentiary supervision.
Mr. Elino IRon1E (United States) spoke of tlhe growth of thle movemenit in tile United States atid said tihat those whlo were engaged in
it lhad encountered many frustrations and were met. with indifference
misunderstanding, skepticism, and hostility. Butlt (lie passage of time

htid dramatized tlhe need for Western unity at in crisis alter crisis
Western diplomats lhad been forced to spendias much timei runniing

tile
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'lromi capital to cal)ital as they spoelt in meeting tile Communlist threat.
fori
batte
Bult eventually tlhe crucial
support t had been fought in tlle
'.S. Congress, where success was achieved aild as a result the United
States (tizens olmission onl NATO ]lald been established.
'T'lle passage of thle authorizing resolution was no mere endorsement
Convention
of whatrNATO llad alread(l done. Those who came to
'ee.v not comnlniitted to any specific solution to their problems. They
tl
atic citizens without. power to represent
\(-e(o l)resent as i(livildual'
ol commit their governliiemnts. They were present to explore alny
possibility that otlered tihe slightest possibility out of the present
(liletllmla.
"Wcre are here to flreak new ground, to chartL a new course," lie said.
"WAe are here to propose what in olur collective judgment is the very
hestl to bring tie peoples of our countries to tlhe unity that we need.
Some of us feel that only daring measures can possibly answer tle
tirenendous challenges of our times. Tlhe issue will then be for our
resl)ective legislatures to decide. May we propose well and they dispose wisely. We have not very much time. The. pressures of history
are lreat. Disunited democracies are no match for monolithic dietatorships, but there is no force equal to democracies united and

aroused."

should direct its attention to
suggested that the Convention
and
its
implications for the building
(emerging European integration
of anll tlantic Economic Community, coordination of monetary polwelfare within and outside tlhe
icy(, means of achieving maximum
At lantic Commulnity, political control over a NATO nuclear deterrent,
means of achievillg a common foreign policy for NA.TO countries, tilhe
best. form of political organization to achieve unity and how the Atlantic Alliance could develop into a. genuine Atlantic Community.
Mr. Arthur (-'ONT''E (France) said that in trying to find its personality, Europe still remained divided by the Iron Curtain and many millions of its peop)l were still in serfdom.
After the war, cooperation in Europe was established, integration
was l)lannled, and various organizations liad been set, ll). But Europe
was by no means isolated, for it formed part of a wider network,
fashioned by history and designated by hope, which present living
conditions hiad rendered even more coherent; and cohesive.
In manyt ways, America was an extension of Europe. It; shared
'he (co()1n(on belief ill the principles of human rights, respect; for tilhe
in(livi(lual, antd devotion to the cause of liberty. America wias a
voungi'er sister of Europ bult hlad outtstriplped lulropl)e by setting li) a
powerful industry ial civilization, which in many ways was the forerunnier of imiany aspects of the plresent-day European industrial scene.
In recent years, thereIhad been closer. links bet;wee t;he young'
A ilmerical and tlie older Europe, starting with the Marshall plan. It
I)e forgotten that in addition to the military aspects of a
should nooot
moro r'ece(mt organizattion-NATO-the intention was to find ways and
means of economic cooperation between the member states and the
(develol)lent of
better understanding of the

l[e

relationships by
principles
governing their institutions, thus recognizing the close link of the two
si(les of the Atlantic world beyond the needs dictated by coImon
defense.
There was, however, too great na contrast between words and deeds.
rThlie first duty, in an attempt to secure unity, was to devise a common
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policy among the various organizations which already existed ill Europe, quite apart. from its multiplicity and diversity of parliamentary
assemblies.
As yet, there was an absence of an Atlantic assembly. The situation
called for a new organization replacing the different European assemblies by an Atlantic organization covering all aspects of both safety
and freedom. It was wrong to continue to work separately. By
working together, many of the errors of individual governments could
be avoided.
Thle Economic Community of Europe with a market of over 1(;5
million lind sufficient, resources in many splieres. Mr. Conte reminlide(l
time Conventioll that it was the third coal producer of the world, second
in theo production of steel and cement,-and fourth in the production
of aluminum. One of the problems of the Six was the harmonization
of agricultural production. Europe could be described as independ-

enlt and could live on her own resources, and the temptation to do so
existed. 'Tlie Common Market economy lihad made great progress.
Now Britain was realizing the advantages of joining the Six. The
possibility of economic self-sufficiency could not be ignored and that
is why they appealed to their American friends to lielp theill resist
'
t ell)tation in that direction.
In the economic field there were powerful links between Europe and
North America and statistics made clear that there was a great deal
of trade onl both sides of the Atlantic. Since 1957 powerful American
had investigated the conditions under which they might
companies
settle in Elropl)e and take advantage of the expansion, particularly ill
the (Commlon Market. 'Mr. Conte declared that all the count ries were
linked with one another and must remain so. HI-e expressed tile hop)e
tlhat:Great. Britain would become a full member of tlhe Economic (Colmmunity. It was important. that there should lbe no economic strife
between the Six and Britain. Internal contradiction could ruinl tlhe
free world. The arguments for security and the defense of liberty
must lead to thlie realization that in a political alliance would be a
f 'amiework for the Western World in which Europe could take a part.
The Western World had been organized aroulid Europe.
Mr. Conte stressed that the experience of tle old Europeanll nat ion
and the dynamics of America and Canada could do much to foster the
democratic ideal which they all loved.
Tlhe Con vention adjourned until 10 a.m. on Tuesday.

'TlnIIn) MEEI,'mx(
MORNING

SE'SSION, JANIUARY 9,

1962

Tlhe session was opened at 10:05 a.mn. by the Cha irman (Mt'. (Chrislian A. 1-er ter).
General discussion
Mr. Thrasyvoulos TSAKALOTOS (Greece) said that lie was convinced that the threat of communism would always be tle main problem with wliicli tlie NATO nations were faced. Recently some philosoplhers had expressed thle view that they would prefer to be (Coml-
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munists rather than dead. Those views did not; represent; a wise
atttitu(le.
In all nations the governments had responsibilities toward the
and the people had responsibilities toward their government,
people
and tLhat was a relationship which must exist in NATO countries. It
was the object; of the Convention to devise means whereby such relationships could exist;. It was the mission of members to propose
means by which such relationships within NATO nations could be
so that it might be possible to establish a NATO comstrengthened
munity against which Communist action would come to naught.
What was being asked was that the soldiers of NATO should fight:
for NATO with the same discipline and the same attitude toward
sacrifices as if they were fighting for their own country. Korea had
provided a striking example of what. could be achieved, but lie wondered whether the leaders of the NATO nations had, in fact, adopted
measures which would insure the maintenance of tile morale of their
fighters at a high level. In that connection, it was important to remember that, the small nations were in the frontline against communism, and that the military burdens imposed on them were, consevery great.
quently,
I-He contended that insufficient had been done by the West to inform
opinion of the fact that the imperialist; power of today was the
public
Soviet Union, which dominated many countries in Eastern Europe.
The object of the Western Powers inl fighting communism would be
achieved only if each NATO nation began to think in terms of NATO,
each individual citizen regarding himself as a citizen of NATO. A
state of mind must be created in which each individual was wilPing
to sacrifice even his life as a NATO citizen in order to defend liberty.
()Only when the great powers fulfilled their obligation to give an
examIlle to inspire this alith would their st rengthl represents a. true
force which could withstand attack. The IHellenic peoples believed
in a strong NATO and would be faithful to its principles.
Prof. Dr. Leo BiAND')T(Geirmian Federal Republic), who spoke of
the contributions made by the natural scientists toward the progress
o f mankind, said that what was wanted nowadays for many fields of
modern natural science were big working teams. 'Feamlwor() was
of t;lhe present era.
typical
The world liad confronted the member countries of lie A\tlantic community with unusual tasks. If they could fulfill t-heir highest aim
of preserving peace, they would be faced with the absolute necessity
of helping large parts of the world to achieve a dignified standard of
living for everybody, free from hunger and distress. T'le magnitude
of t he task was characterized by the fact that 75) percent of tihe gross
nat ional product of the world was earned by °o5 percent of the world's

l)pol)ulation.
It it, was desired to raise the standard of living in t(he underdoeveloped areas, the attempt must, be made rapidly because, owing to the
in infant, mortality and the
explosion duetheto the reduction
population
was
fight
against disease,
problem
becoming more and more
(dicllcult.
"In addition to the moral stamina," he said, "which is demanded
from us, with loyalty to our own convictions, at willingness to work
and a readiness to devote our full energies to this great task, thle two
85514-62---5
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primary forces from which the strength to master these problems must
flow are rationalization and research.'
International exchanges in the scientific field were of great importance for the future of the Western World. Of at least equal, if not
greater, importance was the cooperation of the Western community
to exploit the second great source of strength for a happy futureresearch in the natural sciences.
The advances in medical science had increased the average life
expectancy in the free world to almost 70 yearsI while in India it was
still as low as 30 years. This opened up enormous possibilities of
future achievements. Atomic power stations could be established
in locations where there was no fuel for conventional power stations.
Biologists and medical experts were optimistic about the results of cooperation with nuclear scientists. Electronic computers were making
inroads on an ever-increasing scale. They could be used in medical
diagnosis, for language translations and for automatic traffic control
in the air and possibly on the roads.
The prerequisite to constant movement and progress of the intellectual forces of the present day was more an"d higher education and
sufficient scientific-technological education and by the selection of the
best talents from all strata of all nations. International cooperation
in scientific-technological development was imperative and presented
one of the most important challenges of the present time.
The United Kingdom had achieved outstanding results in the promotion of talented young people and in adult education. In France
there had been a promotion of scientific-technological research and
in the United States efforts had been made in a pragmatical and non..
doctrinal manner to meet the demands of the hour. Mention also could
be made of valuable suggestions from Italy, Belgium, and the Netherlands and a citizen of one country could learn much from other countries if he went out and knocked on the doors of other nations.
Advancing a number of suggestions of possibilities for common
work in the future, Professor Brand.t referred to the American university sabbatical year. I-Ie thought it would be a great thing if this
practice could be introduced in other countries to enable scientists to
do creative work unhampered by daily activities. -He suggested that
arrangements should be made for visiting lecturers to all universities
and for the results of research work to be published in more than one
language. Good documentation centers were of decisive importance.
It should be possible for parliaments and governments to have some
idea of the funds spent by friendly countries on research which was at
present made difficult because definitions were not the same. There
should be more done to establish closer cooperation between European
and American universities. Frequently a worldwide discussion wtas
the only way to tackle at problem which appeared almost insoluble.
'l'here existed a,sufficient; null)er of major tasks facing mankind whichll
required discussion and cooperation. One examp)le was (Ile problems
involved in the explore ltion of outer space.
Mr. Adolph ScIIMrIYr' (United States) said that 2 weeks ago thle
birthday of the Prince of Peace was celebrated. But there was no
peace. On the contrary, the] world was again at war, and it had been
at war for many years. lFor t1he time being the war was being fought
in the political, economic, and psychological realms. It was war be-
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it was a struggle between tyranny and the survival of a system
which the Western way of life was based. The basic issue was

cause
on

freedom versus tyranny.
A respected American writer had said that, barring a miracle, the
United States would be devastated by nuclear, chemical, bacteriological, and radiological warfare not later than 1970. How could the
shooting
phase of World War III be prevented? IHe believed that
if wars were made in the minds of men they could also be prevented
in the minds of men. They would not be, prevented by reduction or
control of armaments or even by total disarmament. Peace would
only be kept by power. World War III would be prevented only by
the creation of adequate political machinery among the North Atlantic
democracies to enable them to enforce peace by an overwhelming unbalance of power on the side of freedom. That unbalance of power
would not be in the military field alone but must also exist in the
economic and political fields, because the military, economic, and,
factors were indivisible and interdependent.
political
Tlie Soviet Union lihad not been attacking the military posture of
the Wrest but had been trying to drive wedges into the AWest's weakest
area, the political. "The significant task before us, therefore, as delegates to this Convention," le said, "is to aid our governments and
peoples primarily in the realm of the political, the most difficult of
tlhe three fields."
Probably the greatest obstacle to thlie establishment of effective government between nations was a misunderstanding of the nature of
Insistence on complete sovereignty in international
sovereignty.
affairs was what created anarchy. Sovereignty and anarchy were
inseparable. But the individual citizen was iTle sovereign. Thle term
"surrender of sovereignty" was frequently used by those whlo did not
understand tlhe nature of the individual's sovereignty, because the
which belonged to an individual under a constitution
sovereignty
could inot be surrendered. It could, in fact, not be given away.
it was entirely possible and appropriate for individuals
Nevertheless,
to transfer a portion of the sovereignty which they owned to a new
and more inclusive entity if they decided that such a transfer would
provide them with a greater measure of security or prosperity.
Leagues of nations had always foundered because the participating
governments had refused to grant them effective power. Today disaffected governments were beginning to starve the United Nations
into impotency by ref using to meet their financial commitments to it.
tlhe United Nations was powerless to prevent convenConsequently,
tionanl or nuclear war if the stage were reached when tihe diplomats
had to stop talking. Consequently, if one sought to develop a working
concert, of Atlantic nations one hlad to look elsewhere for a model.
NATO wvas a regional organization of 115 countries consistent with
(and encouraged by 'articles 51 and 52 of the United Nations Charter.
Tho Atlantic Commnunity constituted thle heartland of Western civiliz1ation, an area wlich must be nurtured and preserved before all
others, because without the Atlantic Coimmunity not much was likely
to happen in all the rest of the world.
"In this day," continued Mr. Schmlidt, "the North Atlantic Ocean
is to us Mare Nostrum. As the Roman world surrounding the Mediterranean was the world of its day, so the Atlantic world is t.he world
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of our day, although numerous felaheen peoples exist concurrently in
other parts of the globe. The big question still remaining-which our
work during the next 2 weeks may have some part in determliningis whether the Western World will be dominated by the Anglo-Saxon
and Latin or the Slav."
In. view of those considerations, the democracies surrounding the
Atlantic must become thle nucleus for the next great area oil the earth's
surface to be brouglit together under government. World government
was not possible in the foreseeable future because of the impossibility
of merging democracies with dictatorships. If, however, men set their
minds to it, it was possible to do something about curing the anarchy
which existed in tlie Atlantic area.
was necessary for two reasons: first, to prevent future wars
Thallt
nations ot that; area; and secondly, because the West must
thle
among
as soon as possible present, a fully united front in the struggle with
the Soviet, Union and Communist, China. The Kremlin's one chance
of succeeding was by keeping the count ries of the West divided at all
cost.
If the

strength of NATO-embracing lb countries comprising 75
productive capacity as well as 450 million of the
world's most intelligent and able people-could be put together through
effective government, it was reasonable to believe that thle Kremlin
could be Compelled to engage immediately in productive negotiations
rega.lrding tlhe sensitive issues of tile lay and therel)y cure what had
percent of the world's

been called "a schism in AW estern Chri.stendom."
Mr. Donald GlrLTs (Canada) spoke as tile Labor representative
from Canada, and referred to prol)osals or recommendations from the
largest, group of Calladian workers organized under one locale and
eml)loyed 1by compl)anies producing three-qluarters of thie world's nickel
at l)eing the only Labor
requirements. atlHetheexpressed
disappointment.
to see such repHe
had
Convention.
expected
representative
resentattion from every country y l)articipatinlg in tlhe ( convention. If
they hoped to be successful inl breaking new ground it, would be no
mistaim to have the :farmeranld tlihe lab)orer sitting witll themais Iesl)ected citizens at that cit-izen's Convention.
The role of government and( labor in tlhe more fortunate countries
was to assist government and labor in the less fortunate countries
so that they would be better equipped to make valuable and constIructive contributeions to tihe economic and l)olitical needs. Such assistance
could take time form of an exchange of labor personnel in NrATO countries. While Canadian labor welcomed the opportunity oflexl)anding
Can(ada's economic girowthl it; was also realized that, if the, country was
to prosper their sister nations would have to prosper as well. Orgalnized labor in Canada linad long been recognized asrepresenting the
workers but no significant; role had been allotted to it; in the country's
Yet thle people wiho elected labor leaders also contridevelopmentt.,
I)utedl largely to tlhe country's taxes and fought in its wars. 'Ilherefore
when labor s)poko it should be listened to respectfully.
Tho economic future of t(ie countries in the Alliance depended upon
aitnd therefore those three factors should
labor, capital, and government
work toward the overall good. This could be accomplished only
through the coordination of effort and resources and with re3spect, by
each for t;le role and ability of tile others to contribute to thlle eventual
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and welfare of their countries and thereby remove once and
prosperity
for all the dangerous threat,. of communism.
1Mr. HIugh MAOO (United States) said that t-wo major developa.
reflect on the future of the North Atments were

having profound

lantic( countries. One was the sudden and unprecedented acceleration
of world p)opulationl and tile, other was the revolution inl the rising
ions in newly independent countries.
exp)ectat
''Those two developments were lhal)pening at one and tile same time
and were meeting head on at, this very instant in a. clash, of which tlhe
1)litical, social, and economic consequences could not be fully fatlh-

However, lie )redicted that thllose two revolutions and the conflict between them would /)e recognized )before long as major forces
(let elmininllgt the history of mankind and the NATO countries.
World population would increase tlils decade by well over 50)
million, which was about the combined population at, present of the
Atilant ic (count ries. That was the (demogral)hic revolution--the world
be more accurate, )population flood which
exl)losion, or,tieto elartil.
)population
If 11(t arreste(l so()o(, it; might; towas (quietly inul(lati
other revolution, that of rising expectations inl tllm
t1ally defeatt tHiecountries.
less developedd
TheIate of population growth illn 19(O-61 out)pacedl(lie production
orfood anmd ot her aricul t iural commod(lities, according to the 1 united
NNation(s Food an(d A(gricuIltulre ()Organization. That. meant that, insteadl of giving tlhe poorly fed people of' the world( a bettlert d iet, the
u
increase inf1ood1 production was eiing used 1)up
1) by the greater )11111)er
of limouths.
Why shoul(l the NATO couilltries concern themselves wit.lh that
1)rolle(ml? The answer\ was that it was a. Illatter ot great. political
0ions oft whlichl lie hlad spokeil must
sigLnificanice because tthe t.\stw\o revolt)etweenl
tle Sino-Soviet l)loc anid tlhe
ruggle
pl)oje(cted ag'ailist'
flIee world(--in otilher words, lie cold wvar. Inl that struggle many of
llie 111(lderel'(velope countries would ultimately vweigl downtle
l alm
an11ce ill favor of one side or (lie othlier. Many of tlb(en now l(bought of:
themselves as unalilned and were waiting g to see which side in tie cold
war would treat ttemll letter. 'Thie danger wNls i(hat if their rising ex)e(lations were not. fulfilled they would be receptive to tile blandishments of c(Omiisl111I1111,
The CHAIRMArN announced lhat (delegates and alternates to (lie Convention would at.t end a briefing at SITIAPE 1)y Gener'al Norstadait;
10)::3() a.m. o0l Thur'sday, tfor which l)rposl 1)luses would leave t(le Inter'nat ional Con ference Cent er at 9 :4-5 .m.
'Thle Ilevtre(lred
'e' 1 )xNIL'lov (Franlce) stressed tlle ilmport'lance of
to
altteltionl
sl)iritilti values in conliection w\iith tle l)rollems
paving
fa(i ng' tl (on venttion. ll(They did not merely face tlie Aarxi:t \\'world
wil lt doet-rie w'lich( could b6
)c
replacetlent'i for it built withinhuman
v'alles which hal( always I)een found to. I)e good. 'They had at. their
tradition of ancient l'easoI(ll and of tlhe great. Clilris(lislposll tlie elti'ire
itian centuries and
ofi modern democracies whicch was an illnmense
rseI'voirmaIliking it, possible to )propose to tlie countries of tlhe world
thle values which they hlid inherited 1)rovide(l that those values we're
abided by. 'he countries of tlie 'West, must, tell thle emerging countI ries to look to them but tlie Western World must, give those count 'ies
the heritage of reasonall transmit
to (lel tIlie her'itaIge of'Ch(istlial..
ndl
onle(.

I)e
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ity and true democracy. Otherwise those countries now achieving independence would think that the Western countries did not believe in
such values and would not take the West seriously.
The basic factor of Marxism was a sort of Machiavellian attitude.
There was no respect for the higher values around which an agreement could be reached. For the West politics were not the last word
in reality but were for the service of humanity. Politics should enable
human beings to accomplish their destiny. It was possible that the
differences among the Western nations, particularly in economic life
and political doctrine, mighlit be due to their remaining prisoners of outworn concepts and an inability to face the world which was now being
built up. Today the world was reaching an age of interplanetary unification and it was no longer possible to envisage problems other than
at the level of the whole of humanity. Something tremendous was
happening. Technological civilization was transforming the conditions of human existence. Science alone could not successfully solve
the problems of mankind. Their task was to provide a soul and an
aspiration to the technical civilization to enable humanity to blossom
forth in a more miraculous and marvelous way.
The speaker appealed to thle Atlantic countries to try to find tothat joint vision which alone could weld their economic, miligetherand
tary,
political links into something real and common to them all.
Meetings would be necessary between representatives of the different
countries and of the different religions. The churches had given an
of this. Tlhe Atlantic Community should become a superior
example
research body in terms of political, economic, and spiritual thought.
The Convention adjourned at 12 midday until 3 :30 p.m.

FOURTH MEETING

AFTE'NOON SESSION, JANUARY 9, 196(12
The session was opened at 3:35 p.m. by the Chairman (Mr. Christian A. IHerlt r).
Ai,-?eombly of Captive ilatiovs' of Euvro;e,
At the outset of the proceedings the Chairman directed that a
message from tlhe Assembly of (Capl)tive Nations of Europe should bo
read tototle Convention.
Thle message stated that theo Assembly included representatives of

Albania, Bulgaria, Estonia, HI-ngary, Latvia, Lithuania, lPoland,
Rumania, and Czechoslovakia.
T1le message described theo Assembly of Captive Nations of Europe
as representing tlo voice of the peoples of those countries, and conto the Atlantic Convention tle warmest feelings of friendship
veoyed
from the peoples of Europe who were enslaved by tihe Soviet Union.
Thle message drew to tloe attention of tlhe freeoo world tlhe very important
:factor for the West of the unshakable devotion of tlhe peoples of
Central and Eastern Europe to tlhe principles of human rights and
political freedom and expressed their firm resolution to continue by
all possible means their resistance to the Communis regime imposed
upon them by Soviet Russia and their willingness to act as a faithful
and resolute ally of the West.
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The message added that those people had experienced the part
bluff in Soviet threats and expressed disappointment at the
played byand
indecisive policy o0 the West, which had resulted in the
hesitant
a
West losing great deal of its prestige in the world and would in
the long run only increase the danger from Communist imperialism.
The message asked the Atlantic Convention -to make a solemn
declaration of solidarity with the millions of Europeans who wished
to have the right of self-determination. It suggested that the Western
governments should follow an imaginative policy of diplomatic
counteroffensive, and it expressed the hope of the fullest success in
the work of the Convention.
ATLANTIC CONVENTION OF NATO NATIONS

Procedure

Following a short meeting of the Steering Committee at the end
of the morning session, the Chairman requested delegates to submit
resolutions to the Secretary General as soon as they were in a position
to do so. It was hoped that in Thursday's session, those who had
submitted resolutions would be able to speak on them. In the light
of the nature of the resolutions, the Steering Committee would decide
what subcommittees should be appointed.
It had been agreed that the subcommittees should consist of 20 members-4 from the United States, 2 from Great Britain, France, Germany, and Italy, and 1 from each of the other delegations. Other
members who wished to attend subcommittee meetings would, however,
be allowed to do so. The responsibility for reporting back to the
Convention would be left to the 20 members who had been appointed.
There being no objection, the Chairman declared the Steering

Commnlittee's proposals adopted.
General disosllsion
Mr. Morris FORnoASI (United States) said that in an endeavor to
arrive at a necessary sense of direction, lie was impelled to say that
the purpose of the Convention was to evolve ideas that would result
in improvement of the stature of NATO politically and economically.
The Convention should concentrate its efforts primarily on the problems that were urgent and needed immediate attention.
"I believe," said Mr. Forgash, "that this struggle in world power
may not, be decided on the chessboard of Europe. There is another
game being played deftly, cunningly, and with great sagacity on thle
chessboards of Asia, South America, and Africa. If we concentrate
our thoughts about saving the Atlantic Community strictly on the
front it could turn out to be the greatest repetitive of
European
diversion of attention from tlhe real battlefields here our liberties may
ultimately be won or lost."
Mr. Forgash continued that it might be a matter of months before
theli situation in South America resolved itself and Brazil was a key
country there. I-He thought that tile :free nations of the world must
aid had
recognize that up to the present the manner in which
b)ee processed liad been unsuccessful. He proposedforeign
at the proper
time to present a detailed and documented statement of what might
be the answer to this problem. Basically it concerned the suggestion
that the unilateral treatment of their foreign aid wats passe, outdated, uneconomic, and impracticable. It appeared to him that the
selected citizens of the world at the Convention who were, he hoped,
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dissociated from politics might be able to channel some cogent, ideas
with some sense of direction. The United States could no longer
shoulder tlle burden predominately and it behooved the free nations
to get together. He was concerned abl)out how much could be accomnplished in tlie time left, to the Convention and lie urged that tilis
period be utilized to producee some daring, courageous, and imaginative approaches so that; such a Convention might be continued in the

years to come.

AM1. Pt. T. P1o',l, (United Kingdom) announced his intention to
pose some questions rather thllan to attempt to a nswe" them in order
to direct the minds of the delegates to what seemed to him the real
at issue. I-e was more impl)ressed by the resemblances bequestions
tween the systems of the East and the 'West than by the differences
between them. Language (lifficullties apart, an Almerican who went;
to Moscow or Kharkhov at, the present time would find a. system with
which lie was miorle familiar than if lie liad to return to the America
of the areat (el)pression.
In theory both systems believed that
tt e ste elog o the people
an1d should serve tlie people. Those concept ions were so familiar that
it was only the historians who realized how absolutely revolutionary
tli ey were. Progressively in America and fundamentally in Russia it
vas believed thatt, the machine technology existed to serve thie people.
Both systems believed that; the people should rule, upon tie one side
throughtlwo 1)arties and up)on lhe other through one. It. was not genism were Jewish in
erally realIt ized thatbebot l (Christto ianity and comunin
battle
whether
tlie people
out.
decided
fight; b)y
origin. miightll
could })etter express themselves through tihe two parties than one.
There were plenty o1f precedents for this. The granary of the
ancient. worl1, Nortill Africa, lad not yet, recovered( and was still
destroyed( by the war fought there to decide whether Christ lhiad two
natiures, one human and one divine, or one nature at once human and
divine. Eur'ope itself was reduced to cannibalism to decide by battle
whether Almighty God mig-ht, prefer to be worshiped by the Catholic
or t;he ProtestantL ceremoniials. Looking back on history one might;
say that time issues dividing people theologically were likely to al)ppear
more implortal'nt now thal they would appear to future generations.
Thie real issues were much simpler; they were straight issues of power.
Mankind accepted unity when it was iml)osed by force or fear and
the situation must be regarded realistically. Tlihe fundamental question for Europe was how best to resist the Russians. Probably the
lest was by trying to understand( them. One of tihe fundamental differences between the Americans and tlhe Russians was that the American national game was poker and thle Russian national game was chess.
Mr. Khrushchev did not, bluff. lChess was not. at game, ill which the
Queen was (lestroe'ed and the King captured. T'hat; was a "kids wly"
of playing it. Tlie way ill which the Russians and other masters
played was by building up lower sitluat;ions a.nd forcing the board
t.o conform to those situations and basically that was what Mr.
Khrluslhelhx told Mr. ]'Kennedy in Vienna,: "'Ve have created a new
power situation, and we expect, tlhe moves on tlhe board to conform
to it;."
'lie point of attack particularly in mind atf present was Berlin and
tle West must make t;he Russians understand the Western poillt of
view and explain that the West might react irrationally to a rational
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situation; that such considerations as 2 million brave people in Berlin
who had pledged themselves and taken risks built up emotional reactions which were apt to transcend reason in the minds of the people
of the West. It was difficult for Russians to understand that.
"We are allowing the Russians far too much to get away with
the conception that they alone are the people who have a faith,"
he said. "We ought not to do that. If I were negotiating with the
my delegation would go down on their knees at every sesRussians,
sion and ask for guidance from their God, and so let the Russians
see that there are other values which they may have to take into

consideration."
Berlin must be defended not from the direct approach, because that
was untenable, but by counterpressures in areas where the Russian
position was untenable. It ought to be put straight to the other nations
tliat in future they should either accept Western ships or accept. Soviet
but that both would not call at their ports, and so they must
ships,
choose the trade of the West or the trade of the East. As tlie East
liad not the ships in which to supply the needs of the emergent countries, there could be only one choice for them. There was an instance
in which the West had the pawns.
I-le recalled what was heard by the Persians at the Battle of Salamis
when the Greek vessels approached them: "Today we fight for the
freedom of our wives, of our children, of our native land, for the allars
of our gods and the tombs of our ancestors. Today we battle for our
all." Fear then spread among the Persian slaves because they had
heard the cry of freedom.
"There are plenty of slaves beyond the Iron Curtain," hle said.
"The yoke of the Great Russians rests no more lightly than did the
yoke of the Persians on their subject peoples. I-low far can Khrushchev trust that polyglot horde, the Red army, outside his frontiers?
He did not find them very reliable in
- ungary. In which direction
will the guns of his satellites point?"
Thus, we were not the only people who lihad worries, and, like
the Greeks, we fought for our all.
Mr. JohnAIiLANDER (Norway) said that the problem before the
Convention was whether it wanted to create a confederation of sovereign states or to do nothing more than continue with its present
system. It seemed to him that a practical, pragmatic approach should
be adopted, and that they should see what they could do with the existing system and how they could improve it. Theiraim might be in
(1du course to create a confederation
and later on, perhaps at the end
of this century, to have a federation.
If cooperation in economic activities between Europo and America
was to bo developed, they had first to build their "house" in Europe.
At present that "house" was under construction but it did not yet really
(xist. It was essential to carry through the present negotiations
between tho Common Market countries and other interested countries,
because their first; task must be to create a real Common Market of
Europe. As to the next step, the European Common Market tariff
should be reduced, but that could be done only if tlhe United States
itself reduced its own tariffl wall. If the enlarged European Comemeon
Market and theli United States could reduce their tariffs,
there would
then bo a low tariff area operating within the Atlantic Community,
land he foresaw the extension n ofthal t gradually to other industrialized
85514-3---2.
-
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countries. He visualized, by this means, an eventual large Atlantic,
market, but it would have to be an open market, for that would be
needed in order to enable the developing countries to make progress.
In developing the Atlantic area, it. vas necessary to go right down
to fundamentals. It was important to reach the stage where every
child going to school in Europe and America learned a language in
addition to its own. In Western Europe all non-Englislh-speaking
children should learn English throughout their schooldays. In the
English-speaking countries, all the children should learn one of the
European languages. That would take a generation or more to put
into practice, but it was essential for, without it, it would not be
possible to achieve cultural cooperation, a common aim of confedera-

tion, still less federation.
Mr. Stephen B. RO-MAN (Canada), who recalled the suggestion made
yesterday that Canada and the United States should become part, of
one economic unit with Western Europe, said that anything to the
contrary would spell economic disaster for the countries of North
America. The desire for closer economic, and political cooperation
was strong among the Canadian people. Such cooperation must,
however, be built upon a realistic alld firm foundation.
(a strong believer in ideological imotiovtiol for any Ilmajor
Being
action in the free world, Mr. Roman pl'roplse that the Convention(1) should make a definite and unreserved declaration of the
purpose of federation;
should try to resolve the differences now existing among the
(2) North
Atlantic Community;
define the ideals and ideology for the ultimate purshould
(3)
of
the federation; and
pose
that the organization should be not only for the nations of
(4) the
North Atlantic but should be an all-embracing federation-in the Chairman's words yesterday, an "open end"

federation.
Such a federation should be an aggressive body that could encourage
and inspire people on the (dark sidle of the Iron Curtain to become
stronger and more fervent protagonists of freedom. It would be an
inspiration to the enslaved people, whio would look to it for their
eventual freedom.
Thl one ultimate problem confronting the world was its division
into free and oppressed peoples The one solution of it was to be
fervent in the desire to settle tlhe problem as free people by eliinitiating late, fear, and tyranny and inspiring the world toward one economic, political, and ideological union among all people.
Although Canada, the Uni State s and Europe were the obvious
partners for an economic anrldpolitical bloc, they must not exclude
South .America., Atfrica, and Asia. 'l'he proposed 'federation of states
must be formed un(ler the policy of free choice, so that every member
nation should be able to join or sece(le at its own choice.
Mr. iRaymond Coty (United Kingdom) said that tlhe Convention
spoke one language, the. language of freedom, expressed in several
tongues. Nevertheless tlhe language of freedom must be interpreted
so that the man in tlhe street could understand it. In tlhe free world,
many voices were expressed by many different organizations. "We
want to insure," said Mr. Cory, "that; our choir sings in uison, in
plain words that; the whole world can understand."
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The principles that must. be preserved could be expressed in words
that were to be found in the pockets of every delegate-liberty, equality, and fraternity. If the Convention could find the formula by
which to preserve them for thle future, it, would not have failed.
Mr. Patridk NIC1IOLSON (Canada) said that the delegates constituted an unusual official international gathering of private citizens
because they deplored the manner in which their statesmen had been
managing their affairs. Today, in peacetime, the statesmen preached
cooperation but reserved full coordination for war. Thus the promised paradise was held tantalizingly beyond reach until the flood of
conflict would drown its charms.
Napoleon had said that unless the peoples of Europe formed themselves into a single state, within 100 years they would be overrun by
the Cossacks. Napoleon's 100 years had elapsed but delegates at the
Convention could do his bidding by approving a "Declaration of
Paris" which would outline a historically novel political creation
unifying their various sovereign nations.
The two nations of North America had shown that Europeans
could confederate and live together in unity. If war should break
out today, Atlantica would acquire overnight the political advantages which the huge varied population of the United States now
enjoyed. But why wait for war? Delegates should consider what
would happen if the Convention effectively urged their countries to
adapt the shortcuts of war for advantageous use as the highways of
)peace.
By economies in coordinated defense, between 10 and 15 dollars in
taxes could be saved every week for every family. By the elimination
of barriers to trade, a 30-percent rise in living standards could be
achieved.
He urgently proposed that the Convention be not another timid
gathering of toe dippers testing the temperature of public opinion
bit a body of men not afraid to recommend the plunge.
Mr. A. CONTEr (France) declared that lie was not convinced by the
statements made by Mr. R. T. PAGET (United Kingdom). There
were resemblances between the United States and tlihe U.S.S.R. lbut it
could be argued that there was a similarity between the cowboy and
tlHe Cossack because they both rode horses. Mr. Conto added that
lie lhad been told by a friend who was a F inn that there was no distinction between rye whisky and vodka. I-Te thought that were the Americans to manufacture cliamnpaglne in Calil'orni it would1e similar to
thit challipaglne made by tlhel ussiauns. There were even similarities
1)btweeni chess and
ploler. Tlhe best pl)ker p)laer did not bluff. Thero
were kings and queens in both games and the only difference was that
in cliess a pawn was used and in poker it, joker. lie did not think
t(hat an American would feel at home in B3udapest or Wa.rsaw.
Ml'. Conto thought tlatthe role of the Soviet Army gave cause for
and lihe wondered to what, extent Mr, Khrushchov was really
disquiet
master in his own house. One realized that there was a. kind of divine
aspect of the army which existed alongside the divine nature given to
tlio party. Thie role of the Western World should be to pose problems for Russia. There was a young man in the Whlite House who
hald found a phrase which might prove exalting. It was alliance by
progress to which might be added by freedom as well. If the Atlantic
world was powerful enough to accept the message they would have
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the youth and dynamism sufficient to defeat the propaganda used
against it. In the Convention what was said at the political level
should mean alliance for progress and freedom.
In addition to possessing dynamism, they needed to be unified. Indeed, unity was for them of prime importance. Each time they became
divided over a problem they committed a crime against themselves.
What was needed was an assembly of the Atlantic Alliance which
would have a status similar to that of Western European Union or the
Western European Assembly, but such anl assembly should be one in
which it would be possible for American and Canadian parliamentarians and European parliamentarians to become much better acquainted
than they were at the moment with each other's problems.
Mr. Elmo ROPER (United States) said that, after 150 years of isolationism, the American democracy was now a full partner with the
freedom-loving peoples of Western Europe. So far that partnership
had operated mostly on a.n ad hoc basis and mostly in times of war.
That was no longer sufficient. Probably the greatest challenge ever to
confront mankind was whether he was flexible enough or had vision
enough to create machinery for government to fit changing times and
conditions. Tlie last few years had' witnessed sweeping changes in tlihe
world. A powerful, implacable, and monolithic foe was arising to
offer an unprecedented threat to freedom, peace, and democracy. At
the same time, the risks of war had become unparalleled as man had
learned how to destroy civilization in a matter of minutes. Thle countries of the free world must create a union of such size, power, and
idealism that it would be folly for anyone to attack and one which at
the same time held promise of peace, freedom, and happiness for all.
"Today-not; next year or 10 years from now-we must resolutely
walk to our goal with the banners of peace flying in the high wind
which I have no doubt will sting our faces," he'said. "TPhat goal is the
economic and political integration of the NATO countries. We shall
no doubt hear much of the difficulties, but we must, claim that goal now
while the heat for fusion is as high as it can go but before thle last
political explosion can make all ideas and aspirations meaningless."
There was nothing Utopian about tlihe proposal for Western integrafor the survival of
tion. It was nothing more nor less than bllueprint
a.
a free mankind. It was gaining accel)tance among the governors
and the governed of the free world not dreamed of a few years ago.
The time hlad come, the al)l)ointe( hour--even if it was tlhe 1 Ih hour--...
when the full circle should be joined and tlie principles of full Western
integration should be declared and implemented.
The first urgent step was to transform' tile Eurol)peian Common Market into an Atlantic Common Market lby tlhe addition of tlhe United
States and Canada, thereby insuring the maximum prosperity and
of which they were collectively capable. :11The time was
productivity
for
that;
Ultimate ely lhe visualized a, now body of government
step).
ripe
which would be given a. degree of sovereignty. It; would not; be a
matter of surrender of sovereignty. On the contrary, it should be
regarded as an exercise in sovereignity y l)eol)les who apl)reciated that
the present; concept, of the nation-state no longer met t.le circumstances
of the modern world.
Senator W. MI. WALL., (Canada) supported tlhe views which had
been exl)ressed by the Reverend. Pore D)jANI,'L.OU (Fra.nce) regarding
the necessity to Iprop)agate more openly and actively ideals which were
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known to be true. He saidhe had tried to imagine the attitude of the
average person who reflected on what was said at the Convention.
They were all agreed on the over-arching aims of the Convention. In
they would find a guarantee of freedom and a practical
greater unity
progress which was desired. Should
safeguard for tothe kind of human and
attempt remodel, patch
improve the present cooperative
they
and integrated instruments or must they take a bolder giant step
forward to create a grand alliance for progress in freedom? Could
such a step be taken? What approach would be best understood by
the average citizen? If it, was considered necessary to create new
the assumption followed that the present instruments
instruments
were inadequate and the average citizen must know more about these
instruments and why they were inadequate and ineffective. If it was
felt that the aim should be to create an Atlantic Union or Commnunity,
they must avoid any misunderstanding or the charge that a group of
"have nations" were banding together to protect what they had. It was
to make clear that they were trying to begin the initial
imperative
of
an
open-ended and outward-looking association of free nastages
tions. That would be an association to which other nations would be
invited to belong.
It had become clear that the free world must organize to survive
and to progress more quickly. The. Atlantic Community was the
beginning of such a process. Perhaps all they could or should do at
tlhe Convention wolild be to issue a declaratory but challenging democratic manifesto. They must declare their aims and make clear what
they oppose. They should not use3 anticommunism as anything more
lhlli ;a spur to imCtdiate anid urgent
they knew to be
right because it fitted the need of an emerging and rapidly changing
world and was obedient to God's laws and to the God-given and nat ural
rights of man.
Many attempts at. political integration liad died at birth. They
faced a dilemma posed by the divergent views of integrationists and
those who held that cooperation must respect sovereign and sacrosanct
national rights and must be practiced only at intergovernmental levels.
What kind of ellort was needed to persuade politicians alld eventually
tlie ordinary
to tlie views which were
'The various means whlichl liad been evolved for cooperation and integration were not sfhliciently clear even to the sophisticated perisoin.
Telwil, mllltiplicilty and diversity confused the public. Hence tlhe plea
for siml)l i ication and for thle creation of a new organization to replace
tlie EIlurol)pean assemblies in a
Atllantic Commlunity.
could
OECD
frame of
Perhaps
en1lairg its l)perational
properly
reFlerence totlhe
related
of
fields
human
aird(1
development.
progress
othlier
1.t might be one of tIlie most; promising intermediate vetiicles through
wlhiclh social an(l eventual political coordination could be achieved.
lBehind the Iron C(rtaill, t(lie West hiad many mole allies I Ian anlyimportant to ofrememnb(r that more than or*.;
It; waswas
o0(: (ldared liope.
tlie
U.S.S.R.
composed slibnmeriged,
percent,.of'
ca1)( ive nat ionalit ies, who were certainly not happy..
Convention should issue a ringing declaration on basic intent
'1liopurpose
l)roceed to bind the various nations who thought alike
ti(d a union and
i1uo
could grow togetlier in str'englth and liberty.
wlhichl
The Convention adjourned until 10 a.m. tomorrow.

actiion wllichl

exl)presed?

citizens

,l)prelilinaily

slblljuotated,
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FnIm MEETING

SESSION, JANUARY 10, 1962
The session was opened at 10:10 a.m. by the Chairman
MORNING

(Mr. Christian
A. Herter).
General discusison
General A. BTHOUART (France) said that everybody agreed with
the aim of a European plus Atlantic, Community of the free world,
but the greatest obstacle to bringing the citizens together was the problem of languages. They should be able to understand each other and
to exchange thoughts, and they should have the opportunity of working and living together. To do this, they must first be able to understand each other from the language point of view.
General Bethouart proposed that the Convention consider that the
future of the Community would be continued by better understanding
between the people of the different countries and particularly the
young people, and that such progress was hampered by the diversity
of languages. It was his view that the Atlantic Institute should study
the formation of a plan to be submitted to the NATO countries and
to the free world and might also include young people from the lesser
developed countries to encourage and improve the teaching of languages and the organization of foreign Holidays for students and
workers to enable the greatest possible number of them to spend at
least 1 year abroad.
The CHAIRMAN said that the resolution submitted by General
Bethonart would be referred to the Steering Committee for further
disposition.

Mr. Ahlnet Einin YALMAN (Turkey) said that it was the custom
speak of unity in the free world somewhat loosely, as something
that it was desirable should exist in thle circumstances of the cold
war. In reality, unity was imperative for them all from the point
of view of their survival as a community of free nations and free men.
Some of thle revolutionary ideas of Karl Marx were being used
like a poison by international communism. Thle move toward unity
in the interests of preserving Western civilization and liberty might
be regarded its an ant idote to that poison.
Trle cold war liad been conducted by Russia not, of course, with firearms )but with ideological and psychological weapons. Up to tliheo
present thi West; lad failed to devise retaliatory measures of t hati
type. Unity of policy, action, and organization in time West involved,
he suggested, a federal union whicll might helplhe West to eq(?uip
itself effectively to halt Commulnist aggression and instead gaill tihe
to

initiative.
1ie expressed the lhope that time, Convention would be tiee starting
point; of ia real and elective federal union of the West.
Mr'. 1Paul van ZLr.Nm (B1elgium) said that everywhere tile West
seemed to be in retreat. 1But that most definitely dld not mean thliat
it was declining. Never had its civilization been more advanced.
But tlihe reason for the failures and disappointments experienced
by the West was that its peoples hald not b)een faithful to some of
thli highest principles of their civilization, on other occasions they
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had shirked their responsibilities toward the rest of the world, and.
above all, they had all too often ignored the fundamental rules ot
unity and had allowed disunion within their ranks.
The Atlantic Pact had been drawn up on a very wide and general
basis but it was limited in the area of its application and, consequently,
its political scope. It was concerned with the defense of the West
rather than with the defense of the West's position in the world. That
limitation was fatal, and the West had already paid dearly for it.
HI-e asserted that the Atlantic Community was an absolute and
urgent necessity, and that that should be said clearly and emphatically, and that they should act accordingly.
There was no cause for fear or despair. Far from it. There were
many bright signs on the horizon. The wind in the West was blowing
favorably. The nations were learning to knit close ties with one
another, of which the Common Market afforded a striking example.
In conclusion, he visualized an enlarged Common Market including
the United States of America and Canada, and he stressed the imto Western unity and cohesion of a cabinet of European and
portance
American Ministers holding regular meetings and wielding real
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powers.
Once again the fate of mankind was in the hands of the West. If
Westerners would achieve and secure their unity, then men all the
world over would liope once again and would reckon once more upon
the primacy of law, justice, and peace.
Mr. M. NALAIS (France) said that the problem was to find ways to
iup the liberal evolution in thle Soviet world and in the satellite
speed
countries and to dismantle communism before China entered tlhe
atomic l)hase. "We have very little time," warned Mr. Allais. The
second danger evolved from the hunger and misery all over the world
compared with Western prosperity and this was a much greater
danger than the danger presented )by communism. Thle third danger
was tlhe rate of population increase, which suggested that in 800
years' time there would be 44 inhabitants pl)C square meter of the
globe, including the surface of tlihe ocean--al possible situation.
It was paradoxical that in the present situation there should be
disunity among the nations of the West. The present lack of confidence. in many spheres would have to be remedied, otherwise the
futllre would be blac(ler than was at present imagined.
'l'he Atliant ic Coiimmunity seemed essential for three reasons. First,
,:
its mere i.'OIMce
woul(l conl rib)ufte powerfully to upsetting the Coini
mullist ideology. Secondly, it would give tlie West some compensation f'or tlhe disadvaIlttage of its small numbers compared with the
growing population on the other si(le. Thirdly, it would enable the
Wrest to)aclhli(eve progress in itself. lie believed that in present cir('llilstal'nc('es, if tlie West remained firm, war was unlikely and theo
lilIt would 1)e carried out; in tlihe economic, social, anil political
and whichever ideological element was the more dynamic
sph)leres,
wotld win. To that end, an Atlantic Community was imperative, for
thle principal needs of tlhe West were a common market for that comcommon political structure and a common citizenship.
mun111ity's
On the political level, Mr. Allais proposed a permanent executive

body with certain powers, joint administration, and an assembly
elected by universal suffrage. In addition, common citizenship would
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be a symbol to express a common will. Such surrender of sovereignty
as had already occurred had been done in a disorderly manner which
served no useful purpose and was ineffective. Unity need not destroy
national diversity.
America was faced with the great danger that Europe might be
tempted by a new nationalism which would divide both the Atlantic
Community and the world. Such a division would strengthen communism. Had the facts been adequately explained to American public
opinion ?
I-e advocated a council of ministers and a consultative assembly for
the Atlantic Community, and American participation in the European
Common Market. In addition, universities of the various countries
should introduce a minimum percentage of foreign professors and the
exchange of students should become compulsory.
Invitation to visit Berlin
The CIHAIRMrAN announced the receipt of a message from the Federal
Republic of Germany regarding the work of the Convention which had
been taken up at a time when the Federal Republic of Germany and
her allies were faced with the situation created by the events in Berlin
on and after August 13 of last year. The message wished the Convention every success and included an invitation to the delegates to
visit Berlin in order to obtain personal insight into the problems.
Mr. Friedrich SARO (Federa.l Republic of Germany) supported the
invitation to the delegates to visit Berlin. IHe said that; to the man in
the street. in West Berlin thefl expression "NATO" meant guns, t oops ,
tanks, and( generals l)tit NAT.O also et'anlt economic welfare and coIn addition to military aid West Germany needed the
operation.
moral help of ti.e 'Western World and so Mr. Sarow was .glad that; the
invitation had been given for delegates to visit West B]erlin, "It. is
not only necessary to read about the wall of barbed wire between
Western and Easterli Berlin," said MAr. Sarow, "it is also necessary
to see tlhe different livill?; stalnda'ds. And so I welcome you all to
WVest,.s B'erlin."
Tlhe CirAIRMAN- announced that owinrg to the 1nui1)ber of delegatess
who wislied to speak it would be necessary to extend thie period of
general discussion iuntiil 'Thursday a ft ernooll.
'11he Convention adjourned until'3 :30 p.m.

SIXxTr MIT'ING
AI1:'EINXOON SESSION, .JANTUARY 10 . !)(12
The session was opened at 3:30 p.m. by the Chairman (Mri, Christian A. I-[erter).

Filing of 'resolutions

The ClrMAInrAN announced that; owing to the numl)ber of delegates
wishing to speak the general discussion would not be concludeduntil
the following day. It was hoped, however, that all resolutions would
be filed by noon on Friday at the latest so that suc11h commilitees itas
the Steeriing Committee might determine could be appointed aid begin
work on Saturday.
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diso^ssion
Count Rabani AI)ErzfANN (Federal Republic of Germany) spoke
of the present as the age of growing integration and growing insight
in which the old meaning of national sovereignty had to be extended
and modified. Steps toward political union were being taken in
Western Europe.
Bold steps toward integration in an Atlantic Community did not
mean that they could proceed without caution and reflection on the
consequences of their audacity. The old German proverb, "Erst
wveigli, then act--was not always followed
wiigen, dann wagen"--first
by politicians. No one calling himself a European politician would
fail to make it a condition for the acceptance of an Atlantic union
that it did not hinder European union. Eastern aggression in Western Europe could put an immediate end to life, trade, and wealth if
they could not rely on the guarantee of the United States. Economic
partnership with the United States and Canada was the immediate
goal of the Convention but the speaker did not see why they should
not also envisage an Atlantic Community in the form of a confederamight remain a dream, as it was at
tion, evenforthough that ideal
to
come.
The present Atlantic institutions
many years
present,
would prove ideal steppingstones in the march toward a, practically
functioning Atlantic Community.
Mr. K. P. ANwoRas (Canada) said that the very fact of the meeting
of the Convention was the answer to the dreams and prayers of many
delegatess, most of whom had for many years been dedicated to Atlantic
unit.y. lie commended to the attention of delegaLtes the pamphlet "A
New Look at F/oreign Economic Policy" by Mr. Chllristian Herter and
Mr. William Clayton, which spelled out in broad outline everything
that the Convention was attempting to do.
Militarily, NATO had been a thorn in the Communist side since its
establishment. Delegates should resolve to urge their governments to
form an "open-ended" new power bloc of Atlaitic nations of 400 millioni people economically patterned, perhaps, on the Eluropean Common Market. The respective governmIents should be urged to set up
amongst these nations an Atlantic trado promotion and development
1)anlk giving loans to uncommitted, underdeveloped, or contes;td countries at, say, '2 percent on long term to help them develop their agriculture, so ,that, they might feed themselves. This should bo followed
assisting the industrial development of those countries and taking
by
their export s, so that, they could become self-suppl)orting.
"The re is a destiny," said Mr. Andras, "that; makes us brothers.
None lives Ills life alone. What; we put into the lives of others returns
into our1 ownI."
Mr'. Charles W. ENGEJTARD, Jr. (United Stales), speaking as an
American businessman, said that. although military atgrreenments hlad
been reached, it was necessary to work toward intelli'genLt and practical
on broader lines-economic, political, and cultutral--un(lerstancding
and it would be found that initial achievements through small steps
would lead the Convention to its broader goals and visionary objectives.
Tho European Economic Community was already so highly successful that Canadian businessmen viewed it with concern. Leaders
in the EEC countries should not consider financial success as the final
Generac
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objective. Mr. Engelhard hoped that in due time, EEC would be the
core for the economic coordination of all countries represented at the
Convention as well as other nations of the free world who cared to
)articiI)pate.
TlTher were two concrete and practical developments that the Convention could make. The first was to develop resolution to guide the
thoughts of all free men toward free trade and economic cooperation.

The second was to create a mechanism for broader dissemination of
tlh beliefs held among all the various peoples of the member nations
cultural and educational exchanges and by broader understanding
by
of individual problems so that. a gradual acceptance of common political purpose could be visualized with sufficient mutual confidence to
make it a realistic possibility.
. Mrs. LJina Tl'SAAl)DARIS (Greece) said that her country appreciated
the difficulty of adapting itself to the position of other countries in
the Common Market which were more developed than Greece was.
]But every effort would be made to insure that such an adaption became
a fact.
IRecently Greece had been threatened again. It wais said that possithe olive trees would be destroyed and even the Acropolis would
bly
not be respected. The Greek Prime Minister had said that Mr.
Khrushchev could destroy the Acropolis but lie would never destroy
the sacred symbol which it represented. They had spoken of strengthfreedom of action in order to promote democratic freedom, but
ening
it was necessary to stress the importance of social problems and the
efforts made to raise the standard of living of the less privileged

peoples.
She

expressed her support for the proposal which had been put
forward by General Bethouart, and referred to thle many comments
which had been made about thle inequality between the NATO nations
inmd other countries, particularly the underdeveloped countries, and
added that above all they should not forget the inequality which
existed even between the countries which were members of NAT'O.
She stressed the vital import dance of a more efficient organization
to combat Soviet pro p)aganda, and in that connection shestressed that
Russia., which was always seeking new opportunities in that sphere,
was directing its attention largely to plroagatnd(a among women, for
by that; means it was possible to influence whole families. Ironically
enough, much of that propaganda aimed iat women concerned the
specter of nuclear armaments in spite of the fact t hat the Soviet Union
had exploded bombs of 50 megatons and more.
Mr. Giusep)o VEDOVTO (Italy) stressed the iml)ortance of the primary aim of the Convention-to promote democratic principles
through economic a, nd political means--and said that the gap between
the wealthier and the poorer countries was creating the greatest social
problem witli which humanity was faced. So far the West lhad had
many failure s in that sphere, and that arose largely because there
was no authority which could determine a specific general line of approach to the pl)3blem or means of remedying it. Indeed, the lack of
organization meant that; insufficient study lhad been given to the suggested solutions which had been advanced by statesmen. The Convention could not afford not to be deeply interested in a problem which
dominated world policy, and must support any proposal to establish
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all organization which could direct Western policy toward "third
countries."
The message from President Kennedy to the American Congress in
showed that; American policy was at a turning point and apthe position already achieved in Europe by WAEU and the
proaching
Eu ropean Parliamentary Assembly, A long-term program was necessary. The foreign aid policy was not to fight communism in a
negative wa.y but to assist countries to develop their own democratic
system.
Mr. Vedovato thought that an economic commission could be set
Uli under at proposal of the Steering Committee to consider tlihe problemus of a common policy for undeveloped countries. This policy
might be worked by the concerted action necessary to assist such countries. IHe thought that, the Convention would be able to encourage
governments to strengthen their relationships because it embodied the
of the past and expectations for the future. Tllre was
experience
n1o doubt that. technicians would be well equipped to give a concrete
forIm to the political recommendations of the Convention.
The CHAIRMAN commented on the fact tlihat Mr. Vedovato had asked
that a subcommittee take particular note of a suggestion whichhe
made. "I strongly recommend," continued the Chairlan, "that
all delegates wishing a subcommittee to take particular note of a. matter shall introduce a resolution which will come to the attention of the
committee concerned."
General P.TILLo'1T1' (France) said that science and mechanical
progresshliad turned thle world into a technical unit and man was
launching himself into space. But such was human folly that tlhe
world situation was still overshadowed by the conflicts of ideology.
The world still faced a crisis unperceived by those with tlhe power to
make major decisions. The unleashing of atomic power had changed
with thle exception of thehabits of thought of such peo)plt.
('ve:'ything'
The West was engaged upon an enforced armaments race which
it could not afford to lose, and weapons would become even more
costly. In the absence of an overall strategic policy, however, there
was griat, overlapping. "Before we enter upon the space agoe," lie
declared, "if peace has not by then arriveA, nothing but an advanced
(legreet of integration of the milita-ry and economic systems will enable
us to avoid completed failure and collapse."
To reduce, or even to prevent a worsening of, the imbalance between
the economies of underdeveloped and industrialized countries, an annual prolduetive investment of $30 to $40 billion was needed by the
advanced cou ntries in tlhe underdeveloped countries. As yet, however, theo figure hadreached only about $5 billion. With such small
assistance, tliose countries woull( remain a target of Soviet expansiolnist. policy.
The new t technological world demanded great, production units.
TeclhIlological
progress would soon necessitate the creation tf a mass
market; to covertlhe Atlantic area, and that would call for an Atlantic
Community organization to coordinate economic and political policies.
By that. means only could freedom eventually be-safeguarded.
Mrs.
I-Herta ILK (Federal Republic of Germany) expressed regret
that the Convention had only four women delegates. She contended
that the Convention should consider not only economic questions but
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many moral questions which were of concern to women and to the
young generation. She believed that the execution of plans to bring
about anl Atlantic Community could be crowned with success only
if they were based on the ideals which should underlie any community
of nations-charity and humanity.
In many cases NATO did not yet mean much to women, and women
regarded it as a men's affair with a military accent. Women who
were interested in economics knew that OECD had already made progress with objectives laid down in article 2 of the North Atlantic
Treaty. But those who knew tliat were still too few in number.
Public relations work among women was of special importance because of their great influence as mothers on the young. It was the
young who had to be won over to the Atlantic Community idea.
While the schools and the universities educated youth along those lines
to some extent, the foundations must be laid by the parents, particularly the mothers.
Women were becoming increasingly familiar with the problems involved, and because many of the tasks were primarily women's tasks,
everything should be done to win women over to the idea. To her,
that seemed to be as important as the discussion of the economic and
scientific aspects of cooperation.
Prof. Alunet Siikri ESMER (Turkey) stated that Turkey was glad
to find *Western European and American opinion appreciating more
and more deeply the danger immediately confronting the free world.
I-e pointed out that ur:key was the first object of Soviet aggression
after the Second World War, Moscow having made territorial demands on her in the spring of 1945. That should have been a warning
of what was to come, but the West continued to collaborate with the
Communists until their design against freedom-loving peoples became
patent to all. But the Turkish people profoerre dcath to slavery,
and resisted the aggression with the aid of lielp provided through tlio
Trunman Doctrine, the moral value of which was far greater than its
material value.
Because of her traditional spirit Turkey had tied her destiny
to the freedom-loving peoples of the West. She had proved her attachment to NATO by placing 500,000 men under its command. This
:gas the highest proportional contribution. Turkey was NATOminded. The Turks welcomed the initiative to transform NATO into
an Atlantic Community with a wider scope.
The Convention might well be a turning point in the history of the
world. Sooner or later they must try to draft a federal constitution
and that might prove less difficult than was thought. Surely it. was
better to try to do that now before the start of a shooting war and be in
time to prevent one from starting. It was possible to lose the cold war
by remaining on the defensive. They must take the initiative. Tlhe
colonial empires of the West were being liquidated by the independence of the people composing them. Russia, the only real colonial
power, was liquidating heor empire by Russianizing the sul)ject peoples
under its sway. Tllhis must be brought to the attention of the
world and especially to the noncommitted nations.
Mr. Alistair SrTE:WART (Canada)' recalled a speech he made in the
Canadian House of Commons 11 years ago and declared that the hopes,
fears, doubts, and aspirations he expressed then lie could again express

brought
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today with equal validity. Little had been done ill those 11 years to
create the sort of community which they were led to believe would
come out of NATO. Political institutions were inadequate; security

still illusionary; political ties were still as weak and there was still
fear and suspicion between the foreign oflices. There was still not
civilian control over military action. H1l hoped that lhe
adequate
return
to 'Winnipeg with something to say to the people to make
could
llhem realize that there was solnme possibility ot peace. Ile wanted to
return not just, with words but; with practical ideas which could be
pI)ut into l)ractice. lie sensed that among tlhe people of Canada here
wats a feeling of frustration, but not of fear or hopelessness. They
were looking for leadership. ITe was certain that were war to engulf
the countries there would be unity tomorrow because they could not
survive without it. Surely the purpose of the Atlantic Coimilunitly
was to avoid war. "Eit her we build a clear path through the und(lerbrush and forest of susl)icion and( fear out ill the plaill beyond," said
[r. Stewar't:, "or else we leave this Conventioni wnh still Imorie cynicism and still more disgust. We have tile choice."
The sort of appeal that 2Mr'. Stewart would like to see from tile Convent ion was not, an appeal to governments, but an appeal to the masters
of goverlnmIents--to the people. It was they who would bring pressure to bear and induce governments to act.
IHe advocated an independent; parliament. of tlhe Community elected(l
oni the basis of one representative for each million inhabitants. It;
would be responsible tlie protect ion and well-being of those it represented a!nd safeguard d the inalienable rights of minorities. One of its
list functions would be to
courts o' law sworn to Iprotect t he
ri'hlts of tlhe individual andprovide
to have jurisdiction ill all cases1o'lhaw
arising from tile chartere, whether betweenme1101ler' nations or betweell
cit izenlS.
other duties, tie proposed parliaments of the Commlunity
would regulate and( expand commerce with otlier nat ions;
lo everynimember nation the right of free governmental ; provide a st andard of social services at least. equal to tlie highest. st an(dalrd prevailing
in a member state; raise the necessary taxes to enable it to carry out
itstIfunctions; establish a common market, among its nimellbem'rs; comnt'rol tuld integrate tlie armed forces and diplomatic, consular, and
ier foreign services of member nations; and welcome to mllembership any nation which freely elected its representatives and accepted
tle common responsibility es of lthe Coimmunity.
Hlon. William L. (CLAY'TO-N (lfnited States) declared that. the
Communist policy,, although a false program, was at least; positive
and was catching on in tlihe world. Thl e battleground of the cold war
was in some 100 developing or contested comunti'is with 11/2 b)illioll
or half the. world's population, who had a pitifully low income
people,
and most; of whom had never had enough to eat.
Tlio Communists were guilty on many counts but, they had not
created the ga l) between industrial and underdeveloped countries.
Vicious and repugnant; as communimismi was, permanent, world peace
never be secured simply byfighting communism or defeating
it. To imagine tfha;t this would lead to anything more than a temiporary peace was completely to misuniderstaiond what was happening in
tlie world.
was
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Thle Soviet objective in thle cold war was to divide the West, to
isolate tlhe United States, and to win thle contested countries to communism, If any substantial part of this objective was realized, freedom would become merely a historic reference. One-third of the
world's population was under Soviet domination. If the Soviet obtained two-thirds of the people of tlihe contested countries, they would
have two-thirds of the world's population. If this happened, freedom would have gone.
As a first step toward an Atlantic Community unified politically,
economically, and militarily to meet thle challenges of thle time, the
United States should propose the formation of a trading partnership
with the European Economic Community to be expanded to include
all OECD nations and to be open to all other qualified countrie-s.
The industrialized West would have many heavy responsibilities in
thle Atlantic Community. The conditions surrounding world trade
had lagged far behind world technological progress. These conditions
must be modernized. Moreover, the volume and value of exports of
the underdeveloped or contested countries must be greatly increased
so that their people would have more to eat, more to wear, and better
houses in which to live.
What was required in present circumstances could not be achieved
by any one country. It; would have to be done by an association of the
industrialized countries' of the West. Tlhe Eutropean Common Market
was the beginning of such an association. If Britain's negotiations
were successful, it was believed that all, or nearly all, the Western
European industrial countries would become associated in one form
or another with thle (Common Market; movement;, and tle JUnited States
could not long stand aside from that, because a third of its exports
went to Western Europe.
"The European Common Market is thle base of a unified West;," lie
said. It magnetizes the economic integration of the free world.
One of tlihe first tasks of a. unified West must be the negotiation of a
basis of unilateral free trade for the imports of raw materials from
the contested countries and at fair basis on which these countries could
be associated with the Common Market; movement.
"If those two things are done," lie said, "it; will probably end the
cold war; and, of course, end it with a victory for tlihe free world."
Mr. Ivan Matteo LOMBAnDO (Italy) said that from tile point of
view of the free world the situation had deteriorated. to a considerable
extent since tlhe signing of the Atlantic Pact 15 years ago, and that
was because tlhe full organization which statesmen had envisaged at
that time had not been created. Tlhe progress that the West had made
had been achieved only because of tlhe balance of terror. But the
West's enemy was ruthless and ready to strike at any point at which
its opponent weakened. The portals of thle free world were threatened
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
While NATO's achievements in the military field lhad been remarkable, the principles laid down in article 2 of the North Atlantic
Treaty had been neglected, and all the time the main aim of the
enemy lad been to give the West no opportunity to unite with the
ultimate object of achieving an Atlantic Community.
The policy of Soviet Russia to disrupt tlhe free world would be
maintained. If the countries of the West continued with fragmented
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and without the capacity to adjust themselves to the realities
policies
of the situation, the Soviet Union would destroy NATO, whlih God
forbid.

If there were not logical and realistic reasons for forming an Atlantic Community, it would be sufficient to do so because the archenemy of the West was against it. There was only one possible way
for the Western World to survive and that was through unity. Cowas needed in thle psychological sphere. The West could
operation
not seem to agree on the way to answer tlhe enemy. They did not
possess proper intelligence nor did they exchange tile intelligence
they had. Otherwise the happenings in Katanga and the Congo
would not have taken place.
Without an Atlantic Community, it would not be possible to face
the future and the free world would be doomed forever.
Visit to SHAPE
The VICE CHIAIrMAN (Lord Crathorne) announced that for toimorrow's visit to SHAPE, buses would leave the Conference Center at
.9 :415 a.m. General Norstad would talk "offl the record" to delegates.
The session was then adjourned until 3:30 p.m. tomorrow.

SEVENTH MEETING
AFTERNOON SESSION, JANUARY 11, 1962
The, session was opened at 3:35 p.m. by the Vice Chairman

(General

A. Bethouart).
Future proceedings
T110 VICE CIIAIRMAN announced that tile Steering Committee would
meet at 9 :30 a.m. on Friday, January 12, and that a p1lemary session
would be held ,from 10:30 a.m. to noon. lie added that members
could submit resoltl;ions at any time during Friday, inc(ling the
evening.
(Generacl discussion (aonltitation )
Mr. J. P. P. ALEWVSKI (France) thought that tlhe Atlantic Alliance
had not shown thle necessary aggressive character and that the problems confronting the Alliance could not; bo solved in that way. It
had no overall policy to meet the desires of tlhe uncommitted countries.
It was necessary that it should lose it-s exclu:;ively governmental character and a new balance be found between executive and parliaineiltary

representation.

Mr. Palewski visualized a consultative assembly of tlhe NATO
countries which would solve among others the problems of the use
of force in intervention and give a meaning to Atlantic intervention
and to define decisions on military policy. To attract tlhe uncommitted world it would be necessary to replace the present investment
economy with something else. The Assembly could study the problems of planning and the reorganization of raw material markets.
He thought that the necessary driving force was lacking and his
solution was the provision of such an assembly and possibly the creation of a court of mediation. His proposal to the Convention was
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the settg
ing up of thlle driving bodies which would be indispensable
for the rejuvenation of the alliance.
Mr. HlhriAUi (Belgium) declared that even if t]he Colmmunist;
duty to work for thle
exist, lie, would still feel it, his and
danger did not,
of
moral, religious, philosophical,
social values.
preservationl
Three, essential aims to be pursued were the formation of an Atlan.tic
Coimmunlity, development of ejlorts in favor of th:l less (evelo)ped
countries, and the overtlrow of the Commiunist; threat. The Western
to be
5World, unfortuiiately, was not always agreed upon thlie steps
taken and tlie means to be used. What was nee(led was a political,
economic, and military union.
Delegates should be sufficiently courageous to root out all t lie causes
of division which prevented full unity. hBefore adoplt;ing attitudes,
they mutst explain themselves if only to avoid the pitiful spectacle of
dis.sension. Above all, they must (do something positive.
Free(lom and unity would not be fully achieved without a great
educational and training effort directed toward thle masses of the
population. It was they who were lmostf exposed to Comllnunist,
slogans and dangers, and it. was necessary to cultivated in thelm a proper
of values.
appreciation
It was a mistake. to think that. the world's future would be determined exclusively by the relationships between the 'Western World
and the Communist bloc. The avalanche, when it calit, would depend
poll theo reaction of the lilncolmmiit ted areas, compl)rising whole continents, who must be ('iven sufficient means to free themselves once and
for all from(heir state of iy
feriority.
lMr. RIal)lph 1). PI'IT'MAN ( United St ates) )resenlted what he termed
"a )philosop)hy of offense." lie said that in spite of lthe defense of tlle
free world against, Comm,,lunist. attacks (hiring the last. 42 years, over
900 nmlillion people were now utinder the count rol ot the Communist.
leaders. Obviously, it was timne to review and improve thlle West's
method of defense, against the Ienalce of communism. It. was said
that, the best defense was a good otfens;c, and he suggested that tho
moment was propitious for testing that philosophy. In devising an
(the enemy s st lengths an( weaknellsses, and tlhe
otlens, o11ne considered
*weaknesses were the lIargets for attack. 'IThe system which the free,
world faced lhad many weaknesses, and thle West should concern itself
with tile best, methods of attacking those weaknesses.
An outstanding vulnerability of lte Communist bloc was its hlleterogeineos coimpositlion. It wits composed of four major groups: tlhe
U.S.S.RI., th( European satellites, lRed China, and her Asian satellites.
Each of those countries frequently disagreed on a multitude of major
and minor sul)jectbs. Those disagreementss sonet inles (ad far-reachilng
eil'ects, like the Albanian bolt. from tlie Moscow parl'ty line. Events
r
in Be'lin in.1953, Pozna.n, i-Tungarv, and Tibet? were clear
m(anifestaan
abhorrence
and
tions of adherence to national pride, and prestige
the
countries
of
(dominated
of rule by "outsiders." Large portions
remained fundament ally opposed to the Communist. system and even
large segments of tl)e l)plpulatlion within thle Soviet Unlion felt that. the
had subvertdc(l the patriotism of the Russian people.
government,
Soviet; foreign l)olicy was a confusing riddle to the average citizen
of the West. For cent uries thle Russian people llhad been constantly
engaged in internal or external struggles. 'War lhad been i way of
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life( and peace thel1)ief respite(' etweenl waill'. Treaties Iandl( other
forms of international
aagreemllents wereadtlhered to only when they
served Soviet, purposes. 'hel)resellce of (lte Soviets in cen'vral and
Easteill Europe mad(e t(ho establishment, of a. permanent; peace in tlie
tra(litional sense virtually iimpossil)le. To achliive' their aims the
Soviets were employing tIleii majol'r Weapons. Thel' first w'as ideologic'aIl 11nd tlle \will -o'-tlle-wisp) "Marxist commulllnism" hlad an at trantion folr certaint people. Diplomacy wais tlie second weapol)n. It.
ill('ll(de(ldeviousnleSS, secrTecy, anld sulbvelsion. Trade, a. thirdweip'll)On,
lised( ill areas not under direct, 1pres)I(.si fronl more fl'e(cwas usually
tivt Soviet. wea!pols. Force was a fourth weal)O(l.
The national and c()(operat'iv alliance planning of tlhe, West. must )be
(etared to decisions )naseed on prior muiitual acceptance. The free world
o
ver and above that, which the
nlulst devise at medillum of doterence
(Com unists '1were. illillg to absorb. All lmedilis of Iealning p1)opad l
1an1da behind the walls of coimuniism should be encourage( theand
natural gaps in the Comimunist l)loc. widened. Political propaganda
sholild point. an accusing finger at; the existing government, l)articudissident
Russia, and occasionally suppol)l)rt. divergent views ofshould
larly in within
be
that.country. 'The attention of the 1)eople
(groups
dra wn to tlhe sharp social stratification within the Communist
states. All facets of communism which were applied unsuccessfully
s.liould be lnagnillied, and( tlhe disadvantages exposed to thle people) of
coluntrlies where C( ommuniistic principles were incompatible with
national pride. A central organization should b1e created to regulate
:nd 1(onlit olr all trade with Communist. countries and(l the formation
of an organ izat.ion to (combal. comnilniilsm onl a global basis should()o

considered.
seiioiusly
TMr. Pitltan

thought it; essential thlt the free world develol)ed and
Iliaintained a 1)ostlure of stireogti;h. The create ion of governments in
exile would give an illusion of ,g'realter free world military and dipllomatic. strength and should be enlcoullage(. An eflectivo system of
ofl'ensive decision should he devised as well as a. prog'ain specifically
tle tildaliental l)olicy of (le free world.
outlining' (man
concluded:
M5I. 'Pit'
"Never before in history has it, be1en so necessary forl tlhe
mat ions and people, who bI)lieve in freedom to )banid together
and aclt in unison. We must, not; allow the opportunity;, to
pass, for in so doing' we would surrender o1ur most, precious
heri t:age-l- i bely."
Th'l VICE, ClrAiIANl aj)pealed to delegates to limit, t]lie length of
tileitr speeches.
tMrs. Edith S. SAMPSON (IUnited States) said( that although it was
both desirable and( necessary to concentrate upon political solidarity
and cohesion and economic cooperation ill the Atlantic area, since
the, Atla ntic Conununity formed thel core of the defense and progress
of t ho entire free
f world, the Atlantic Community could not and should
not; develop in isolation from other areas such as Latin America., the
Middle and the Far 1East, and Africa. Peace, security, freedom, and
steadily increasing economic prosperity must also be promoted inl
those otier areas if t.he aims of the Convention were to be attained
to tlhe full.
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Many of the newly emergent nations, especially in Africa, were
dominated by strong nationalistic feelings and a sense of mission, by
prejudices against the Western nations and by suspicion of NATO,
which was regarded by some countries as a defender of colonialism
and imperialism. At. the same time, the independence of those coun..
tries had brought with it expectation of immediate and substantial
economic and social growth and well-being which, they believed, it;
was the obligation of the more advanced countries to help to fulfill.
A close association between the Atlantic Community and the emergent and less developed countries would be called for in any event
purely because of moral obligations and the links which must exist
between the progress of the West and that of people all over the
world. But the association was made even more compelling by the
threat offered to the Western World by the Soviet bloc and Chinese
communism.
Soviet propaganda among the contested countries confronted the
Atlantic Community with a threat to its very existence, and that added
to thle vital interest which tle West must have in the preservation of
the peace, freedom, and economic progress of those countries. The
West should examine the possibility of close association between those
countries and the Atlantic Community and should devote its energy
to solving the tremendous educational problem confronting the newly
emergent states.
Shie said that she visualized the Atlantic Community as an alliance
for peace and progress not only for the United States and the Atlantic
area but for free people all over the world, and she added that she
would present her recommendations in the form of a resolution.
Dr. Max BRAUER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that Clarence
Streit's idea of a world government capable of eliminating war and
giving peace and freedom to the world was bound to fill everyone with
enthusiasm.
The threat to peace and freedom was never greater than now. To
meet the danger, the Western World had cooperated in many ways,
and thle close ties uniting tlhe free world today constituted a guarantee
of peace. If the, Atlantic Community, as an economic and political
union, excluded Central and South America, it would bring about in
those states and the so-called neutral states a movement wlncli might
compromise links with thle free world and drive those countries into
tho Communist camp. Tlhe Atlantic Community must not erect a
barrier separating it from l he countries outside the community. At
tlho moment, closo relations between America and Europe should be
fostered but, when tlhe European Market had been established, theo
external customs barriers of the new Europe should be kept as low
as possible and it should not pursue a policy of protectionism.
The Europeans should tell the Americans that thle most essential
things must be done first, and those comprised, next to the military
alliance, the creation of Europe as a political and economic unit.
Realizing that, they would remain oil solid ground.
Gratitude had been expressed for the position taken by the allies
over the critical danger spot in Berlin. Not only tle freedom and
security of thle Berlinors were at stake but the freedom and security
of the whole world. At present it was no use to indulge in confused
thinking and to be led away from essential lines of action. There-
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fore, much as he regretted it, he could not agree to some of the prosubmitted to the Convention.
posals
The immediate duty of the West was to keep its military forces
strong, to build in Europa a great common market, and to be the
architects of a federated Europe-the United States of Europe.
Mr. Donald G. AoomE (United States) expressed gratitude for the
invitation issued by Mr. Conte and Mr. Allais to North America to
the old world in creating an integrated Atlantic Community.
join with
Americans
were confident that the true, formal start of this
Many
new relationship would be soon.
Referring to the various Western attitudes to the United Nations
which he described as a point of profound irritation in allied harmony, Mr. Agger recalled that about 5 years ago a distinguished
referred to the United States as the "detested benefactor."
European
It was not a malicious reference but a description of the probable offect on the attitude of countries toward the United States when,
through force of economic necessity, they found themselves receiving
American financial aid, Mr. Agger continued:
In the superb irony of which only history is capable, the
detesting beneficiaries of the 1940's and 1950's lave shed the
delicious irresponsibilities of their previous economic difficulties and, in turn, have metamorphosed into full-blown
of Europe,
objects of detestation in their own right. Nations
we welcome you to the club. We welcome you, for with your
superb economic rehabilitation and maturityarecome the responsibilities which we of the United States delighted to
share with you.

It was always a pleasure, lie said, for taxpayers of one county
to have other taxpayers share important financial burdens but a more
important reason for the American delight was that certain Eu-

ropeans had used the phrase "detested benefactor" in arguing that it
need not characterize the American Government if it would channel
its aid through the United Nations and share the opprobrium with
other countries. Mr. Agger wondered whether the Europeans of'
1956 did not suffer from tlhe very sanm illusions as those from which
the United States was now accused of suffering. Western disillusionment regarding the United Nations was not a monopoly of any one
country. Mr. UAgger maintained that were Europe to manifest the
political maturity referred to in every analysis of less than completely
successful U.S. foreign policy, Europe would liave realized long ago
that; petulant noncooperation was no answer because in such a case it
meant at least abandonment to tlhe Soviets.
probably
On behalf of opinion in America Mr. Agger rejected the temptations of false simplicity associated with the idea of consolidating
Atlantic spokesmen, into just; two as had been suggested. I-Te believed
that the political forces impelling both Europe and North America
be powerful but if they
sel)arately to seek separate solutions would
be
did not resist those forces, all the oratory of the Convention would
work
would
who
lost. He pledged that there were t' -se in the West
counted on those in
against the separatist temptation, Ind theyforth
to find new means.
Europe to that end. He said, "V.WeI must goto be our
mission."
of harmonizing our destiny. This believe
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The VICE CrHAIRM.rAN announced that I first. business at tomorrow
morning's plenary session, at10:30 a.m., would be thie pr
suib-

osIals

miitted bylthe Steering Committee.
the views lihe
(Canada)thatsaid that although
AIr. JohnwereC. his
PAILL'T1
le
the
own, hoped
they enjoyed support; of the
expressed of Canadians.
existence of the Conference was

They
very
majority
of thepeople of meniber counItries to find
testimtony
)apt
o
tl(esir
a method of mutually beneficial cooperatioil in the political and economic
fields. Cooperation in the military field lhad achieved its purpose of muttutal defense in the terms prescribed.
A sense of urgency must, be created about th(e work of the Convention, which could by its own efforts have a historic destiny. Tilhe
grouping
together of the NATO nations, expanding to OEI(D and
their even further, could be the greatest single humanCil'ort for the
of people moving together,
economiic betterment; of
not only for their own improvement, but determined to assisttile
less developed areas and now holding out tie hope of emancipation to

mankind-miillions

those in bondage.
The fact

that;tihe

NATO Parliamentarians lhad recommended the
Conference indicated their desire for some other recommendation to
be forthcoming. The vehicle of NATO Parliamentarians wits reAtlantic
could be broader
stricted to those countries.
in scope, and the Convention could recommend ministerial conference
as tilhe first step. An association starting with the NATO countries,
to the Atlantic countries and further, could move onlyinl
extending
the direction of good.
suggested tliat tile ConTh'e, aim must be broad, and Mr.
vention shouldthe scope of the association;
(a,) define
set.
out
a. new charter for economic and political cool)eration;
(b)
for aid to less developed countries; and
(o) suggest a. formula, out
hope and faith to those in
affirmatively
(d() political
Tlold tile lamp ofthat
and economic
from thle Conference

Th1e

association
at

Palletft

bondage

might; come their germ of freedom.
Mr. George F.ELDMrAN (United States) was warmly app)llauded when
lie paid tribute to (lie work of Mr. Will Clayton (cochairman of t(ie

U.S. delegation) in the Marshall plan.
the United States
Mr. Feldman warned
not become an
economic rival of tho growing European
To permit such
to court disaster. It was
a situation to develop
to remember that the movement' for European integration lhad gone
forward within the framework of Western alliance. With thio growth
of tho Common Ma.rket and with Great; Brita.in seeking entry, tile
for its development into a real "third force," a center of
potentialities
between
Union and America, free to go its own way,
power
t;he Soviet
were ulnquestional)ly
present. Fortunately lie odds on such a. development occurring were low.
Thoe European Economic Community Wa.s in glowing health, and
since economic power went with political power, lthe influence of the
Common Market was rising accordingly. For the United States this
of foreign policy both political and ecoposed
important problems
that trade and aid policies of the Soviet bloc
nomic. Maintaining
were coordinated closely with Communist political objectives Mr.
Feldman quoted examples where the Soviet Union had absorbed eco-

tiat

wotld b1

must;
community.

important;
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niomlic loss ill order to gain political advantage ill dealing with other
millions, which was possible because foreign trade formed a negligible
i)allt of the Soviet economy. ie traced tihe Soviet-It alian agteelent
for(lie purchase of 100,000 barrels of oil per day and commInentied that
oncl( thaltt oil was processed in Italian refineries it was deemed to be
i liiian oil and could, presumably, be sold within the Comimon Market.
1-1 (Iis way Soviet oil could atl'ect tile security of NAT() countries
whlich become dependent on it.
Discussing )possibilities for further strength henling thle At lantic ConmIntlitiy Mr. Feldman said that; some precledeins already established
might he adopted. For example, (lthe principle of majority vote.
that progress be made toward an Atlantic Comimulnity, Mr.
l:rging
I'eltlman warned that if tlhe institutionalizing of coordinated Western
strategy was arrested the impression would spread that thle West was
at. odds within itself, that it was unsure of its purposes and could not
cope with thle march of communism. It was important for tlhe United
States to avoid creating a situation where an economically powerful
Western Eurol)e was tempted to pursue'an independent foreign policy.
Such a Wrestern European "third force" might mitigate tile rigor of
tiet cold war, but, it would not weaken Soviet determination to impose
its system on thle world.
Mr. Feldman added that it might indeed hamper efforts to defeat
communism by obscuring thle nature of the challenge and these evenlutlities could not be dismissed when considering the need for greater
Western unity.
Tlh Convention adjourned until 10:30 a.m. on Friday.
EIGIHT'r MAE'TINo
MO)RNIN(G

SESSION, JTANUA',RY 12, 19(62

The session was opened at. 10:4.15 a.m.
tiall A. H[erter).

by the Chairman (Mr. Chris-

]Pro('edmre
committeese)
'T11(h C(Alnr:MAXN announced the decisions of tlhe

Steering Committee
ill tie light of the resolutions filed to date. 'wo subcommittees would
1) appointed. The first, a general subcommittee, would deal with
and economicmatters; the second would be concerned with
political
the cultural, scientific, and spiritual matters that appeared in the resoluit ions.
The first, subcommittee would comprise 42 members-8 from tlhe
United States, 4 from Great Britain, France, Italy, and Germany, and
2 from each of the other delegations. Thle Cultura.l Committee would
a. membership of 21-4 from the United States, 2 each from
comprise
(Gret. Britain, France Italy, and Germany, and 1 from each of the
other countries.Resolutions would be referred to tile two colmmittees mind it was hoped that none would be filed later than Monday.
T1he committees would elect their own chairmen and one or two
It was expected that they would submit their reports to
rnl)porteurs,.
thi l)lenary session on .lWednesday afternoon. Their reports would
1) debatedd and unless matters were referred back to the committees for
furiIther consideration. the Convention would take action upon their
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recommendations. Matters of drafting and questions of language

would be reserved to the Steering Committee.
D)elergations were asked to submit the names of Committee members
by 3 :0 1)p.m. today, when the Political and Economic Committee -would
meet in the. conference chamber, and the Cultural Committee in room
No. 5. Only committee members would be allowed to vote but other
delegates and alternates could attend and speak. The meetings would
be closed to all outsiders, including the press.
General discs8o'tol
Mr. Gunnar GARBO (Norway) stressed that it was not enough just
to uimite. It. was also imperative to have a realistic understanding of
hlie purposes for which one was uniting. The act of union was not of
Ilecessity a, progressive step; thle value of uniting depended on the
aimls wllich it was sought to further. Any step leading to solidarity
Atlantic peoples would be considered with eager
among the North
the
by
Norwegian people, and lie was generally in agreesympn)Ithy
ment about the need for an enlarged Common Market and an enlarged
Atlantic Community with a. door open to the world at. large.
Iiut tlere were certain political preconditions. At present there was
an inherent ambivalence in the overall strategic policy of thle West.
()n the one handle, they were exercising a military effort in order to
deter aggression against the countries of thlie Alliance. On the other
hand, they were increasingly aware of the terrible dangers involved
inl the present. balance of terror and required to find a way, through
and the establishment of supranat ional
negotiations, tofora disarmament
more stable. world order. Consequently, they liad
1istlit-itions,
to consider how muell weight to put on immediate military consideral iols anld ]how mulch stress to put on the need to reduce tension between East and West. In that connection, lihe pointed to common inIel'ests between East and West, among them being the avoidance of an
outbreak of war. It must never be forgotten that the aim of the
NATO military effort was to make possible a solution of international
conflicts by peaceful means.
It, had been suggested that membership of an Atlantic union should
imply willingness to accept any act which any of the member states
comllmitted, but lie foresaw difficulty if members did not practice the
principles of human rights which had generally been accepted. To
that end, there should be further l)rogress towardl colonial disengage.
meant and increased lielp should be given to tle economically umnderdecountries.
velolped
T'l'e Western countries should show that they were able to free
themselves from attitudes of the past which conflicted with the democratic ideals which they claim to support. In a rapidly changing
and revolutionary world there should be no doubt that the aim of the
Atlantic Community was freedom, peace, and prosperity for all
nations.
Mr. Morris FOROASH (United States) announced his intention of
shocking the Convention by talking about hunger and its relationship
to the underdeveloped and emerging nations of the globe. If they
knew what. hunger was the delegates would not leave the Convention
without their consciences being jarred and their concepts of human
liberty and freedom affected. I3eyond expressions of concern lie saw
no sign anywhere of any serious thinking or suggestions of what to
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do-about the situation. They were doing penance to their consciences
by paying tribute to the mere existence of the problem.
'11he Convention seemed mainly concerned about the possibility of
Atlantic union. lie did not think they would attain that commendable objective unless they did something about the existing crucial
If they did not solve some of those problems they would
problems.
not. live long enough to solve the problems of tomorrow. Thle world
was aflame with great dangers and time was running short. The mass
of hungry humanity surrounding the island of the free world reminded
the speaker of the lava from a volcano which might sweep everything
before it. The French Revolution started with the march of hungry
Today there was a replica of that situation in almost every
peol)le.
)art of the globe. Adversaries from other parts of the world would
ie young
people with ideas about equity and freedom.
It. was not the philosophy of the Russians to bomb the,West out of
business. It. was their intention to capture thle West alive with its
industries, wealth, and people.
A factor to consider was that 90 to 95 percent of the 20 strategic
materials necessary for industry came from Africa, South America,
and Asia. It might be argued that the genius of tile West would
enable substitutes to be found in tle laboratories, but Mr. Forgash
did not think that they would live long enough for such substitutes to
be discoveredd.
It was a cliche, but true, that tihe first need was to define the plrol)leil. But what was the problems? "Tlie l)rol)lem," said Mr. Forgash,
"is that the foreign aid wliclh has been given by thle free world has
failed, has been inadequate, and we are constantly losing our position
on tile chessboard of the world."
Thle point lihad l)een reached where multilateral action was imbut it must be completely dissociated from tile politics or
!)erative,
influence of any single nation. The identity of thle nation giving the
aid must be removed from tlie scene.
Within 20 years, lie declared, a continuation of the existing method
of unilateral aid-which was insufficient in magnitude in the first
place-would put the economies of ali thle liberated peoples into thle
shackles or tile control of foreign interests. It could not I)e any other
way. His own plan proposed a mechanical, multilateral, international mechanism for the exercise. of foreign aid in a scientific

fashion.
Ife concluded:
"If we tackle thle economic problems with courage and
fortitude, it may be possible to save the United Nations, because they will not have great economic problems to intermn ingle with the 1)olitical )1robl)ems."
Mr. John SANNESS (Norway) said that the Conven:1iun was meeting
not, to rel)air any gross failure of the Alliance in its past activities or
to solve any crises within itself. What had happened was that new
to face those problems in a
problems had arisen, and it was possible
bl'oadminnlded and constructi-;e spirit because the Alliance, in tackling
its military tasks, had provided the necessary feeling of relative
security.
Turning to the problem of the "third world," he said that there had
been complaints that among the Atlantic Community there had been
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comnnion policy for dealing with Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
iBut such a coi(onl)1 policy liad not. been possible in the postwar years.
It. had been suggested tlhat. thl Western nations should defend their
positions inl Africa, Asia, and Latin America. -le disliked the term
)positions.' The present "positions" of the West in the territories
remaining under Western political control were deplorably weak.
Should they then aim at creating new "positions" on the African and
Asian chessboard? It would be a dangerous policy to maneuver for
-tpositions" in those continents in order to create a red and white nmosaic whereby thle West's support for certain states might tend to
-drive neighbor states to accel)t support. from thle Soviet bloc or
China. The l)rol)lemls of those continents must be tackled not from the
point of view of "positions" or influence but in a sense of partnership)
based onl the Marshall plan in Europe. That would make for unity
as opposed to the disunity which would l)e created by jockeying fro,
so-called positions.
An urgent. probleIm was their attitude to the United Nations and to
tile prospect of cooperation witl the new nations in that framework.
operations in chaotic civil conditions anything
Although in )lpilitary
it.
was
might
happell,
grossly unfair to talk of United Nations action
in the Congo in terms of murder of women and children and attacks
on hospitals and ambulances. The question they faced was whether
they would accept cooperation with the new states in the framework
of the lUnited Nations where those states looked forward to it, or
whether they should, in face of the existing or visualized difficulties,
turn their back upon the United Nations.
It seemed to him that the circumstances were such that the Convention could proceed in a, bold spirit with its task of strengthening and
developing the Atlantic Commlunity in all aspects.
Mr. 1. SA.M-KAIDEN (Netherlands) referred to the awkward feeling
of insecurity among the Americans, and commented on Mr. Feldman's
statement that it was important for the United States to avoid a situation where anll economically powerful Western 'Euro e was tempted
to pursue an individual foreign policy. Others, said Mr. Samnkalden,
the. danger to U.S. exports of an extended Common Market.
explained
With such a feeling of insecurity they would achieve nothing.
A strong and therefore tirmly united Europe was indispensable for
a lasting Atlantic Alliance, antd the best guarantee of growing unity.
The Treaty of Romlle was at the heart of every step to broader anil
deeper integration. There could be no question of a substitute for the
existing lEuropean Conlmiunity and tile consequent loss of results
already achieved in tihe spheres of pol-icy and legislation. For those
whlo wislied to reinforce unity there were two possibilities: to accept
the extended(l Eurol)ean Community as a strong,
stable, and reliable
partner ill a close cooperation; or to join the Treaty of Rome and enter
thle (Community with all the far-reaching consequences, which would
be integration.
no

-

Committee procedure

At the suggestion of the Chairman it was agreed that Mr. Clayton
(United States) and Dr. Brandt (German Federal Republic) preside
over the two subcommittees until permanent chairmen had been
elected. The subcommittees would meet at 3:30 p.m.
The Convention adjourned.
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NIN'rH MiLEETIN
AFTERNOON 4SESSION, *JANUARY IS, 11 (2-J
'Tl]e conventionn met as a conimittee.- 'T'le meetiilg was opelled by
i le (Chairman, 5IMr. Clhrist ianI A. HIeter ( United St ates) at :.35 p).m.
I proceduree
T''lie ChAIRMAN explained that. it liad been decided to liold a meeting
oft lie conference in (1omillittee of tile Whole; that was, i l)private
sc':.sion.
'l'!he first item of business was to conlsidel tile iteport of the (Cultural,
Scientific, and Spiritual Committee.
''he second item would be consideration of whether or not there
should be an additional session, a postponed session, of the entire
(e ference.
epowrt of the Cultural Co immittee
The C('}AIRMAN announced that lie proposed to take the report of
I Ie (Cultural Committee paragraph by paragraph, and asked those
whlo wished to submit amendments to offer them to him. He added
t lt lihe proposed to limit speeches on amendments to 3 minutes.
lie explained that the resolution of the Cultural Committee had a
preamble of its own. It lihad been determined beforehand that, aftertlle Convention, as a. committee, had acted *on the resolution, it would
lei referred to the Steering Committee to determine whether the documtiet should be consi(lered entirely separate from that. approved by
lielPolitical and Economic Committee or whether an effort should be
nuade to bring the two documents together.
('onsequently, lie urged members to consider tlie document from the
Cultural Committee on its ownl merits as it stood rather than in the
light of thle proposals by the Political and Economic Committee.
Mr. J. P. PALEWSKI (France), who said that the Chairman hlad
raised a matter of fundamental interest, stated that lie had voted
against the preamble put. forward in the Political and Economic
(Commlittee simply because it did not appear to be a very firm one, and
lie l)referred the preamble put forward from the Cultural ColnI
mittee. Therefore, he wondered whether tle procedure
suggested
Ilie
iwas
chairmann
really
I)yProf. Mario MONTANARI appropriate.
(Italy) proposed that Mr. van Zeeland
(Belgium) and General Bethouart (France), the principal authors of
tlle two preambles, should meet ai(l try to mold the preamblles into
nI single document.

Tlhe Cj1,IRMN.,x welcomed the l)roposal and said that it could be
elrred to the Steerring Colmmittee. H1-e added(l that the considerations which had been mentioned would bel) borne in mind, and that lie
was sure that. the Steering Committee would ask thie rapporteurs of
(lie two committees to be )resent when lihe final drafting took place.
Mr. J. PAOETr (United Kingdom) said that Mr. van Zeeland and
G(renerl' Bethouart were the deans of the movement, and lie proposed
that they should be given at free hiand to combine the two )reail)les,
stating that. all would have confidence in them in view of their past
te

service to Europe.
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The Reverend Pere DANIELOU (France) said that there were definitions of principle ill the rel)ort of the Cultural Committee which could
not be abandoned. He suggested that the text that Mr. Palewski
had in mind should form part of the document presented by the
Cultural Committee, which would be published in full. There could
then be a general preamble and two reports, one for each committee.
He felt. that there would be no difficulty about that and that agreement
could be reached on that basis.
Mr. R. GOOLD-ADAMS (United Kingdom) expressed the hope that
here would be no attempt to water down tlhe contents of thle preaml)le
lut. forward by (ltie Political and Economic Committee.
rThe CHAIRMAN emphasized tliat tile l)opl)osal of tile Steering Conlmittee, which could, however, be altered by thie Convention, was that
the report of the Cultural Committee should l)e considered by itself
witllout regard to tlie rel)ort of hlie Political anl( Economic Conimittee
and that if the two l)reaml)les were adol)ted, it would then be for the
Steering Committee to determine whether they should be kept separate or whether they should be combined.
IHe trusted that the procedure proposed by Mr. Paget would be
adopted. Mr. van Zeeland and General Betl;ouart would then meet
the Steering Committee to determine the point which had been raise(l.
That would simplify discussion of the subject.
There being no further comment, thle Chairman declared Mr.

Paget's proposal adopted.
On point (d), page 4, concerning the setting up of a Scientific l)oeumentation Center, Mr. 0. B. KRATr (Denmark) proposed that the
Steering Committee should devise ways and means for tlie work to be
done in cooperation with existing European machinery and organizations. There already existed a Council for Cultural Cooperation for
all nation members of the European Council and thlie Six were setting

lup machinery for cultural cooperation and research. Duplication
of work should be avoided.
Mr. PAGET described the organization set up by Russia of 200 scientists supported by 17,000 operators with modern facilities to trlanslate into -;issian all wortlhml ile scientific publications of the West.
In the Cuiliural Committee, a. rapid calculation of $100 million a year
had been given as the cost. of setting up a comparable organization,
and Mr. Schmidt had suggested that the American Government. mnjght
provide half if the other 13 NATO members gave the othiler $50 million. The West had no comparable organization to (ldo tlie work
which had to be done if it was to win the scientific race against the
Communist bloc. The paragraph in the report liad, however, been
Dr. Brandt, and it might be better to await hlis return
prepared by
before
tomorrow
finalizing further proposals.
After collaborating with Mr. Paget. and Mr. Hutchins, Mr. Kraft
proposed the following amendment: In page 5, to add at the end of
C, "to assist. in tlhe accomplishment of these tasks in coopparagraph
eration with existing agencies such as the Council for Cultural Coop-

eration of the Council of Europe to avoid duplication of effort."
Mr's. Lina TSALDARLms (Greece) proposed, as ani amendment to Mr.
K raft's amendment, to add "and UNES(CO)" after "Council of Europe."' Thlis amendment was rejected.
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Mr. Kraft's amendment was then adopted, and the remainder of tile
report, of the Cultural, Scientific, and Spiritual Committee was

apl)roved.
T'he CIIAIRfMAN suggested that a proposal by Mr. W. M. WAIJr (Canada) to improve the construction of part I of the committee's report
be referred to the Secretary General for consideration by the Steering
Colmnittee.
Tlhe meeting then proceeded to deal with the various recommendations which appeared as supplements to the ielport and which, it had
been recommended, should go to tlhe Steering Committee for l)ossible
inclusion in the report.
5Ar. 11. AM(xoE (United States) made a short statement regarding
tlle Cultural Committec's lropl)osal concerning po population, wl ich hlad
(Comnlittee sel)arately from tie main body of the
gone to tileA Steering
similar resolution concerning population hadblen ap)repl)ort.
proved yesterday by the Political and(l Economic Committee, but it

ha(ld been omitted from that committee's report. IHe moved that it
)be restored to the report of thile Political and Economic Conlmmittee.
Mrl. Donald G. AcERt (United States), the rapporteur of the Politi(cal and Economic Committee, explained that tile reason for the omission of the resolution was that thle preamble had been eliminated.
Mr. WALL said that such a resolution was fraught with all kinds
of possibilities and would give the impression that the Atlantic nations were pointing their fingers at somebody.
Mr. PALEWSKI asserted that the Atlantic Convention could not deal
with the world situation, whiich] was rather a problem for the United
Nations, who lad dealt with it. abundantly.
Mr. John SANNESS said that while hle was in agreement with the
ideas behind the paragraph in question, it. was utterly inappl)roriate
for time Convention to dleclae that it. wastask of the Atlantic C'omin1111ity to limit(the growth of I)Ol)lat ion in countries outside its own
Mr. PAGETrI pointed out that. the only scientists capable of solving
thle problem depended upon) subsidies from tlie governments of the
Atlantic Alliance. It was, therefore, their problem. The resolution
in question had been advanced. by a man who had changed thie whole
of tile United States on the matter and who was spending
viewpoint
vast, skills of his own to try to solve this great problem, and tlhe Convention should support him by passing t(lie resolution.
AtMr. AMoore's proposal was put to tlie vote and was declared adopted.
Mr. Alimet MEYZI (Turkey) proposed an amendment to the resolution (AA105) from the Cultural, Scientific, and Spiritual Committee concerning the reconstruction of the Acropolis: in line 2, after
"Acrol)olis," to insert "with tile original stones and st atues wherever
(hey
may be in tile Atlantic Community" and to amend the text after
"constalit reminder," il line 3, to read "of our unshakeable faith in
our democratic institutionss"
Mr. P,\ALEWSKI opposed thle T1urkislh )roplsal because it would place
111)01 several nations an obligation to give ull) what now constituted
(lie riches of their museums.
lHe proposed instead that the Acropolis should remain a symbol
of their culture and that governments should seek some practical form
of giving effect to that. principle, such as providing an institute or
college, something whicli wold symbolize tle gratitude of thle civ-
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ilized nations toward Greece, the Imother of their civilization,thlus
the Acropolis as the focus of their culture.
preserving
The amendment proposed by Mr. Meyzi was rejected.
Tile meeting then discussed tlhe amendment. submitted byAMr.
Palewski.
Mr. PAGET said that. lle subject of the Turkisl amendment had been
put forward to him as a joke by Greek delegation in the Cultural
Committee, it. being clear that. lie could not, and would not, do anythat, he would do much more and p1)lt
thing about it; but lie had said
forward a general
to build a European shrine at the Acropolis. He felt, that the British Government, would be willing to send
the Elgin Marbles to a European shrine or temple at the Acropolis,
for that would avoid creating
would have been
precedent
created by the Turkish
lie opposed Mr. Palewski's probe regarded as all attempt. to say
posaldobecause it. would
The
nothing.
purpose of his own proposal was to show tint
but.
the Declaration of Paris was not. merely a spate of words but thliat
thle Western governments were prepared to spend thousands of
and millions of dollars in erecting an actual monument
as lie
had suggested.
(Federal Republic of Germany),' supCount,
said that much reconstruction of tlie
porting Mr.wasPalewski's proposal,
and
was sure that Mr. Palewski would
lie
being
done,
Acropolis
not object to that work being given financial help. What was important
the symbolic value of the Acropolis. Last year Mr. Khrushchev had threatened to aim an atomic bomb at the Acropolis and
thle Greek Government gave'him a very
destroy it, but tile headthatof even
destroyed the
good answer,
stating would not.if Mr. Khrushchev
he
which
the
destroy
Acropolis, certainly
spirit as a it repreof tlie
sented. Therefore, tlie
symbol wvas

.

the.

propo.sil

tlhe
ameniimnent.

which

sometllingl
suhelpoioun(s

Rabail ADELM:ANN

w:as

preservatioll

Acroplolis

important.
Mr. Ivan Matteo LotmwRDno (Italy) said that if Mr. Palewski's proa suitable reply to a certain megatonposal was meant, to represent
lie
it and wished to second it.
endorsed
person,
bomb-brandishlling
Mrs. Lina Ts,L),Inurs (Greece) said that she was very moved by lMr'.
Paget's l)rol)osal, and sle. thanked him and other members of tlhe
Cultural Committee wlio lad supported the project. The proposal
was a tribute not, only to tile history anld civilization of Greece but
also to thle spirit whi(h came from tlle Acropolis. She referred to
thle work of reconstruction of the Acropolis that was going on and
also to what was being done by archeological schools of various coutntries. all(l expressed tle liope that thle Convention would accept a resolution most likely to further tlhe idea of their being a symbol of the
st riu.gle of tile free peoples against thle threat of violence.
Mir. 'I'llh.s^yvTcillos 'I'sAcKAL.o'Tos (Greece) said that such a resolution
would be a. fitting reply from all tile NATO nations to Mr. Khlrubarbarous t.lhreait. against thle Acropolis.
shleclevs
Palewski's
proposal was adopted. that a better motto than
lMr. W,. WAII
(Canada) suggested
Sen'ator AM.
tlie o0ie set out in recoimmllendation 3 would be "Humani progress
in liberty, justice, and union."
thro111lhdynamicc faith
that tlie matter was not before the meeting
said
TI'e CIAIRA.MAN
for action. Thle recommendation liad been referred to the Steering
Con mittee.
most
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He declared the report of tile Cultural (Commlittee
irterred to tle Steerinig Committee.
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adopted and

Proposed 8eeond sesfsiot of ('on mention

Mr. Morris FORGASII (United States) moved:
Resolved, That. this Convention be recessed and resume its deliberations at a time and place to lbe determined by the (Convention now in session, bearing in mind that the Americanl delegation
commission expires by statute on June 30 of this year; further,
that in the interim a working group composed of one or more lmembers of each delegation be organized for thle )urlpose of further
study and clarification of the specific proposals thus far submitted by the delegates and be prepared to submit its studies and
conclusions to all the delegates at a reasonable time prior to the
next session.
Ire suggested that the Convention might recess on Friday evening.
Sir Johin SLrSSOR '(United Kilngdom) urged members to think very
hard before adopting the motion. He sai( that the Convention had
achlieved far more thail he had thought it would and had produced a
number of exceedingly practical recoimmelndftions which represented
all enormous advallce in tlie (lirectionl of (creating a. real Atlantic
Union, whichwias what they all wanted. Thlie right working group to
do what Mr.
wanted was the Special (Governmental Commission which tlhe Convention recommended should be set upll. A recess
would merely cause 2 or 3 months' delay before anything practical was
done about what the Colvention recommended.
Mi'. FORG,ASl said that 'his proposal involved no lack of appreciation of the time, effort, and energy devoted to the work. But langua ges had different. shades of meaning, and the documents had been
subjected to innumerable changes, and( many compromises had been
reached on basic, fundamental principles, and he felt that some of
tllose compromises would not have been accepted but for the pressure
of time. Tlhe Convention had taken 8 working days to build a new
world, and he felt that what it had done in a laudable effort to deal
with earth-shaking i)1roblems merited a little more time, attention,
111d( patience.
Genei'al P. 3BILLOrrE (France) supported tile motion, pointing out
that tle members of thle Con)vention would not be shouldering their
vesl)onsibilitics fully if, having launched their l)proposals, they imme(iately retired. Followup act ioih would be required to insure that
!)arliament.s impl)lemenited the Convention's recommendations.
D)r. M. BL,^ANK (Gernman Federal Republlie) said that it was vital
l'fo thle Convention to issue a clear and final declaration. There should
I)e 1o suggestion' of a decision being l)ostpone(l. There should be lno
talk of a second session. It would be perfectly possible later to recoon vene thle Convention in order to ascertain what governments hlad
done.

l/orgasll

Mr. Alistair S'EwAvT

(Canada), sul)orting the motion, said tllat

there liad been more compromises than some members would have been
inclined to accept. hlad there bee]n more time for argument and discussion. Another meeting 4 months hence could do nothing 1)mt good
fol inll the lieantime thle working groul) could give more detailed
attention to tlie documents.
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Mr. Dofiald G. AGGER (United States) said that lie would deplore a
decision by the Convention to take no action oil the work that the committees had done. History could not wait for them to take several
more months to think further about the problems before them. If
they took no action on the )roposals before them, it would indicate to
world opinion that the citizens of the Atlantic Convention ihad been
unable to reach agreement. He appealed to members not to insist
tupon postponement of tile decision of tile Convention.
Professor MON'rANARI supported tile motion, stating that fliurther
insight into thle problems was required and that. tile work had really
only been begun at the Convention.
Mr. Goo,)-ADAMIrs (United Kingdom), who spoke with sincere conviction against the proI)osal, listed five points in favor of his point of
view. Its acceptance would make nonsense of some of their recommiendations. It would make nonsense of the recommendation for a special
commission. Speaking frankly, lie believed that to be tile motive-to
undermine tile course of act-ionl decided oil after a vote in tile Political
Committee. Thirdly, information of their views had already leaked
to the press and a good many people knew what they were going to
say. Their ideas were getting a certain amount of attention and it
was imperative that they should have tile maximum impact.
Fourthly, he did not think that they would get. the delegates together
again and, fifthly, it. would be an indictment of everything they hlad
done if they decided to put matters off and start again.
Mr. Patrick NICimOLSON (Canada) said it was evident that there was
no measure of unanimity. They were not politicians and they d(lid not
need to step warily. They Iadc not, got their message across, inor had
they suggested one novel idea: except the creation of yet another government. department. He supported tile resolution.
Lord OGMARE (United Kingdom) agreed with Mr. Agger. Their
only hope of influencing governments and peoples was to act quickly.
MIr. Maurice ALLAIS (France) thought a fresh meeting was inecessary and Mlrs. Lina TsALDRIs (Greece) supported the resolution.
Mr. Gunnair GARBO (Norway) supported the view advanced by Siir
John Slessor. They had come together with thle intention of giving
tile initiative to bodies wilichl could make decisions leading to Atlantic
unity. His only fear was that, in some cases they were in advance of
views lield by governments and parliaments.
Mr. Elmo ROPER ((Un ited Stat es) asked whether the proposal meant
that, the documents which lihad been produced would nlot; be regarded
as a.report, but would be lield as working papers.
Mr. FORGASII, replying, thought. llis resolution answered tlfat question. He did not propose that they take any affirmative action.
Mr. RorPER thlougilt tIlat the only 'basis for a second meeting would
be tile need to perform 'a specific task. If they decided to release their
documents as a report they miiglht have a. second Convention to draw
uIp a blueprint. If they dlid not. release t, report they would be making
a bad mistake. A second meeting to discuss a specific subject w'as
another matter.
Senator WALL said that if there was sense in holding a first. Convention tIhere was also sense in holding a second, and perhaps a thiird
and fourth. But it, would be regrettable if they took no action at
the present time and lie thought that a report should be issued.
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Mr. PauIl van ZEELAND (Belgium) said lie would vote against a
second meeting. He thought, it wiser for the delegates to abide 1)y
what they had done.
Mr. Hugh MOORE (United States) thought it was thie moment for
"the kickoff"-the time when they could make the greatest impact
on the public. To withhold their decision would be an anticlimax.
Mri. SERMON, (Belgium) thought that at a resumed meeting the
(ivelrgency of views would show tup more clearly.;
Ur. Francis Hu'TCIIINS (ITnited States) deplored the idea of not
publishing the result of their decisions, and Mr. MEYzi thought it
tilsme to make recommendations to their respective governments.
Mi'. Ralph D. PI',x'AWN (ITnited States) supported Mr. Forg ash.
As '3 of the U.S. delegation had spoken against the resolution he recalled that then the delegation was polled at lunchtime--of 17 delegates, 12 were in favor a.nd 5 opposed. He thought that they should
make known to the press what they had done and meet again in 2 o'r 3
months' time so as to let, the world know that they were proposing to
cont ine with their work.
Lord CRATHORNE (United Kingdom) opposed the resolution. He
thought, its acceptance would be an absolute disaster. In many countries, including Britain, there was a great deal of work to be done
to further the idea, of a true Atlantic Community. Hlie was sure
that ,a second meeting would not be fully attended.
Ml'. O'hallnIMERSINIT (Turkey) maintained that they ought to publish what they had done, and Mr. 11. F. H.,rtmIMssoN (Iceland)
agreed with Lord Crathorne. He thought that a definite decision
should be taken.
lion. William A. BuRmEN (United States) declared that the next
task of the delegates was to convince their governments to form thle
Plrepairaltory Commission and to take the next step rather than to
meet again and continue to talk to themselves.
Mr. Eric JOHNSTON (United States) said that to adjourn without
passing the resolutions would be the worst thing for Atlantic union
and that action must be taken now. If the motion were amended, it
would gain wider support.
The CHTAIRMAN invited delegates to indicate their view whether
themr should be. a second round of speeches or whether they should be
linmited-to one 'oumnd. They signified tlie latter course.
Mr'. PLmFESKt express( surprise that so many delegates were not
in favor of a, second meeting.
M1r. 0. B. KRkyr (Denmark) said that it would be a disaster for
their cause if delegates went home without making any decision.
Mr. Donald GIILIS (Canada) suggested that it be left to the respective governments to decide whether a further meeting was necessary.
Mr. Charles W. ENoELIiARD, Jr. (United States) submitted thle f(;llowing text for an amendment:
(1) That the group unanimously pass the resolutions before us
with the full support of the entire group as an important first
step;
we return home to guide oure governments and peo(2) That the
ples toward
implementation of these resolutions; and
(3) That we recommend to ot1r governments that. at. a later
date at meeting of a group such ias this should reconvene to assess
progress and to make new l)rop{>sitions.
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TIIls suggestion was warmly received by the delegates.
Ifon. William L. C(,.LY'rON (IJnited States), who favored Mr. EIngetlhard's suggestion, said that for delegates to go home having takeli no
affirmative action excel)t to hold a. seconll meeting would be tragic.
When they returned home, they must find a way to get. their resl)ective governments to implement. what. they had done at the Convention.
Arl. NICIO(LSON moved an amendment. in the following terms:
That this report 1e adopted and pulblished forthwitll alld(1tia
the working group) representing all nations at tilis Convenluion )he
to study the possible implementation of specific proappointed
submitted
1)osals
by delegates and to recommend to a plenary s.ssion to be called within 4 months thle detailed outlines of'- (chir-

unify tile Atlantic Community into a. (Comnmonwealthl of lihe Western World while providing means whereby
otiler freedom-loving nations may become associated tlerewith
ter which would

economically or otherwise.

Mr. RopER seconded.
In accordance with a ruling given earlier by the Clhair, tile amenl(}dment. was pult. fort,hwith without, debate and was declared not carried.
A standing vote was requested an(l was taken, and it was declared defeated by 17 votes to 35.
The meeting resolved to allow a further amendment to be sub)mitted. tMr. Eric. JoUiNSTON accordingly moved an anlendment, in the
terms put forward by Mr. Engelharcd. Mr. ENOEL,nIARD seconded alld
the amendment was arrived . Tlhe CHAIRMAN ruled that it was clearly
a substitute motion, having been substituted( for Mr. Forgash's motion, and the matter was now concluded.
Fur/hler ,meeting
Tlhe CHAIRMAN announced that a meeting of the Steering ('Co)mittee would follow forthwith and there would be a plenary meeting
tomorrow morning ati 10 o'clock. It would be a I)ublic open session
and all documents submitted to the Convention at 10 a.il. tomlo'orrow
would be public documents.
The meeting was declared -closed at 6:10 p.m.
TENTI MEETI NG
MORNING SESSION, JANUARY

19,

1062

Tlhe meeting was opened by the Chairman, Mr. Christian A. ertcier

(Unitedl States), at 10:10 a.m.

Procedure
The CHAIRMAN stated that lie would go through the draft I)eclaration of Paris and tlie resolutions paragraph by paragral)h. In accordance with rules adopted at the beginning of thile Convention, at thilt
amendments could be offered to tlhe text, but theymust
plenary session
be handed in writing to tile Chairman before or at. the time of tlie
reading of the paragraph to which-tlhey applied. It would not be
possible to return to a paragraph for amendment after it had (lbeen
dealt with. Also, amendments which lhad been offered in committee
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and defeatedd and were reoffered in tile same form or substantially the
slmine form would be declared out of order.
lie hoped tlihat it would be possible to complete the work on the (draft
(loculilent that morning so that at 3 p.m., when television cameras
would he watching their proceedings, the final reading word by word
of the I)eclaration of Paris and its adoption could take place.
('Consideraltion of Declaration of Pa'riv. and resolutions
''The (Convention then proceeded to consider the draft Declaration
(f Paris and the resolutions paragraph by paragraph, and the plaragrl)l)hs in the draft text were adopted unless otherwise stated.
P/'ist paragraph of preamble:
An\i amendment proposed by Mr. Mohemet (i6'NIAU'BOi (Turkey) to
silbstitute "traditions" for ''tradition" in the fourth line was accepted.
A.namendlfent by Mr. Maurice Ai,lAIs (France) to substitute in
thw third line "the juridical sagacity of Rome" for "the political
of Rome" was accepted.
sagacity
The paragraph, as amended, was adopted.
Fi/t//lh paac/a. ph of the preamble:
.\Mr. Adolph SciHMIDr (United States) prol)oseal an amendment to
ilake lire firstsentence of the paragraph read as follows:
"In organizing a. true Atlantic Community, the eventual goal
nmst, be government extending to the political, military, eco·nomic, moral and cultural fielcls."
AMt. Donald G. AGGER (United States) submitted. on at point of or(ler, that. thle substance of tlie amendment hlad already been dealt with
ill lhe Political and Economic Committee and, therefore, was not in
order.
11he CHAIRMAN ruled that the wording of the amendment, was somewhat, different from that discussed in Committee and was, therefore,
inll order.
Art. J. P. PALEWSKI (France) stated that although, in the desire for
illilunity, lie lihad accel)ted thle preamble, even though, in his view, it
added nothing, lie would feel compelled to vote against. it if the amendmientl were accepted. It was impossible for anybody to say what
would he the form of the Atlantic Community several generations

Mr. ArlIs, Nwho described tle amendment as a very moderate one,
it. because it. defined the road along which delegates were to
suppl)orted
directt their efforts.
.\I. A(;ER claimed that denunciations of sovereignty achieved little
vij(d (did not. contribute to the attainment of the overall objective but
coullained within them potential difficulties for delegates on returning
Iome and beginning to work with their parliaments. In opposing tlhe
Initeul(lleinlt, he said that. it would be exceedingly difficult to envisage a sentence containing thlie idea of long-term government as
tlihe objetive whlien one of the key elements would be moral, as tile
'tImellelment proposed.
Tl'e amendment was put to the vote and was declared not carried.
A standing vote was called for and was taken. As a result tihe Chairmal declared that by 19 votes to 36, the amendment was not adopted.
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Second paragraph, of summary of recommezlationis:
iMr. Alistair STEW.ART (Canada) moved an amendment to the last
two lines of tile paragraph to make them read:
"the Council, the Convention recomlmends that the North
Atlantic Council be strengthened through the delegation
of additional jurisdiction."
Mr. PArLEWSKI, opposing the amendment, said that a Permanent
1e. at the highest political level and something
Iligh (Councilfromshould
the present NATO Council.
quite
apart
MI'.Paul van ZEELAND (Belgium) preferred the summary which
spoke of strengthening tlhe whole organization and of strengthening
tlie jurisdiction.
iMr. G(uInnar (GARBO (Norway) thought that the NATO Council was
thle most important institution created within an Atlantic Community
and lie did not wish to participate in something which might appear
to lessen its importance or give the impl)ression that the Convention was
unaware of the necessity to build on the existing NATO institutions.
He preferred Mr. Stewart's amendment to the present text.
Following a standing vote the Chairman declared that 32 had
voted for tlie amendmentani d 22 against and thie amendment t, was
-

adopted.
T'rle CHAIR:MANx then announced a further amendment which had
been offered by HIon. A. Buchan (United Kingdom) to- alter the word
"jurisdiction" in tlei last line of tlie original text to the word
"responsibilities."
In support of his amendment, which was accepted, and the word
incorporated into the amended text, Hon. A Buchan
responsibilities"
said he thought that "jurisdiction" was misleading since people unthe alliance could read into it a meaning to extend the aufriendlyofto the
alliance to other countries. It seemed to him that
thority
carried the same sense without that somewhat mis"responsibilities"
leading overtone.
Thle amended
plaragraplh 2 was adopted.
Fifth ?paragraph of sunqmcmary of ?econwmendations:
Mr. PALENSKI asked what was meant by the phrase, "through Community methods" which appeared in the paragra ph.
5Mr. Ac.(;ER, its rapporteur of the Political and Economic. Committee,

said that the French translation of tlie paragraph might leave somethiling to be desired and lie would like an opportunity to compare the
French and English texts. There seemed no ambiguity in the English
text.
Hon. A. BUCIIAN suggested that there was considerable ambiguity
in the Englisli text. He added, "I have no idea of what a 'Community
method' is."
Mr. AGER said that the phrase "Community methods" was intended
"to connote the idea that the harmonization of political, military, and
economic policy would be in a more systematic way, inl a more institutional way, and a more organized way than the relatively ineffective
techniques which are presently with us."
T he CHAIRMAN offered the suggestion that the phrase, "through the
instrumientalit.ies of the community" might be subl)stituted. General A.
Bethouairt (France) thought that the phrase, "through community
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agreed and the paragraph as amended was adopted.
Sixth paragraph of suimmlnia of 'recom mendations:
f?
After Mr. PALEwSKI had queried the meaning of the Frenchl tralslationi of the English phrase "an agreed NATO policy," the Frenlch
text using the word concertoe," an amendment by Mr. van Zeeland
that; "agreed" should be translated by the French expression "arrete
(le common accord" was accepted.
'I'lle paragraph was then adopted.
Eighth paragraph of lsummawry of rccomme)datiols:
An amendment, by Mr. GARBo to insert after "Atlantic nations"
in thle first line a, comma and the words "acknowledging the right
of every people to freedom, independence and pursuit of happiness"
was accepted by 36 votes to 10.
An amendment by Mr. ALLAIS to substitute "development" for "-cceleration" in the fourth line was rejected:
Thlie amended paragraph was adopted.
IPart I, section B. Institutions:
An amendment by Mr. PALEWslI to substitute "at the highest political level" for "at the cabinet level" in the second line of paragraph 2

was

accepted.

An amendment was proposed by Mr. Oliver C. SCIIRoE}:ml:I and Mr.
Douglas WYNN (United States) to delete the last sentence of pararapl)h 3 on the ground that it was a matter which should be voted upon
i)v the Assembly. The amendment was ruled out of order on the basis
that. the issue had been raised in the Political and Economic Committee and had been defeated.
In paragraph 4, two amendments proposed by Mr. Gii(x Il/'iOL were
accepted: after "Atlantic," to substitute "Comniunity" for "organizations"; and to add at, the end of the paragraph "arising from the interpretation and application of treaties." Mr. 'G6nliibol explained
that tlhe second amendment would bring the paragraph into conformity with paragraph 4 of the summary of recommendations.
'The amended paragraph was adopted.
1Part I, section. . Policies:
Air. ALLAIS sought to raise a question concerning thle reduction of
tariffs in paragraph 3, which, he said, was not identical to tile text
adol)ted by the committee. The Chairman ruled that the paragraph
had been amended in accordance with the wishes of the committee.
An amendment by Mr. R. GooLD-ADAMr (United Kingdom) to delete "sequentially" in paragraph 5 was accepted.
As the result. of an amendment by Mr. Charles W. Exr(EIHARD, Jr.
(United States), paragraphss 5 and 6 were transposed.
Part II-Moral and Cultural Questions:
A prol)osal by the CHAIRMANr to transpose paragraphs 5 and 6 of
tlhe second part, of section A and to give the renumibered paragraph
6 thle heading "Reconstruction of tlhe Acropolis" was adopted.
Replying to a question from MrK. P.ANP. DRAs (Canada) about tlhe
meaning of the expression "pairing-off" in paragraph (e) of section
B, Mr. Francis HUTCHINS (IJUnited States), who was Vice Chairman
of the Cultural Committee, said it referred to the possibility of a
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university in one NATO country establishing friendly contacts with
t

university

il another NATO

country.

eCr'tion. (':

(General BET'rloIARTl suggested the additioli of the words, "and governmlents" after thle word, "parliaments" in line 3 of the paragraph.
Lord ()(O ORE proposed the following amendment: to delete the
words at thle beginning of thle paragraph to "recommends" in the
third line; to begin tile paragral)lI with tile word "Recommends":
and then insert:
"the Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations requests its President. to forward the foregoing Declaration and Resolutions
to thlie NATO Council and the NATO Parliamentarians Conference at tile earliest possible date and that the delegates
to this Convention report tile same to their respective governmlents or legislative authorities at their earliest convenience."
Tlie amendment was agreed to.
Thle CH[AIRMA.N, in reply to Mr. 0. B. KRAF't (T)enmark), explained
that tlie. remainder of tile paragraphl) in section C would appearzav
a

sel)arate

paragraph.

He explained that because of a misunderstanding on the part of
the Steering Committee certain resolutions approved by tle (Cultulra
Committee hlad not been dealt with. The Steering (Jommittee hlad
understood t.lat. the resolutions had been passed to the Steering Colmmittee merely for such action tfs it saw fit to take, and the ,.teering
Committee had not appreciated that the resolutions had been formally
approved by tlhe Cultural Committee for inclusion ill tile Convenltioi
documents. Accordingly, lie proposed to submit those resolutions to
tile Convention.
AMrI'. . PAGET (United Kingdom) sul)mitted tile following revised
draft of the C(ultural Committee's recommendation 1:
"Most. governments of tlie Atlantic Communllity countries
of the Statute of tile
having accepted the ol)ligatory atclause
International Court. of ,Jlstice
lhelHagiue, tile Conventionl recommends that all members of thle Atlantic Com1nmn ity accept this ol)ligatory clause."
Tle revised recommendation was adopted.
Thle Cultural Committee's recommendation 2 was subl)mitted to the
Convent ioll.
Mr. (Lumo suggested that it would be more appropriate if the comof the first Atlantic Convention, referred to in the recommemorating was
suggested )by somebody other than tile Convention
mendation,

itself.
Mr. P.\ALE.WSKI suggested that the series of stamps referred to in
thlie recommendation should bear a picture of the Acropolis.
The recommendation was rejected.
When the Cultural Committee's recommendation 3 was liut to tlhe
Convention, Mr. SERMON (Belgium) said that. it. would be childish
for tile Convention to adopt such a recommendation, and the reconlmendation was rejected.
When the Cultural Committee's recommendation 5, proposing the
setting up of a permanent. Cultural Conimmittee, was submitted to the
Convention, the Chairman suggested that it was a matter more for tile
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members of the Cultural Committee to decide than for the Convention..
The CHAIRMAN'S advice was accepted, and the recommendation was
withdrawn.

Convening of future meeting

The CHAIRMAN submitted to the Convention the resolution, document AA106, adopted by the Convention sitting in Commnittee of the
Whole on Thursday. He emphasized that the resolution, dealing witl
tlie possible convening of a future meeting, was something entirely
apart from the Declaration of Paris.
Mr. ALLAIS said that the French text was different from the Englishl
version of the resolution in respect to the phrase in the third paragraph
"a group such as this."
Tlhe CHAIRMAN said that it seemed.to him that the two texts had the
same

meaning.

Mr. PALEWSiI said that lie was not opposed to the calling of a future
meeting if that were found to be necessary, but he was opposed to.
the setting up of a permanent body of a type such as the Convention.
Lord CRATI'IORNE (United Kingdom), who agreed with Mr. Palewski, said that another meeting should be a new Convention on the
recommendation of governments.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that even though tlhe meeting might pass
the resolution and it became part of the final text, fo-ni.al action must
wait until tlle afternoon session. HIe hoped thata -option of the reso-lution would not prejudice a good attendancel )i:. a.fternton and that
as many members as possible would be present, to convey to the publicthe impression that they had acted together and were aill present when
the final Declaration was read.
Tlie resolution was then voted upon and was adopted.
Mr. GARBO said he wished to explain why he would vote in favor of
the whole Declaration. He would have preferred a Declaration that
was rather more general concerning long-term aims and somewhat
more specific toward the immediate political tasks. In the debates,.
members of his delegation had taken initiatives to this effect. The
fact that he would vote in favor of the whole Declaration did not mean
thliat every point in it accorded with his wishes, but he wanted to vote
in favor of the Declaration in the spirit of Atlantic cooperation.
Meeting of Cultural, Soientifio and Spiritual Committee
The CHAIRMA.N announced that there would be a further meeting of
tlie committee after this afternoon's plenary session.
Thlie Convention adjourned until 3 p.m.

EIEVENTH MEETING

FRIDAY, JANUARY 19, 1962
Tlie meeting was opened by the Chairman, Mr. Christian A. Herteir

(United States) at 3:15 p.m.
Declaration of Paris
The CIHAIRMAN announced that the Declaration of Paris which had
been drafted by the Convention now came before it for final approval,
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The CHAIRMAN then read the first part of the Declaration, including the preamble, the summary of recommendations and part I of the
resolutions; General A. BETHOUART (France) read part II, and the
Chairman finally read the concluding generall resolution.
The CHAIRMAN then submitted the Declaration of Paris for apcustoms, members would
proval, and stated a briefin accordance ofwith
be allowed to make that,
explanation their vote.
Mr. Patrick NICHOLSON (Canada) said that he supported the
Declaration. Its recommendations represented a first step toward
Atlantic unity, just as the invention of the wheel represented the first
step in man's creation of our present mechanized civilization. But
lie would not applaud anyone who claimed to have created the wheel
today.
Likewise, he did not applaud the Declaration of Paris as a creative
statement. It did not contain a single novel thought. It merely repeated proposals which had been formnulated by many of them 8, 10, or
even 12 years ago.
The Convention of the One Hundred had missed a unique oppor.
tunity to formulate the ultimately essential, novel, and creative proto inform and lead public opinion toward their goal of worldposals
wide peace and prosperity.
With this strong reservation, he stated that he would not vote
against the adoption of the Declaration.
Prof. Mario MONTANARI (Italy) stated that, he would abstain from
voting on the Declaration because of its political part. He agreed
with its contents relating to moral, spiritual, and economic matters,
buit he absolutely disagreed with the political part.
He had hoped to leave the Convention with a much clearer and
much more revolutionary document, which he believed the free peoples
of the West demanded. On the contrary, however, he found the Declaration devoid of content from the institutional point of view and not
in conformity with the proposals which he had earlier presented.
Mr. van Zeeland had told him that another meeting of the Convention must be organized to enable them to achieve their full aims. He
was not certain whether another meeting would be possible. During
the next few months heavy blows would be dealt against the free
world. Yet, what had they done? Once again they had failed at
an important crossroads in history. They had produced an almost
routine document. What the world situation demanded was something of a revolutionary nature. For that reason he would abstain
from voting on the Declaration.
Mr. Alistair STEWART (Canada) asked whether the Declaration
meant something or nothing. If it meant something, members had to
go back to their governments and answer questions. Did it mean the
delegation of sovereignty; the creation of an Atlantic Government;
a common defense policy; a common foreign policy; and ultimately a
Common Market? If the answer was in the affirmative, the Convention should have said so in the document. If it was in the negative, it
had wasted 2 weeks. Announcing that he would abstain from voting,
Mr. Stewart described the document as one which would have been
admirable in 1952.
Mr. I. M. LOMBn^ARDo (Italy) believed that every statement and resolution in the Declaration was the fruit of earnest and passionate effort.
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In common with Mr. Stewart, he would have applauded the document
in the 1950's, but he was afraid that it did not reach the heights that
the great majority of the people expected from such a Convention in
1962. In his opinion, its outstanding feature was timidity. Never
had the free world depended so much on imaginative and determined
leadership. As they were confronted with a threat which did not
allow them to bide their time, a union of the free was imperative.
Either they resorted to it rapidly of their own choice in freedom or
they would become unified and enslaved in serfdom. For those reasons lie would abstain from voting.
Mr. George J. FELDMAN (United States) said his emotions as he
examined the product of the Convention were still hopeful, but that
hope was tinged with disappointment, not because of what the Declaration said, but because of what it failed to say. Its content was
and its conclusions were tentative. However, he propreliminary
posed to support the document as a first step.
Mr. Maurice ALLAIS (France) said that although he considered the
Declaration to be far too moderate and not sufficiently constructive
in the long term, he would vote for it in view of its immense value for
the immediate future. The Declaration spoke of a true Atlantic Comiminity but did not specify what its effective operation on a democratic
basis would involve; for example, the need of a directly elected joint
to decide upon affairs. In confining themselves to the
parliament
immediate problems without dealing with the long-term problems of a
trule community, the Convention had fulfilled only one part of its
mission.
Prof. Alinet Siikli ESMEir (Turkey) said that he and members of
his delegation found themselves in the category of those who thought
that the Convention had not gone far enough. Nevertheless, they
would vote for the Declaration in a true Atlantic spirit.
Mr. Thrasyvoulos TSAKALOTOS (Greece) described the Declaration
as both historic and excellent. If delegates had faith in themselves
as citizens of NATO, they must present the Declaration to their
parliaments and people to insure that it became really historic.
Lord OGMORE (United Kingdom) said that the Declaration was an
excellent document and he would vote for it. He had not believed a
fortnight ago that distinguished citizens from so many nations could
have produced such a farsighted document within so short a time.
Members of the British delegation would do their best to recommend
the Declaration to the Government, Parliament, and the people of
the United Kingdom.
Mr. 0. B. Kn^Ar (Denmark) said that since the Declaration did not
go too far in advance of what public opinion in the member states
was ready to accept, it was a wise and historic document and would
be of the greatest support for the cause of the Atlantic Community.
He hoped that everybody could accept it.
Mr. J. P. PAmWsKT (France) declared that lie would vote for the
Declaration, not because he approved of every word of it but because
it was a good starting point. It was the first time that a Convention
composed of eminent persons from different NATO countries had
agreement on the setting up of a number of instimanagedandto reach
on recommendations to be made to their governments.
tutions
The outcome of the Declaration might well be greater than its actual

language suggested.
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Count Raban ADELMANN (Federal Republic of Germany) described
the Declaration as an important result of a citizens convention and
certainly a first step toward an Atlantic Community. It therefore had
great practical value and was an admirable political and spiritual
document achieved after thorough discussion. The German delegates
were glad that the Convention had made such progress, and they
would vote for the Declaration.
General A. BETIIOUART (France), who recalled the failure of earlier
attempts at constitutional development in Europe, said that Europe
was on the march and he was certain that results would finally be
achieved. What was being proposed as a first step did not in any way
aspirations for future unity but was a useful first step toward
prejudice
the creation of a European Community.
On a standing vote being taken, the CHAIRMAN announced that the
Declaration had been unanimously adopted, with the absteiltions
which had been intimated.
Votes of thanks
Mr. Ralph D. PITMMAN (United States) paid tribute to the generous and gracious hospitality afforded by Herr Lemmer, Minister for
All-German Affairs, to delegates on their visit to Berlin. He proposed that a committee be appointed to draft an appropriate resolution
of appreciation.
The proposal was unanimously endorsed.
A vote of thanks was unanimously accorded to the French Ministry
of Foreign Affairs for making available to the Convention the buildings and facilities which delegates had enjoyed during the past 2
weeks.
Votes of thanks were also unanimously passed to the interpreters
for their work during the Convention and to what the Chairman
described as a very fine international staff, many of whom had worked
late into the night to insure that documents and translations were
available when required.
A vote of thanks, moved by Mr. Elmhno ROPER (United States), to
the committee chairmen, vice chairmen, and rapporteurs for their
extremely effective and arduous work was unanimously accorded with
acclamation.
Mr. J. PAGET (United Kingdom) said that during the Convention,
le had heard no mention of General de Gaulle, who, whether
one
agreed with his politics or not, was still the first citizen of Europe and
deserved the respect of delegates as Europeans. If they did not respect their great leaders, they would not get very far with union. He
asked delegates "to express a vote of confidence in General de Gaulle
as the first European in public life today."
Tlhe motion was carried unanimously.
General BETHOUART proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Christian
Herter for the masterly way in which lie had conducted the proceedand said that the success of the Convention and the influence that
ings,
it would have in the future were due in large part to him.
The vote of thanks was accorded unanimously with acclamation.
The CHAIRMAN, in acknowledgment, said that had it not been for
the eagerness and hard-working quality and the spirit of give-and-
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take shown by the Convention, no presiding officer could have had any
influence. The thanks were due to the entire assembly.
Closure of Convention
Tile CHAIRMAN, expressing the wish that delegates would return to
their countries and put into reality what they had expressed in terms
of hopes on paper, declared the Convefition closed.
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APPENDIX A
Financial report, United States Citizoews Commission on NATO, fiscal year 1962

Appropriation (fiscal year 1962):
General expenses (021-0021).
_------$248,000.00
1,500.00
Representation (121-0021)---Total appropriation (fiscal year 1962)
250, 000.00
Actual obligations (July 1, 1961 to May 15, 1962):
General expenses (021-0021)
----------134, 640. 07
1,423.04
Representation (121-0021)
Total actual obligations
136, 063.11
Estimated obligations (May 15 to June 9):
General expenses (021-0021)----------------7,112.63
Representation (121-0021)
Total estimated obligations
7,112. 63
Actual and estimated obligations (July 1, 1961 to June 9, 1962):
General expenses (021-0021)
141,752.70
Representation (121-0021).--1,423.04
Total actual and estimated obligations__
143,175.74
Obligations liquidated through May 15, 1962:
General
97, 838. 71
._-.---_
Representation --.-1, 423. 04
Total obligations liquidated through May 15, 1962------ 99, 261. 75
-----------

-------------

--------

-

-------------------

-------------------

-------------------

---------------

----------------

----------------

---- ----

----------------------

Estimated return to U.S. Treasury:
General expenses

Representation

------

....

------ ----

-------------------

--------------

105, 747. 30
76. 96

-----------

Total estimated return to U.S. Treasury----------

-

106, 824. 26
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Breakdown, general

expenses
Total and
Estimated
Obligated
through
obligated
projected
(May 15- May 15, 1962 obligations
Junie 9, 1962)

1111
1221
1222
1223
1226
1145
1146
1149

Salaries and expenses:
$40,797.24
$3, 201.44
Salaries...-......---.---..--..
6.38
47.19
FEGLIA .--------------------------62. 46
4.68
FEIIB
...-----193. 64
22.70
FICA
------------------------277. 27
Civil service retirement
.--2, 255.78
Contractual:
-----1,044.06
Translating
-------------1,182.24
Interpreting .---Miscellaneous
....1, 707. 73
47,290.34
Total
3,512.47
Travel and transportation:
65,096.00
Travel ------- --.....
3, 580. 40
.---900.00
Automobile transportation
460.00
112.73
Freight --------------------------------108.
73
66,
Total----.--------4,040.40
1,626. 68
Rent
Communications:
---.. 206. 60
-----------------------Postage350.00
All other-...-----.-----------------------2,044.87350.00
Total..--2, 251.37
504.41
lPrinting
327.52
600.00
Other contractual services
100.02. 54
-..00
1.0------------Supplies-1,137.00
100.00
Miscellaneous materials
101.34
Books and maps ..-------.----200.00
Total-......--..---.-2,840. 88
12,100.00
Contributions: International Convention----Grand total
..-----------133,049. 83
8, 702. 87
--------

.......----

--------

-

------------

--------

---- -----

---

--------------------

2139
2122
2231

----.-

--------

----

--------

.

2319
2341
2359

---

-------------

-----------------

-

-.-

------------------

2419
2583

2649
2699
3141

----.

------------.
..-----

-----

.

------

---------

------

4111

-------------

------

.-----

.--

---

--------

-------

$43,998.6t
53. 5

67.14
216.34

2, 633. 05

1,044.06
1,182.24
1,707.73
50,802.81

68, 676.40

900.00
572.73
70,149.13
1,626.68
206. 50

2,394.87
2, 601.37
504.41
927.52
1,702. 54

1,237.00
101.34

3,040. &8
12,100.00
141,752. 70

APPENDIX B
U.S. CITIZENS DESIoNATED BY HON. LYNDON B. JOHNSON, VICE PRESIDENT OF TIlE
UNITED STATES, AND HON. SAM RAYBURN, SPEAKER OF TIlE HOUSE OF REPlII'
SENTATIVES TO SERVE ON THE UNITED STATES CITIZENS COMMISSION ON NATO
Co-chairmen:
William L. Clayton, Houston, Tex.
Christian A. Herter, Washington, D.C.
Vice chairman: Eilmo Roper, New York, N.Y.
Agger, Donald G., Washington, D.C.
Burden, William A. M., New York, N.Y.
Engelbard, Charles W., Jr., Newark, N.J.
Feldman, George J., New York, N.Y.
Forgash, Morris, New York, N.Y.
Hutchins, Dr. Francis S., Berea, Ky.

Johnston, Eric, Washington, D.C.
Knowland, William F.,' Oakland, Calif.
Moore, Hugh, Easton, Pa.
Pittman, Ralph D., Washington, D.C.
Regan, Ben, Chicago, Ill.
Sampson, Mrs. Edith S., Chicago, Ill.
Schmidt, Adolph W., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Schroeder, Oliver 0., Jr., Cleveland, Ohio.
Swezey, Burr S., Lafayette, Ind.
Warden, Alexander, Great Falls, Mont.
Wynn, Douglas, Greenville, Miss.
1

Resigned Jan. 2. 1962, and replaced on Jan. 11,

1962, by Edward Fenner, Chicago, II.
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APPENDIX C
UNITED STATES CITIZENS CO)MMISSION

ON

NATO

MEMBERSHIP AND FUNCTIONS OF COMMITTEES

1. Commiittee- on Studies.-Primary function: To develop a bibliography of
material already in existence, to propose fields to be explored further, and to help
enlist experts and institutions in such exploration.
Chairman: Dr. Francis S. Hutchins. Members: Donald G. Agger, Morris
Forgash, Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr., Adolph W. Schmidt.
2. committee on Public Affairs.-Primary function: To enlarge the area of
public understanding of the Commission's work as related to the problems facing
the free world.
Chairman: William F. Knowland. Members: Hugh Moore, Alexander
Warden, Ben Regan, Burr S. Swezey.
3. Comm ittee on Legal Procedures and Policies.-Primary function: To advise
the Commission on its legal procedures and to undertake an evaluation of the
effects of treaties and agreements entered into by various nations on national

sovereignty.

Chairman: George J. Feldman. Members: Ralph D. Pittman, Mrs. Edith S.
Sampson, Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr., Douglas Wynn.
4. Committee on Relations With Other NATO Nations.-Primary function:
To assure the appointment of citizens commissions similar to ours by other
nations and to prepare for them to meet with us in convention.
Chariman: Eric Johnston. Members: William A. M. Burden, Charles W.
Engclhard, Jr., George J. Feldman, Ralph D. Pittman.
5. Committee on Organization of the Atlantic Convention.-Primary function:
To developp plans for organizing the Convention itself, to develop rules to be
recommended for the orderly procedure of the Convention, and to assist the International Preparatory Committee when it is formed.
Chairman: Adolph W. Schmidt. Members: William A. M. Burden, Charles
W. Engelliard, Jr., Eric Johnston, William F. Knowland.

APPENDIX D
,MEMBERS OF PREPARATORY COMMAITTEE
Netherlands-Continued
Belgium: I'Paul van Zeeland
Mrs. J. Stoffels-Van Haaften
Can1ada:
J. L. Kranenburg
Professor Northrop Frye
Patrick Nicholson
Norway:
Reldar Briltl
Denmark: Per Markussen
Jarvirts Pettersen
France:
Portugal:
General A. Bethouart
Dr. Vaz Pereira
J. P. Palewski
Dr. Adriano Carvalho
German Federal Republic:
Count Raban Adelmann
Turkey: Prof. Alimet Silikrfi Esmner
United Kingdom:
HIelmut Schmidt
Lord Crathorne
Greece: Marlkos Cosmetatos
R. Goold-Adams
Iceland: II. F. Hallgrimsson
United States:
Italy:
Ivan Matteo Lombardo
Adolph W. Schmidt
Senator Pietro Micara
George J. Feldman
Eric Johnston
Luxembourg: Marcel Fischbach
William F. Knowland
Netherlands:
Elmo Roper
J. J. Fens
Oliver 0. Schroeder, Jr.
J. In't Veld

Table: Scale of representation at the Convention

Table: Division of international costs of Convention agre d to by the Preparatory Com it e and confirmed by the Convention
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Scale

of

APPENDIX 1
representation at the Convention.

Countries

NATO
Parliamentarians'
Conference
voting scale

Scale

adjusted to
a body of
less than
100

United States
36
-----------------------------------------..------------20
12
Canada ---.---------------------------------------------7
Great Britain
18
10
France-..
------------------------------18
10
1810
Germany ---------------------------.-------------------------------------.8-------..-----------1810
Italy
10
6
.........
.
Turkey --.....
7
4
Belgium ..------.....------------ ..----.---.---.
Greece .,.---74
------------------------------------------------7
4
Netherlands -..-------. ------------.
5
Denmark -3
-------------------------------------------5
3
-------------------....----------Norway
5
3
Portugal ...----.--------------------------.-------------------.
3
2
Iceland
32
Luxembourg .....-......
Total -----------.-----------------.-17298
...

...-..----

.----

......

-------

.
-----------------------.

.------.

-------------------------

----------.--

----------------

----.

.

-----------.

-------------

-

-----------

---------------------------------------------------------------

--------..----.-

...

APPENDIX F

Division of international costs of Convention agreed to by the Preparatory
Committee and coonfirmcd by the Convention
Percentage

Belgium -2.86

------------------.---.---.-5.80
Canada ..-1.65
l)enmark
17.10
France ---.. ..-10
-----------------------------------------16.
Germany
Greece .--.------......------......-------.----.39
-------..05
Iceland
.........
5. 06
...-----Italy.09
--------------...
Luxembourg
2. 85
Netherlands-1. 15
......
Norway
------...65
Portugal .....-..-1.65
Turkey .-...----------...-.....
United Kingdom
-19.60
...
...............
United States
.....--.-24.20
100.00
Total
........-....

-..---

----------------------------.

.-.-.----.-.-

------

--------------..--------..--

-----------

.------

...

..-.
..

-----

...--------------

---

---------

-------.

------..

..........---

-------

--------------

...--

.

-----..

-..

.. .--

---..

-------

.....-...

--

..-

..

..

.....

..

---- --...

.

.-------

-----------------

Amount

$1, 130
2, 900
825
8,550
8,050
195
25

2,980

4.5

1,425

575

325
825

9,760
12,100
50, 000

APPENDIX G
RULES OF PROCEDURE
PREAMBLE

The Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations groups 98 members belonging to
the 15 NATO nations nominated according to procedure appropriate to each
nation.
Members of the Convention speak and act in their personal capacity and
may not represent, speak for, nor commit any official body or delegation.
Article 1.-At the opening of the Convention, the chairman of the delegation
of the host country shall preside until the Chairman of the Convention is elected.
Article 2.-The Chairman of the Convention shall be elected on a secret ballot
by majority vote. If after two ballots, no member has obtained a majority,
the member who obtains the most votes shall be elected. In the event of a tie,
the eldest shall be elected.
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Article S.-Six Vice Chairmen shall then be elected by the same method, constituting with the Chairman a Steering Committee of seven.
Article 4.-The Convention shall elect a Treasurer by the same method, who
shall take part, with a consultative vote, in the work of the Steering Committee.
Working methods of the Convention
Article 5.-The Chairman shall open meetings and announce suspensions and
adjournments thereof. He shall also enforce the rules, draw the attention of the
Convention to matters which concern it, call upon speakers, guide the debates
of the Convention, and announce decisions and the results of votes.
Article 6.-The Chairman shall maintain order and take any necessary steps
to this end.

Article 7.---If the Chairman is unable to preside or wishes to take part in
debate, he shall delegate one of the Vice Chairmen to take the chair. Vice
Chairmen shall be called upon in rotation in alphabetical order as drawn up
I
by the Steering Committee.
Article 8.-The Chairman shall send copies of all recommendations and resolutions adopted by the Convention to the North Atlantic Council, to the governments and to the presiding officers of the legislatures of the countries represented.
Article 9.-The Treasurer shall prepare a draft budget for submission to
the Steering Committee. He shall control the -work of the accountant, make up
the accounts, and generally supervise the financial administration of the
a

secretariat.
Article 10.-The Steering Committee shall:
Propose to the Convention all measures appropriate to its work.
Prepare, on the Treasurer's report, the draft budget to be submitted to
the Convention for approval.
Put forward all necessary proposals for the working of the secretariat on
a report from the Secretary General.
Article 11.-Within the limits of the organization laid down in articles 9 and
10, the Secretary General of the Convention, under the authority of the Chairman, shall insure the working of the secretariat.
Article 12.-Members of the Convention shall be seated alphabetically except
that any delegate may shift his place when he so desires and an alternate member shall take the seat of the member he replaces.
Article 13.-Alternate members shall have the right to attend all meetings
but shall be required to sit only if the regular members, whom they replace,
should be absent, in which case they may take part in the debates and voting.
Article 14j.-Unless otherwise decided by the Convention, meetings shall be
public. The Chairman or his delegate may forbid admission.
Article 15.-No member shall address the Convention unless empowered to
do so by the Chairman.
Article 16.-No speaker shall be interrupted without his consent.
Article 17.-The Chairman may set a time limit on speeches. Any motion to
do so shall be voted upon without discussion. If a speaker does not keep to
the point, the Chairman may call him to order and, if necessary, deny him
his right to speak.
Article 18.-Rapporteurs presenting reports of committees shall have precedence over other speakers.
Article 19.-Any member raising a point of order or any personal matter or
moving the adjournment or any other motion shall be called upon by the Chairman to speak briefly on it. The point raised or motion put shall then be voted
upon without debate, except for the right of reply.
Article 20.-Any member may introduce or speak upon amendments to proposals debated by the Convention. Such amendments shall relate to the proposals debated; if that relationship is questionable, the Chairman shall decide
whether they are in order.
Article 21.-Amendments shall be voted upon before the text to which they
refer. If mutually exclusive amendments should be proposed, the amendment
which, in the opinion of the Chairman, is farthest from the text shall be voted
upon first.
Article 22.-Members may at any time propose that a matter be referred to a
committee. Such motion shall be voted upon without debate.
Article 23.-(1) Decisions of the Convention, Including the adoption of recommendations or resolutions shall be by agreement unless a vote is claimed, which
shall then be taken by show of hands or by rollcall.
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(2) All decisions, including the adoption cf recommendations or resolutions,
shall be made by a majority vote of the Convention.
(3) Any member may demand a separate vote on any or every paragraph
of a recommendation or resolution; or that any paragraph be divided into parts
and a separate vote be token on each part; or that one or more paragraphs
be broken up. In these case the votes shall be by show of hands.
(4) If the results of a vote by show of hands is in doubt, a vote shall be
taken by rollcall. A -vote by rollcall can be demanded by any member and, it
supported by'10 or more members, shall be taken forthwith.
Article 214.-(1) The official languages of the Convention shall be English and
French. Speeches made in either of the two official languages shall be inter-

preted.
(2) Any speaker who

uses another language shall be personally responsible
for its interpretation into one of the official languages.
Gomnmittees
Article 25.-On the proposal of the Steering Committee, the Convention may
study of questions
appoint ad hoc committees from among its members for the
that have been raised. These committees shall include, whenever possible, at
least one delegate from each country.
Article 26.-At its first meeting each committee shall elect from among its
members a chairman, vice chairman, and rapporteur. Rapporteurs shall be
responsible for the preparation of reports and, if these are adopted in committee,
for their submission to the Convention. No committee shall adopt any proposed
recommendation or resolution unless at least half its members are present.
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